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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computational complexity theory has developed into a rich, established field of theoretical
computer science over the past three decades. It has by now produced a vast number of
important results many of which fascinate both by their pure mathematical beauty and by
their ability to stimulate and interact with other, in many cases applied, fields of computer
science. To name a few examples, areas as diverse as cryptography, coding and informa-
tion theory, data compression, logic, graph theory, the design and analysis of algorithms, or
circuit theory have to date greatly benefitted from—and have had themselves a great deal
of influence on—complexity theory.1 Even in areas seemingly as far apart as political sci-
ence and social choice theory, complexity-theoretic techniques were recently applied with
striking success [BTT89a, BTT89b, BTT92, HHR97a, HHR97b]. Historically and concep-
tually, complexity theory is closely related to recursive function theory and to the theory of
automata and formal languages. Finally, the young fields of quantum computing [Ber97]
and biological computing [KMRS97]—which may have the potential to have a decisive
impact on future computer technologies—dwell well and flourish in complexity theory.
One central task of complexity theory is to classify problems—that arise naturally in
a wide variety of fields—with respect to their intrinsic computational complexity, i.e., to
place them into complexity classes. Any complexity class contains all those problems that
are solvable via a certain type of algorithm—specifically, via a Turing machine [Tur36]
representing a certain computational paradigm such as deterministic computation, nonde-
terministic computation, probabilistic computation, etc.—and subject to a certain limitation
of computational resources such as computation time or space.2 By exploring the relation-
1Some of those areas are now so deeply interwoven with complexity theory that it is sometimes difficult
to draw a firm borderline between them. Occasionally, this interaction has even created new, intermediate
subfields such as complexity-theoretic cryptography or circuit complexity theory.
2Time (i.e., the number of steps the Turing machines takes to solve the problem), space (i.e., the number of
memory cells needed), and other resources are measured in terms of functions of the input size. Throughout
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ships between complexity classes, complexity theoreticians seek to learn the relative power
of the underlying computational paradigms and/or resource constraints. However, the pur-
pose of complexity theory goes beyond that. By studying the structure and properties of
complexity classes, complexity theoreticians seek to gain insights into why some problems
seem to be computationally harder than others, not merely to determine how easy or hard
a given problem is to solve. This task is especially crucial in light of the fact that for many
practically important problems no efficient algorithms appear to exist.
The most fundamental complexity classes are P (deterministic polynomial time) and
NP (nondeterministic polynomial time). P was perceived as early as in the mid six-
ties [Cob64, Edm65] to be the most appropriate formal notion to capture the informal term
of “feasible” computation: Sets contained in P are viewed as computationally easy sets. On
the other hand, the hardest sets in NP [Coo71, Lev73] are considered to be computationally
intractable. From the beginnings of complexity theory, the famous P ?  NP question has
been its central issue and its most serious challenge, if not the central issue and challenge of
all of theoretical computer science, and it is an open question still today. The outstanding
role of this question for both theory and practice is substantiated by the annoying discrep-
ancy between, on the one hand, the utmost practical significance of many of the currently
known NP-complete problems and, on the other hand, the total lack of efficient algorithms
for any of them, despite the continuous, decades-long effort to get hold of such algorithms.
The present thesis continues the study of the structure and properties of the classes P
and NP, and of related classes. More to the point, the main topics this thesis covers may
be summarized by the following catchwords, which will be explained in more detail in
the sequel: certificate complexity, one-way functions, heuristics versus NP-completeness,
and counting complexity, where the latter item has three independent facets that may be
described more specifically as: (a) counting properties of circuits, (b) separations with
immunity for counting classes, and (c) counting the solutions of tally NP sets.
We will use the following concrete example of a problem in NP to describe more vividly
some of the above topics. First, we need the following graph-theoretic notion. Given a
graph G, a subset I of the vertex set of G is an independent set of G if no two vertices of I
are joined by an edge. Let misG denote the size (i.e., the number of vertices) of a maxi-
mum independent set of G. Figure 1.1 shows a graph G having two maximum independent
sets each of size seven, i.e, misG   . The problem Independent Set is defined as
follows: Given a pair hG ki, where G is a graph and k is a positive integer, is it true that
this thesis, we consider only the traditional model of worst-case complexity (as opposed to average-case
complexity, an alternative model that has also attracted much attention); i.e., resource functions rn are
bounds on the maximum resource allowed, where the maximum is taken over all inputs of size n.
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Figure 1.1: Graph G with one of its maximum independent sets displayed by full circles
misG  k? Independent Set is one of the standard NP-complete problems,3 i.e., it is
one of the hardest problems in this class, since every NP problem can be transformed into
(in technical terms: can be many-one reduced to) Independent Set in polynomial time.
Now we turn to the detailed description of the topics treated in the present thesis. We
also provide some motivation and background of the questions to be addressed and the
concepts to be used, and we present and discuss our main results as well as a number of
related results known from the literature. For each topic discussed, we here give a detailed
account of the publications and papers that originally describe the research presented in
this thesis—for the publications overview, the reader is referred to the Acknowledgments.
(1) Certificate complexity – [HRW97a, HRW97b]. Given an NP set L and an instance
x  L, a certificate (a.k.a. witness or solution) for “x  L” is a short string (i.e., a string
of length at most polynomial in the length of x) that certifies membership of x in L so that
this can be checked deterministically in polynomial time. For example, if G is the graph
displayed in Figure 1.1, then hG i  Independent Set, and the two certificates for this
membership are the vertex sets fv
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appropriately encoded as strings. To check the validity of such a certificate, one simply has
to verify that it contains seven vertices no two of which are joined by an edge, which is
easy to do given the adjacency list of graph G.
Technically speaking, for any certificate scheme (i.e., NP machine) N accepting L,
each accepting computation path of N on input x is a certificate for “x  L.” A certificate
scheme N for L is said to be easy if there is a polynomial-time computable function that
prints, for each x  L, some certificate witnessing membership of x in L.
3Thousands of problems have as yet been shown to be NP-complete; see the book by Garey and John-
son [GJ79] for an early, yet very instructive account. However, due to the well-known fact that if any one
NP-complete set is in P then all NP sets are in P, it does not really matter which particular NP-complete prob-
lem we pick as an example. Indeed, the famous Isomorphism Conjecture of Berman and Hartmanis [BH77]
suggests that all NP-complete problems may, in fact, be just one and the same problem “in disguise.”
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Can easy sets only have easy certificate schemes? In Chapter 3, we study the class of
sets satisfying that all their certificate schemes are easy. We denote this class by EASY

.
We also study EASY

, the class of sets for which there exists some easy certificate scheme;
it turns out that EASY

  P. In addition, we study EASYio and EASYio, the analogs of
EASY

and EASY

whose certificate schemes are only required to be easy infinitely often.
See Figure 3.1 on page 22 for the inclusions among these four classes within NP.
The idea captured by EASY

was previously studied by Borodin and Demers [BD76].
Stating their result in our notation, they proved that if P   NP  coNP then P  EASY

,
where coNP is the class of sets whose complements are in NP. That is, under a very
plausible hypothesis it holds that there exists an easy set that does not have only easy
certificate schemes. This beautiful result motivated the research reported on in Chapter 3.
Section 3.2 characterizes the classes EASY

and EASYio in terms of Kolmogorov
complexity, showing that they are robust. Informally speaking, Kolmogorov complex-
ity ([Kol65, Cha66], see also [LV93]) measures the “randomness” of finite binary strings
in an information-theoretic sense, and is here invoked to describe the randomness of cer-
tificates. That is, a certificate being “random” means it is “hard to find.” In contrast, easy
certificate schemes have certificates of small generalized Kolmogorov complexity.4
In our example, if some certificate for “hG i  Independent Set” happens to
be encoded as the binary string consisting of only zeroes, this certificate would not be
Kolmogorov-random. However, NP-complete problems such as Independent Set are
very unlikely to have easy certificate schemes, since due to EASY

  P this property
would immediately imply P   NP. Interestingly, NP-complete sets have some easy certifi-
cate scheme if and only if they have only easy certificate schemes, see Corollary 3.3.2
on page 28. In fact, the difficulty of finding certificates for the accepted instances of
NP-complete problems appears to be one crucial source of their intractability. The point
of the result of Borodin and Demers and of our results is that even easy sets (i.e., sets
in P) are likely to have hard certificate schemes (i.e., certificate schemes not always having
Kolmogorov-easy certificates).
Section 3.3 provides structural conditions—regarding immunity,5 P-printability,6 and
class collapses—that put upper and lower bounds on the sizes of the classes EASY

and
EASYio. The positive results of Section 3.3 are summarized in Figure 3.2 on page 26.
4Note that “randomness” means “non-compressibility” in terms of the theory of data compression. Gen-
eralized Kolmogorov complexity was introduced by Hartmanis [Har83a] to measure not only how far a string
can be compressed, but also how fast it can be “restored.” See Definition 3.2.5 on page 23.
5Immunity is an important notion of both recursive function theory [Rog67] and complexity theory. For
any complexity class C, a C-immune set is an infinite set having no infinite subset in C.
6P-printability [HY84] is a notion arising in the theory of Kolmogorov complexity and data compression.
Informally stated, a set is P-printable if all its elements up to a given length can be printed in polynomial
time, see Definition 2.2.8 on page 17.
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Section 3.4 provides negative results showing that some of our positive claims are op-
timal with regard to being relativizable. One such result is proven via a novel observation:
the classical “wide spacing” oracle construction technique yields instant non-bi-immunity
results. We also construct an oracle relative to which NP   P   EASY

, which improves
on the classical result that, in some relativized world, NP   P   NP  coNP [BGS75].
(2) One-way functions. The previous comments on NP-complete problems lacking effi-
cient algorithms, yet being of extreme practical importance, might have given the (wrong)
impression that computational efficiency was the only criterion of deciding what is useful,
important, desirable for practical purposes. On the contrary, computational inefficiency
(hardness)—and above all, provable hardness—is sometimes useful and desirable in cer-
tain applications. In particular, applications having to do with strategic considerations, with
adversaries expected to have a certain computational power, with security, etc. undoubtedly
do need, and rely upon, computational hardness and do need, and rely upon, theoretically
well-founded results proving hardness to be an inherent feature of the given computational
task. One such field instantly comes to mind: cryptography.7
In cryptography, and particularly in its modern subfields such as public-key crypto-
graphy, one seeks to find secure ways of transmitting data in ciphered form over unsecure
channels, thus seeking to guarantee that the information transmitted is secure against eaves-
dropping, forgery of authorship, etc. To this end, appropriate cryptographic protocols need
be designed whose building blocks are cryptographic primitives such as pseudo-random
generators, bit commitment schemes, or one-way functions. Intuitively, a one-way func-
tion is a function that is easy to compute but hard to invert. Since the present thesis is the-
matically concerned with complexity theory, we will be dealing with complexity-theoretic
cryptography. In particular, the type of one-way functions we will study in Chapter 4 is the
complexity-theoretic one-way functions introduced by Grollmann and Selman [GS88].
An issue of central importance in complexity-theoretic cryptography is the question of
whether or not such functions exist. However, since it is well known that one-way functions
exist if and only if P   NP, we cannot give an ultimate answer to this question unless we
can solve the P ?  NP question. All we can hope for is to characterize the existence of
certain special types of one-way functions in terms of complexity-theoretic conditions such
as complexity class separations. Chapter 4 provides such characterizations for certain types
of associative one-way functions—which were introduced by Rabi and Sherman [RS97]—
and for partial and total one-way permutations. A one-way permutation is an injective (i.e.,
one-to-one) and surjective (i.e., onto) one-way function.
7This field, sure enough, is not the only one. For instance, a very interesting application field of
complexity-theoretic hardness results in political science was recently proposed by Bartholdi et al. [BTT89a]:
They prove that for the Copeland voting scheme, an election scheme that is in practical use today, the com-
putational task of manipulating the election is hard; in fact, is NP-complete.
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(2a) Associative one-way functions – [HR99]. Rabi and Sherman [RS97] presented
novel digital signature and unauthenticated secret-key agreement protocols, developed by
themselves and by Rivest and Sherman. These protocols use strong,8 total, commutative (in
the case of multi-party secret-key agreement), associative one-way functions as their key
building blocks. Though Rabi and Sherman did prove that associative one-way functions
exist if P   NP, they left as an open question whether any natural complexity-theoretic
assumption is sufficient to ensure the existence of strong, total, commutative, associative
one-way functions. In Section 4.2, we prove that if P   NP then strong, total, commutative,
associative one-way functions exist.
The proof of this result also resolves another question of Rabi and Sherman. They also
posed as an open issue the problem of whether a strong, total, associative one-way function
can be constructed from any given one-way function [RS93]. The proof of Theorem 4.2.8
shows how to create a strong, total, commutative, associative one-way function from any set
in NP  P, assuming P   NP. For example, if P   NP then Independent Set  NP  P,
and thus our proof shows how to construct such a one-way function from this particular
problem. Since it is well known how to construct a set in NP  P from any given one-way
function, Rabi and Sherman’s question can be answered in the affirmative.
Furthermore, based on Kleene’s [Kle52] careful distinction between weak and complete
equality of partial functions, we give a novel definition of associativity that, for partial
functions, is a more natural analog of the standard total-function definition than that of
Rabi and Sherman. We show that their and our results hold even under this definition.
We also discuss, in Section 4.2, the issue of injective associative one-way functions.
Though Rabi and Sherman proved that no total associative one-way function can be injec-
tive, we characterize the existence of partial, injective, associative one-way functions by
the separation P   UP, where UP [Val76] (unambiguous polynomial time) is the class of
those sets L in NP that have some certificate scheme for which each x  L has exactly one
certificate. UP has long played a central role in complexity-theoretic cryptography; see,
e.g., [GS88]. By definition, P  UP  NP, and both inclusions are widely suspected to
be proper—though this is an open research problem: any proof of P   UP or UP   NP
would immediately prove that P   NP. NP-complete problems such as Independent Set
are unlikely to be in UP.9 Candidates for problems in UP P are, e.g., (a language version
of) the discrete logarithm problem [GS88] and primality testing [FK92].
8Informally stated, strong one-way functions are binary one-way functions that are hard to invert even if
one of their arguments is given, see Definition 4.2.7 on page 49.
9See the papers [HH88a, Rac82] for arguments as to why. Intuitively, instances hG ki of Independent
Set may have up to exponentially many (in the size of hG ki) certificates in the canonical certificate scheme
(i.e., for the “natural” NP algorithm that guesses all possible subsets of size  k of the vertex set and, for
each subset guessed, checks whether or not it is an independent set), and it seems unlikely that Independent
Set has some other certificate scheme obeying the very restrictive unambiguity requirement of UP.
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Finally, we provide a counterexample to a construction that Rabi and Sherman claim
converts partial associative one-way functions into total associative one-way functions.10
More precisely, we show that any proof of their claim would immediately prove UP   NP.
(2b) Partial and total one-way permutations – [RH96], see also [HRW97b]. A one-
way permutation is an injective and surjective one-way function, and in Section 4.3 we
consider both partial and total one-way permutations. Interestingly, it turns out that partial
one-way permutations are closely linked with the easy certificate classes introduced in
Chapter 3. In particular, we define the UP analog of EASY

, denoted EASY

UP. This
class simultaneously prevents two of the possible sources of the potential intractability of
NP-completeness: It reduces the solution space of NP problems to at most one solution
for each input, and it requires that this one solution, if it exists, is easy to find. Expanding
results of Grollmann and Selman [GS88], we show that the existence of partial one-way
permutations can be characterized by the separation P   EASY

UP.
We also characterize the existence of various types of poly-to-one one-way functions in
terms of separations such as P   EASY

FewP, where EASY

FewP is the FewP analog
of EASY

. FewP [All86, AR88] (ambiguity-bounded polynomial time) is that subclass of
NP whose machines have at most polynomially many (in the input size) certificates for
each input. Finally, we establish a condition necessary and sufficient for the existence of
total one-way permutations.
(3) Heuristics versus NP-completeness. Theoretical hardness results—such as NP-com-
pleteness results—are often thought of as being negative results: They express the impos-
sibility to efficiently solve important problems. A practitioner who urgently needs to have
some problem solved might say: “I don’t care about theory. All I care about are those 2500
instances of Independent Set that I must have solved by tomorrow morning. And as far
as I’m concerned, for my first 423 inputs this greedy heuristic seems to have worked just
perfectly.”
Indeed, heuristic algorithms can be useful in quickly providing solutions to certain
“well-structured” instances of hard problems. For instance, our example graph G in Fig-
ure 1.1 happens to have only vertices of degree 1 or 2, and it is known that the Independent
Set problem, restricted to graphs with no vertex degree exceeding 2, is solvable in deter-
ministic polynomial time, see [GJ79]. Similarly, the Minimum Degree Greedy Algorithm
(MDG, for short; see Figure 5.1 on page 68) efficiently finds a maximum independent set if
the input graph is a tree, a split graph, the complement of a k-tree, a well-covered graph, or
a complete k-partite graph. Even in cases where some heuristic fails to find the optimum,
10Their claim refers to the notion of associativity that is based on weak partial-function equality in Kleene’s
sense. Though their claim is invalid, we show that for associativity based on complete partial-function equal-
ity, a variant of Rabi and Sherman’s construction indeed is useful in our proof of Theorem 4.2.8.
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it still might be useful in providing good approximate solutions of the problem. Again, for
certain graph classes it is known that MDG has a good approximation ratio [HR94].
The central question addressed in Chapter 5 is: Given a hard problem, and given a
heuristic algorithm for that problem, what is the complexity of recognizing on which inputs
the heuristic does well? To be a bit more specific about a heuristic “doing well,” we mention
the following three facets of this question, focusing on Independent Set and the MDG
heuristic. First, one can restrict the decision problem Independent Set to those inputs on
which MDG is able to solve it, and study the complexity of the restricted problem. Second,
one can ask about the complexity of recognizing those graphs for which MDG can solve
the optimization problem, i.e., for which MDG is able to output a maximum independent
set. Third, given any fixed constant r, one can ask about the complexity of recognizing
those graphs for which MDG can approximate the optimum solution within a factor of r.
We study this question for two important NP-complete graph problems: Independent
Set and K-Colorability, see [GJ79]. Let G denote the chromatic number of graph G,
i.e., the smallest number of colors needed to color the vertices of G such that no two
adjacent vertices receive the same color. The problem K-Colorability is the following:
Given a graph G and a positive integer k, is it true that G  k? Note that already
-Colorability—the special case of K-Colorability with k   —is NP-complete.
(3a) Independent set problems – [HR98a], see also [HHR97c]. Bodlaender, Thilikos,
and Yamazaki [BTY97] proposed to study the computational complexity of the problem
of whether the MDG algorithm can approximate a maximum independent set of a given
graph within a constant factor of r, for any fixed rational r  . (Note that the special
case of r    is the optimization problem alluded to above.) They denoted this problem
by S
r
and proved that for each rational r  , S
r
is coNP-hard. They also provided a PNP
upper bound of S
r
, where PNP is the class of sets solvable via sequential (a.k.a. “Turing”
or “adaptive”) access to NP. They left open the question of whether the gap between the
upper and the lower bound of S
r
can be closed. For the special case of r   , they showed
that S

is even DP-hard, where DP [PY84] is the class of sets that can be represented as the
difference of two NP sets. Again, they left open the question of whether S

can be shown
to be complete for DP or some larger class such as PNP.
In Section 5.3, we completely solve all the questions left open in [BTY97]. Our main
result is that for each rational r  , S
r
is complete for PNP
jj
, the class of sets solvable
via parallel (a.k.a. “truth-table” or “nonadaptive”) access to NP. The class PNP
jj
has re-
cently proven to be important for describing the complexity of some natural problems for
which previously only NP-hardness or coNP-hardness lower bounds were known, see the
papers [HHR97a, HHR97b, HW97] and the survey [HHR97c].
(3b) Graph coloring problems – [Rot98a]. In Section 5.4, we study the complexity
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of the problem -Colorability when restricted to those input graphs on which a given
graph coloring heuristic is able to solve the problem. The heuristics we consider include
the sequential algorithm traversing the vertices of the graph in various orderings—e.g.,
in the order by decreasing degree or in the recursive smallest-last order of Matula et
al. [MMI72]—as well as Wood’s algorithm [Woo69]. For each of the seven heuristics
considered in Section 5.4, we prove that the corresponding restriction of -Colorability
remains NP-complete.
(4) Counting complexity. To precisely describe the complexity of computing the per-
manent of a given matrix, Valiant [Val79a] introduced the counting class P. Count-
ing has since been a central theme in complexity theory, and a rich body of very
useful, important, sometimes surprising results has been developed; see, e.g., the pa-
pers [Hem87, Hem89, Tod91a, Tod91b, TO92, Tor88, Tor91] and the excellent sur-
veys [Sch90, For97b]. Traditionally, NP is viewed as a class capturing the existential quan-
tification: Does there exist a solution to a given instance? Valiant’s paper and its follow-up
papers ask about the number of solutions; i.e., P is the class of functions that count the
number of certificates of NP machines. For example, the canonical certificate scheme for
Independent Set described in Footnote 9 corresponds to some f  P; taking, e.g., the
graph G from Figure 1.1, we have fhG i   . P functions can be used to define
various important counting and probabilistic classes such as PP, BPP, C P, 	P, and SPP;
see Definition 2.2.1 on page 13. The study of P and of related classes has significant
applications in circuit complexity and other fields.
(4a) Counting properties of circuits – [HR, HR98b]. The mother of complexity theory
is recursive function theory. One of the most beautiful and important results of recur-
sive function theory is Rice’s Theorem [Ric53, Ric56], which states that every nontriv-
ial language property of the recursively enumerable sets is undecidable. Borchert and
Stephan [BS97] initiated the search for complexity-theoretic analogs of Rice’s Theorem.
In particular, they proved that every nontrivial counting property of circuits is UP-hard,11
and that a number of closely related problems are SPP-hard. SPP plays a central role in
complexity theory [For97b] and, in particular, is closely linked to the closure properties of
P [OH93].
In Chapter 6, we show that Borchert and Stephan’s UP-hardness result itself cannot be
improved to SPP-hardness unless unlikely complexity class containments hold. Nonethe-
less, we prove that every “P-constructibly bi-infinite counting property of circuits”—see
Definition 6.3.5 on page 93—is SPP-hard. We also raise their general lower bound from
unambiguous nondeterminism to constant-ambiguity nondeterminism.
11See Definition 6.1.3 on page 86 for the precise meaning of those terms, and note in particular the non-
standard usage of “C-hardness of counting properties of circuits” for any complexity class C.
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(4b) Separations with immunity for counting classes – [Rot, Rot98b]. Ko [Ko90] and
Bruschi [Bru92] independently showed that, in some relativized world, PSPACE contains
a set that is immune to PH, the polynomial hierarchy [MS72, Sto77]. A complexity class
separation witnessed by an immune set is a particularly strong separation, since an immune
witness set contains only finite sets of the class to separate from; immunity thus shields
the witness set against being “approximated from the inside.” In Chapter 7, we study
and settle the question of relativized separations with immunity for PH and the counting
classes PP, C P, and 	P in all possible pairwise combinations. Our results strengthen
previously known simple separation results of Tora´n [Tor91], Green [Gre91], and Berg and
Ulfberg [BU], which are not witnessed with immunity. We also prove the existence of
a relativized C P-simple set (i.e., a coinfinite C P set whose complement is C P-immune),
which extends results of Balca´zar et al. [Bal85, BR88]. Our proof technique requires an
exponential circuit lower bound for the Boolean function EQUhalf
n
(defined on page 100)
that is derived from Razborov’s [Raz87] circuit lower bound for the majority function.
(4c) Counting the solutions of tally NP sets – [GOR, GOR98]. Chapter 8 studies
P

[Val79b], the class of functions that count the number of solutions of tally NP sets. A
set is tally if it is encoded over a unary alphabet. P

is an interesting subclass of P and
contains a number of important problems such as the problem Self-Avoiding Walk (de-
fined on page 114, see also [Wel93]), a classical problem of statistical physics and polymer
chemistry. The most significant question regarding P

is whether or not P

is contained
in FP, the class of polynomial-time computable functions. We study this question in rela-
tion to other complexity-theoretic conditions. Note that if P

 FP then all tally NP sets
are in P. We prove that the assumption P

 FP implies even more unlikely complexity
class collapses: PH  	P and P   BPP.
We also show that P

is contained in FP if and only if every P set has an easy (i.e.,
polynomial-time computable) census function. Informally stated, the census function of
a set L maps each number n (given in unary) to the number of length n elements in L.
Census functions are a central notion in complexity theory and have proven useful in many
contexts, see Section 8.1. Our main result is that every P

PH function can be computed
in FPP P  . Consequently, every P set has an easy census function if and only if every
set in the polynomial hierarchy does. We relate a set’s property of having an easy census
function to other well-studied properties of sets, such as P-printability, rankability [GS91]
(another notion arising in the theory of Kolmogorov complexity and data compression),
and scalability [GH96] (the closure of the rankable sets under P-isomorphisms).
Finally, we prove that it is no more likely that the census function of any set in P can
be approximated (more precisely, can be n-enumerated in time n for fixed  and ) than
that it can be precisely computed in polynomial time.
Chapter 2
Notations and Basic Concepts
This chapter provides the notations and the basic complexity-theoretic concepts used in
this work. Readers familiar with the concepts and the standard notation of complexity
theory are encouraged to skip the present chapter and to consult the Index when necessary.
For further information and historical background, we refer to some standard text book on
computational complexity such as [HU79, WW86, BDG88, BDG90, BC93, Pap94].
Further concepts and notations will be defined later on; e.g., the fundamental notion
of Kolmogorov complexity will be defined in Section 3.2, and some basic graph-theoretic
concepts will be provided in Section 5.2. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the
standard notations of mathematics, logic, and computer science.
2.1 Strings, Sets, and Functions
Fix the two-letter alphabet 	   f
 g. 	 is the set of all strings over 	, and 	  
	

 fg, where  denotes the empty string. For each string x  	, jxj denotes the
length of x. We denote the set of non-negative integers by N , and we adopt the standard
bijection between 	 and N—the natural number i corresponds to the lexicographically
i  st string in 	: 
 
 ,  
 
,  
 ,  
 

, etc. We let  denote the standard
lexicographic order on 	.
The existential quantifier is denoted by , and the universal (“for all”) quantifier is
denoted by . As is standard, the notation iox (respectively, aex) means “there exist
infinitely many x” (respectively, “for all but finitely many x”).
For each set L  	 (equivalently, L  N via the above bijection), jjLjj denotes the
cardinality of L, and L   	  L denotes the complement of L. For any class C of sets,
define coC   fL j L  Cg. Let Ln (respectively, Ln) denote the set of strings in L of
length n (respectively, of length at most n), and let Ln   Ln  Ln. Let 	n and 	n
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be shorthands for 	n and 	n, respectively. For any sets X and Y , their disjoint
union, denoted X 	 Y , is defined to be f
x j x  Xg  fy j y  Y g. For classes C and D
of sets, let C D denote fC 	D j C  C and D  Dg.
All functions may potentially be many-to-one and partial, unless explicitly specified to
be one-to-one or total. For each (single-valued, partial or total) function f , let domainf
and imagef denote the domain and image of f , respectively.
To encode pairs of strings as a single string, we use some standard total, one-to-
one, onto, polynomial-time computable pairing function, h i  	  	  	, that
has polynomial-time computable inverses, and is non-decreasing in each argument when
the other argument is fixed.1 This pairing function is extended to encode m-tuples of
strings as is standard. For convenience, we will sometimes write m-tuples of strings
x

 x

     x
m
 	
 explicitly as x

x

   x
m
, using a special separating symbol
 not in 	.
The characteristic function of any set L is denoted by 
L
, i.e., 
L
x    if x  L, and

L
x   
 if x  L.
2.2 Turing Machines, Complexity Classes, Reducibilities,
and Other Notions
The definition of Turing machines and their languages, Turing transducers and the func-
tions they compute, relativized (i.e., oracle) computations, (relativized) complexity classes,
etc. is standard in the literature, see, e.g., the text books [HU79, WW86, BDG88, BC93,
Pap94]. We will abbreviate “deterministic (respectively, nondeterministic) polynomial-
time Turing machine” by DPTM (respectively, NPTM). An unambiguous Turing machine
(sometimes called categorical Turing machine) is a nondeterministic Turing machine that
on no input has more than one accepting computation path.
For any Turing machine M , LM denotes the language of M , i.e., the set of strings
accepted by M . The notation Mx means “M on input x.” For any NPTM N and any
input x, we assume that all computation paths of Nx are suitably encoded by strings
over 	. An NPTM N is said to be normalized if there exists a polynomial q such that for
all n  N , qn  n and, on each input of length n, all computation paths of length qn
exist in the computation of Nx, and Nx has only computation paths of length qn.
Unless otherwise stated, all NPTMs considered in this work are required to be normalized.
We assume that the set of final states of any Turing machine is partitioned into the set
of accepting states and the set of rejecting states. Computation paths of nondeterministic
1Using the above-mentioned standard correspondence between   and N, we will view h i also as a
pairing function mapping N  N onto N.
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Turing machines are assumed to be encoded as strings in 	; a computation path that termi-
nates in an accepting final state is called an accepting computation path, and a computation
path that terminates in a rejecting final state is called a rejecting computation path.
For any NPTM N and any input x, we denote the set of accepting computation paths
of Nx by ACC
N
x, and we let acc
N
x   jjACC
N
xjj denote the number of accepting
computation paths of Nx. Similarly, rej
N
x denotes the number of rejecting computa-
tion paths of Nx, and tot
N
x denotes the total number of computation paths of Nx.
For any oracle Turing machine M , we will use the same notations as given above, ex-
cept that “M” be replaced by “MA” when A is the given oracle set. In particular, the above
normalization requirement is meant to hold independent of the specific oracle used. Some-
times, when we speak of an oracle Turing machine M with no oracle specified, we write
M

. We will use the shorthands DPOTM and NPOTM, respectively, to denote DPTMs
and NPTMs that are oracle Turing machines. We allow both languages and functions to be
used as oracles. In the latter case, the model is the standard one, namely, when query q is
asked to a function oracle f the answer is fq.
We briefly recall the definitions of some well-known complexity classes that are central
to this work. In some of the chapters, a number of additional complexity classes will
be defined. Every complexity class that occurs in this work can be found in the Index
along with a reference to the page where it is defined. Figure 2.1 summarizes the known
inclusions among (some of) the classes defined below.
P (respectively, NP) is the class of all sets that are accepted by some DPTM (respec-
tively, NPTM). UP [Val76] is the class of all sets that are accepted by some unambigu-
ous NPTM. PSPACE is the class of problems decidable in polynomial space. Let FINITE
be the class of all finite sets. Let P

denote the class P  FINITE of all infinite P sets. FP
denotes the class of all polynomial-time computable functions from 	 to 	. FE is the
class of functions that can be computed by deterministic transducers running in time cn
for some constant c. Let E  
S
c
DTIMEcn and NE  
S
c
NTIMEcn.
Definition 2.2.1 1. [MS72, Sto77] The polynomial hierarchy is inductively defined
as follows: 	p

  P, 	p
k
  NP
p
k   and p
k
  co	p
k
for k  , and PH   S
i
	
p
i
.
2. [Val79a, Val79b] P   facc
M
jM is an NPTMg.
3. [Gil77] PP is the class of languages L for which there exists an NPTM M such
that for all strings x  	, x  L  acc
M
x  rej
M
x.
4. [Sim75, Wag86] C P is the class of languages L for which there exists an NPTM
M such that for all strings x  	, x  L  acc
M
x   rej
M
x.
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PSPACE

p

	
p

C P coC P
BPP
UPcoUP
coFewP FewP
NP
PH
SPP
PP
.
.
.
.
.
.
	P
P
coNP
Figure 2.1: Inclusion relations among some complexity classes
5. [CH90, Her90, BG92] For any fixed k  , MOD
k
P is the class of languages L
for which there exists an NPTM M such that for all strings x  	, x  L 
acc
M
x  
 mod k.
If k   , we write 	P (introduced in [PZ83, GP86]) instead of MOD

P.
6. [Gil77] BPP is the class of languages L for which there exists an NPTM M such
that for all strings x  	, x  L   rej
M
x 

 
tot
M
x, and x  L  
acc
M
x 

 
tot
M
x.
7. [All86, AR88] FewP is the class of languages L for which there exist an NPTM
M and a polynomial p such that for all strings x  	, (a) acc
M
x  pjxj, and
(b) x  L  acc
M
x  
.
8. [OH93, FFK94] SPP is the class of languages L for which there exist functions
f  P and g  FP such that for all strings x  	, x  L   fx   jgxj,
and x  L   fx   jgxj.
There are various equivalent ways of defining the classes presented in Definition 2.2.1
above. For instance, the levels of the polynomial hierarchy may alternatively be defined via
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alternating polynomially bounded existential and universal quantifiers applied to a P pred-
icate [Sto77, Wra77]. Counting classes such as PP, C P, 	P, or SPP may be defined via the
difference between the number of accepting and the number of rejecting computation paths
of NPTMs [FFK94]—such classes are called “gap-definable classes” in [FFK94]. Bovet,
Crescenzi, and Silvestri [BCS92] introduced the concept of “leaf languages” as an excellent
way of uniformly defining virtually all standard complexity classes. Concluding this list of
definitional alternatives, we mention that it has become popular among complexity theo-
reticians to define new language and function classes via applying operators to some given
class of sets, and we will resort to this common operator notation at times. This very flexible
formalism was especially successful with regard to yielding strong and unexpected results
regarding the power of counting classes, as well as in the study of Wagner’s counting hierar-
chy [Wag86]. The reader is referred to the work of Toda [Tod91a, Tod91b], Toda and Ogi-
hara [TO92], Wagner [Wag86], Tora´n [Tor91], and Vollmer and Wagner [VW95, VW93],
see also [Vol94].
We exemplify this operator-based approach by giving below the definition of the “”
operator,2 which generalizes Valiant’s class P defined above and which may be elegantly
used to yield generalizations of the above counting classes. We refer to Definition 6.2.1 on
page 88 and to Definition 8.2.2 on page 116 for interesting refinements of the general 
operator.
Definition 2.2.2 For any language class C, define   C to be the class of functions
f  	

 N for which there exist a set A  C and a polynomial p such that for each
x  	

, fx   jjfy j jyj   pjxj and hx yi  Agjj.
For any complexity class C, we use the term C machine (respectively, C oracle ma-
chine) to denote a Turing machine (respectively, Turing oracle machine) whose specific
acceptance/rejection behavior is implicitly given by the definition of C. Given any (rela-
tivizable) complexity class C and any oracle set A, we write CA to denote the class of sets
accepted by some C oracle machine with oracle A. For classes C and D of sets, let CD be
S
D	D
C
D
.
For each k  N , the notation “k” denotes a restriction of at most k oracle queries (in
a sequential—i.e., “adaptive” or “Turing”—fashion). Restrictions of the number of oracle
queries allowed may also depend on the input length. For example, PNPlog is the class of
problems solvable by a DPOTM that, on inputs of length n, is allowed to access its NP
oracle at most logn times. The notation “O” (as in PNPO) denotes that, for some
constant k, a “k” restriction holds.
2The concept being due to Toda [Tod91a] and the notation being due to Vollmer [Vol94], see the discussion
in [HV95].
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Definition 2.2.3 1. [KL80] For any language class C, let C/poly be the class of all
languages L for which there exist a set A  C, a polynomial p, and an advice func-
tion h  	  	 such that for each length n, jhnj   pn, and for every x  	,
x  L if and only if hx hjxji  A.
2. For any function class F , let F /poly be the class of all functions g for which there
exist a function f  F , a polynomial p, and an advice function h  	  	 such
that for each length n, jhnj   pn, and for every x  	, gx   fhx hjxji.
Definition 2.2.4 1. Given any two sets AB  	, we say A polynomial-time many-
one reduces to B (in symbols, Ap
m
B) if and only if there exists a function f  FP
such that for all x  	, x  A  fx  B.
2. We say A polynomial-time Turing reduces to B (in symbols, Ap
T
B) if and only if
A  PB .
For other reducibilities, such as polynomial-time truth-table reducibility, we refer to the
standard source [LLS75].
For any complexity class C and any set B  	, we say B is p
m
-hard (respectively,

p
T
-hard) for C if for all sets A  C, Ap
m
B (respectively, Ap
T
B). We say B is p
m
-
complete for C if B is p
m
-hard for C and B  C. In all chapters except Chapter 6, we
use the terms “C-hard” and “C-complete” to mean “p
m
-hard for C” and “p
m
-complete
for C,” respectively.3
We now provide the definitions of various other important notions of complexity theory.
Definition 2.2.5 1. For any complexity class C, a set L is said to be C-immune if L
is infinite and no infinite subset of L is in C. Let C-immune denote the class of all
C-immune sets.
2. A set L is said to be C-bi-immune if both L and L are C-immune. Let C-bi-immune
denote the class of all C-bi-immune sets.
3. For classes C and D of sets, D is said to be C-immune (respectively, C-bi-immune)
if D  C-immune    (respectively, if D  C-bi-immune   ).
Definition 2.2.6 [BH77] A bijection 	  	  	 is a P-isomorphism if 	 is computable
and invertible in polynomial time.
3Note, however, the convention regarding “C-hardness of counting properties of circuits” that will be
made in Definition 6.1.3 on page 86.
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Definition 2.2.7 [GS91] The ranking function of a language A  	 is the function
r  	

 N that maps each x  	 to jjfy  x j y  Agjj. A language A is rankable if its
ranking function is computable in polynomial time.
That is, the ranking function forA tells us the number of strings inA up to a given string.
To avoid confusion, we mention that the notion of rankability used here is sometimes called
“P-rankability” (e.g., in [RH96, HRW97b]), and is also sometimes referred to as “strong
P-rankability” (e.g., in [HR90]).
For any setL, the census function ofL, census
L
 	

 N , is defined by census
L

n
  
jjL
n
jj; see Section 8.2 for discussion of this definition. A set S is said to be sparse if there
is a polynomial p such that for each length n, census
S

n
  pn. A set T is said to be
tally if T  fg.
Definition 2.2.8 [HY84] A set S is P-printable if there exists a DPTM M such that for
each length n, M on input n prints all elements of S having length at most n.
P-printability [HY84] is a notion arising in a variety of contexts, including the theory
of Kolmogorov complexity, data compression, and P-uniform circuit complexity. Hence,
there are numerous characterizations of P-printability known. For instance, Allender and
Rubinstein [AR88] proved that the following four statements are equivalent: (1) S is P-
printable; (2) S is sparse and rankable; (3) S is P-isomorphic to some tally set in P; (4) S
is a set in P having small generalized (unconditional) Kolmogorov complexity.4
We now present the notion of one-way function we will be dealing with in Chapter 4;
see also Definition 4.2.1 on page 46, which gives a variant of Definition 2.2.9 below that
is tailored to the case of binary functions. Note that we discuss one-way functions in the
complexity-theoretic setting introduced by Grollmann and Selman [GS88], see also, e.g.,
[Ko85, Sel92, RS97]. So-called cryptographic one-way functions are not discussed here,
though we should mention that one-way functions, and particularly one-way permutations,
have been interestingly studied in that context, see, e.g., the papers [Yao82, IR89, HILL91].
Definition 2.2.9 1. A function f is honest if there is a polynomial p such that for every
y  imagef there exists a string x  domainf such that y   fx and jxj 
pjyj.
2. A function f is poly-to-one if there exists a polynomial p such that jjf
yjj  pjyj
for each y  imagef.
4Regarding item (4), the precise meaning of those terms will be made clear in Section 3.2, where the
notion of Kolmogorov complexity is presented, see Definition 3.2.5.
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3. A (many-to-one) function f is said to be FP-invertible if there exists a function g  FP
such that for every y  imagef, gy prints some value of f
y. In particular, if
f is one-to-one, FP-invertibility of f means f
  FP.
4. A function f is said to be a one-way function if f is honest, f  FP, and f is not
FP-invertible.5
5. If f  	  	 is a surjective and one-to-one one-way function, f is called a one-
way permutation.
Note that the honesty of one-way functions is required in order to avoid the case that
the FP-noninvertibility is trivial; see also Footnote 5 on page 59 for a different notion of
honesty.
2.3 Boolean Functions and Circuits
An n-ary Boolean function is a mapping f
n
from f
 gn to f
 g. Some specific
Boolean functions will be defined in Chapter 7.
Circuits built over Boolean gates are ways of representing Boolean functions.6 An
AND (respectively, OR) gate outputs 1 (respectively, 0) if and only if all its inputs are 1
(respectively, 0), where we allow AND and OR gates to have unbounded fanin unless stated
otherwise. A negation gate outputs   i if its input has value i  f
 g. In Chapter 7,
we will also consider circuits having (unbounded fanin) PARITY gates. A PARITY gate,
denoted   , outputs 1 if and only if an odd number of its inputs are 1. Circuits are assumed
to be encoded in some standard way—in fact, for simplicity of expression, we will often
treat a circuit and its encoding as interchangeable.
The size of a circuit is the number of its gates. The circuit complexity (or size) of a
Boolean function f is the size of a smallest circuit computing f .7 The depth of a circuit is
the length of a longest path from its input gates to its output gate.
Given an arity n circuit C, C denotes under how many of the n possible input
patterns C evaluates to 1.
5According to our general convention regarding functions, all one-way functions may potentially be
many-to-one and partial, unless explicitly stated as being one-to-one, poly-to-one, or total.
6More precisely, we are dealing with families of Boolean functions, one function for each arity n, that
are realized by circuit families. By convention, when we speak of “a” circuit C computing “a” function f ,
we implicitly mean a family C  C
n

nN
of circuits computing a family f  f
n

nN
of functions (i.e.,
for each n, C
n
is a circuit with n input gates and one output gate that outputs the value f
n
x for each
x  f g
n).
7For families of Boolean circuits or functions, the size is a function of n, where n is the number of inputs.
Chapter 3
Easy Sets and Hard Certificate Schemes
3.1 Introduction
Borodin and Demers [BD76] proved the following result.
Theorem 3.1.1 [BD76] If P   NP  coNP, then there exists a set L such that
1. L  P,
2. L  SAT, and
3. For no polynomial-time computable function f does it hold that: for each F  L,
fF  outputs a satisfying assignment of F .
That is, under a hypothesis most complexity theoreticians would guess to be true, it
follows that there is a set of satisfiable formulas for which it is trivial to determine they are
satisfiable, yet it is hard to determine why (i.e., via what satisfying assignment) they are
satisfiable.
Motivated by their work, the present chapter seeks to study, complexity-theoretically,
the classes of sets that do or do not have easy certificates. In particular, we are interested
in the following four classes. Any nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine M is
said to always have easy certificates (respectively, to infinitely often have easy certificates)
if there is some function f computable in polynomial time such that for all (respectively,
for infinitely many) inputs x  LM, the value fx is an accepting path of M on input x.
EASY

(respectively, EASY

) is the class of all NP sets L such that each NP machine
(respectively, some NP machine) accepting L always has easy certificates. EASYio (re-
spectively, EASYio) is the class of all NP sets L such that each NP machine (respectively,
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some NP machine) accepting L infinitely often has easy certificates. Thus, the above re-
sult of Borodin and Demers can in this notation be rephrased as: If P   NP  coNP then
P  EASY

.
However, we note that EASY

  P and EASYio equals the class of non-P-immune NP
sets. The main focus of the present chapter is thus on the classes EASY

and EASYio.
In Section 3.2, we formally define our notations and establish the inclusion relations
between the four above-mentioned classes. We also provide equivalent characterizations of
the classes EASY

and EASYio in terms of relative generalized Kolmogorov complexity,
thus showing that they are robust.
In Section 3.3, we provide structural conditions—regarding immunity, P-printability,
and class collapses—that put upper and lower bounds on the sizes of EASY

and EASYio.
Among the results we establish are the implications: (a) if NP  coNP has P-bi-immune
sets, then EASYio   FINITE; (b) if NP has P-immune sets, then EASYio   NP; and (c) if
EASYio   NP, then there exists an infinite P set having no infinite P-printable subset. We
also prove equivalences between such conditions, e.g., P   NP if and only if EASY

  NP.
Finally, in Section 3.4, we provide negative results showing that some of our positive
claims are optimal with regard to techniques that relativize. Our negative results are proven
using a novel observation: We show that the classical “wide spacing” oracle construction
technique yields instant non-bi-immunity results. Furthermore, we establish a result that
improves upon Baker, Gill, and Solovay’s classical result that NP   P   NP  coNP
holds in some relativized world [BGS75], and that in addition links their result with the
above-stated result of Borodin and Demers.
3.2 Definitions and Robustness
As a notational convention, for any NPTM N , we will say that N always has easy
certificates (respectively, that N infinitely often has easy certificates) if (the encoding of)
an accepting path of Nx can be printed in polynomial time for each string x  LN
(respectively, for infinitely many strings x  LN). Similarly, N is said to only have
hard certificates (respectively, to infinitely often have hard certificates) if no FP function
is able to output (the encoding of) an accepting path of Nx for each string x  LN
(respectively, for infinitely many strings x  LN).
Definition 3.2.1 Let L  	 be any set in NP.
1. L  EASY

if and only if
NPTM N  LN   L f
N
 FP x  L f
N
x  ACC
N
x
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2. L  EASYio if and only if either L is finite, or
NPTM N  LN   L f
N
 FP iox  L f
N
x  ACC
N
x
3. L  EASY

if and only if
NPTM N LN   L  f
N
 FP x  L f
N
x  ACC
N
x
4. L  EASYio if and only if either L is finite, or
NPTM N LN   L  f
N
 FP iox  L f
N
x  ACC
N
x
Remark 3.2.2 1. It is easy to see that both EASY

and EASY

contain all finite sets.
On the other hand, the EASYio classes are defined so as to also contain all finite
sets; this is just for uniformity and since we feel that it is reasonable to require that
the finite sets satisfy any suggested notion of “easy sets.”
2. Note that we can analogously define EASYae and EASYae by using the quantification
“
ae
x  L” rather than “x  L” in part 1 and part 3 of the above definition.
However, since the classes EASY

and EASY

(as are most complexity classes) are
closed under finite variations, it is clear that EASYae   EASY and EASYae  
EASY

. Moreover, we show below that EASY

  P and that EASYio equals the
class of all non-P-immune NP sets, and we therefore will not further discuss these
two classes in this thesis.
Theorem 3.2.3 states the inclusion relations between FINITE, NP, and the above-
defined four classes of easy NP sets, see Figure 3.1. These inclusions follow immediately
from Definition 3.2.1.
Theorem 3.2.3 The following two statements are true.
1. FINITE  EASY

 EASYio  EASYio  NP.
2. EASY

 EASY

 EASYio.
Now we characterize the classes EASY

and EASYio.
Theorem 3.2.4 The following two statements are true.
1. EASY

  P.
2. EASYio   P-immune  NP.
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EASYio   P-immune  NP
FINITE
EASY

NP
EASY

  P EASYio
Figure 3.1: Inclusions between classes of NP sets having easy certificates
Proof. (1) The inclusion P  EASY

holds by definition. The converse inclusion,
EASY

 P, follows from the fact that, for each NPTM N ,
S
x 	 

ACC
N
x is a set
in P. More precisely, let L be any set in EASY

, and let this membership be witnessed
by NPTM N and FP function f
N
. There exists a DPTM M that recognizes L as follows.
On input x, M computes f
N
x, checks whether or not f
N
x  ACC
N
x by simulating
the corresponding computation path of Nx, and accepts or rejects accordingly. If x  L,
then f
N
x  ACC
N
x, and M accepts x. If x  L, then f
N
x cannot be an accepting
path of Nx, and thus M rejects x.
(2) Let L  EASYio via NPTM N and FP function fN . Thus, L  NP, and if L is not a
finite set, then the set fx  L jf
N
x   y and Nx accepts on path yg is an infinite subset
of L that is in P. Hence, L is not P-immune.
Conversely, let A be any NP set that is not P-immune. Let M
A
be an NPTM accept-
ing A. If A is finite, then we are done. So suppose A is infinite, and there is an infinite
set B such that B  A and B  P via DPTM M
B
. We now describe an NPTM N and an
FP function f
N
that witness A  EASYio. On input x, N first simulates the computation
of M
B
x, and accepts x if M
B
accepts x. If M
B
rejects x, then N simulates the compu-
tation of M
A
x. It holds that LN   A. For each x, define f
N
x to be the (suitably
encoded) computation of M
B
x. Since B is an infinite set, f
N
x prints an accepting path
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of Nx for infinitely many x  A.
The Kolmogorov complexity of finite strings was introduced independently by
Kolmogorov [Kol65] and Chaitin [Cha66]. Roughly speaking, the Kolmogorov complexity
of a finite binary string x is the length of a shortest program that generates x. Intuitively, if
a string x can be generated by a program shorter than x itself, then x can be “compressed.”
The notion of generalized Kolmogorov complexity ([Adl79, Har83a, Sip83b], see Li and
Vita´nyi [LV93, LV90] for a nice survey of the field) is a version of Kolmogorov complexity
that provides information about not only whether and how far a string can be compressed,
but also how fast it can be restored. We now give the definition of (unconditional and
conditional) generalized Kolmogorov complexity.
Definition 3.2.5 ([Har83a], see also [Adl79, Sip83b]) For any Turing machine T and
functions s and t mapping N to N , define K
T
sn tn to be the set
fx j y  jxj   n and jyj  sn and T y outputs x in at most tn steps g
It was shown in [Har83a] that there exists a universal1 Turing machine U such that for
any other Turing machine T there exists a constant c such that
K
T
sn tn  K
U
sn  c c tn log tn  c
Fixing a universal Turing machine U and dropping the subscript, the unconditional gen-
eralized Kolmogorov complexity will be denoted by Ksn tn   K
U
sn tn. The
conditional generalized Kolmogorov complexity (under condition z), in which the infor-
mation of the string z is given for free and does not count for the complexity, is defined as
follows.
Definition 3.2.6 Let U be a fixed universal Turing machine and z be a string. For func-
tions s and t mapping N to N , define Ksn tn j z to be the set
fx j y  jxj   n and jyj  sn and Uhy zi outputs x in  tn steps g
In particular, Ksn tn j    Ksn tn.
Of particular interest in this chapter are certificates (i.e., strings encoding accept-
ing computation paths of NPTMs) that have small generalized Kolmogorov complexity.
1Roughly speaking, a universal Turing machine U expects as input a pair of a (suitably encoded) Turing
machine T and an input string y and simulates the computation of T y. More precisely, denoting the
encoding of T by codeT  and using our pairing function, U runs on input hcodeT  yi and outputs the
result of the computation of T y.
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Levin (see [Tra84]) and Adleman [Adl79] independently discovered the connection be-
tween small generalized Kolmogorov complexity and certificates. This connection has also
been used in other contexts ([HW91], see also [HR90, GT91] and the comments in [HR90]
on [CH89]).
The notion of P-printability is presented in Definition 2.2.8 on page 17. The P-printable
sets are closely related to sets of strings having small unconditional generalized Kol-
mogorov complexity: A set S is P-printable if and only if S  P and S  Kk logn nk
for some constant k ([AR88], see also [BB86, HH88b, Rub86]). Below we note a similar
connection between the sets in EASY

and EASYio and the sets of certificates having small
conditional generalized Kolmogorov complexity, thus showing the robustness of these no-
tions. Due to Theorem 3.2.4, the corresponding claims for EASY

and EASYio are omit-
ted. Though the flavor of the correspondence here invoked is by now standard (see, e.g.,
the above papers), we include the proof of Observation 3.2.7 for completeness.
Observation 3.2.7 The following two statements are equivalent.
1. L  EASY

.
2. For each normalized NPTM N accepting L there is a constant k (which may depend
on N ) such that for each string x  L it holds that
ACC
N
x  Kk logn nk j x   
Proof. In one direction the function proving a machine easy itself yields Kolmogorov-
simple certificates. That is, for any normalized NPTM N accepting the given EASY

set L, there is an FP function f
N
that outputs an accepting path of Nx for each x  L.
Note that for each x  L, the program for f
N
, encoded as a string y, has constant size,
and the universal Turing machine U , running on input hy xi, can generate f
N
x in time
polynomial in jf
N
xj. Hence, for each x  L, the certificate f
N
x is in Kk logn nk j x
for some constant k depending only on f
N
, and thus on N .
In the other direction, letN be any NPTM accepting L. By assumption, for each x  L,
Nx has certificates of small conditional Kolmogorov complexity relative to x, i.e., Nx
has certificates in Kk logn nk j x for some constant k. Note that n, the length of those
certificates, is polynomial in jxj; let p be some such polynomial bound. So, for each x,
n   pjxj is a polynomial bound on the length of the certificates of Nx. There are
at most Olog n   n (for some suitable constant 
) short strings that potentially encode
programs y such that the universal Turing machine U , running on input hy xi, produces
a certificate of Nx in time polynomial in n, say in time nm   pjxjm. Let qjxj  
maxfpjxj

 pjxj
m
g.
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The function f
N
proving N easy works on input x as follows. In a brute-force manner,
f
N
runs the universal machine on the pairs hy xi for all the at most qjxj many short
strings y, jyj  k logn, for qjxj steps, and then for each output checks if the output is
an accepting path of Nx, and eventually outputs the first such accepting path found. If
no accepting path was found, the input x is not in L. Note that f
N
is polynomial-time
computable and, for each input x  L, outputs a certificate of Nx.
Remark 3.2.8 Note that the normalization requirement in the above observation is crucial,
since our definition of conditional generalized Kolmogorov complexity displays the strange
feature that for machines that are not normalized, if we use a certain simple polynomial-
time computable and polynomial-time invertible pairing function, say h iweird, to encode
the pair of the program y and the condition z as input hy ziweird to the universal Turing
machine, then even the empty string has non-constant conditional Kolmogorov complexity.
Due to our normalization requirement, however, this issue is not germane here.
The proof of Observation 3.2.9 follows precisely the lines of the proof of Observa-
tion 3.2.7.
Observation 3.2.9 The following two statements are equivalent.
1. L  EASYio.
2. For each normalized NPTM N accepting L there is a constant k (which may depend
on N ) such that for infinitely many strings x  L it holds that
ACC
N
x  Kk logn nk j x   
3.3 Positive Results
In this section, we prove a number of implications between certain properties of sub-
classes of NP that are summarized in Figure 3.2. Usually, when one is trying to give strong
evidence for some complexity-theoretic statement S not to be true, one does so by showing
that S implies P   NP. In contrast, Figure 3.2 has P   NP as its top conclusion. Nonethe-
less, the implications of Figure 3.2 are not meaningless. Their importance is obvious in
light of the fact that the statements of the figure are well-studied and important conditions
in complexity theory. The implications of Figure 3.2 state that these conditions are at least
as hard to prove as proving P   NP, and they explore the logical fine-structure among those
important conditions.
Note that no chain of implications in Figure 3.2 that contains an arrow marked by a “”
is invertible in all relativized worlds.
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 
 
 
 
i


 
 
 
 

I
NP  coNP is P-bi-immune
EASYio   NP
having no infinite
P-printable subset
P  EASY

P   NP
(1a)
(1c)
(10)
(9b)
(8)
(7)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
EASYio   FINITE
EASYio  FINITE  NP P
EASYio  FINITE  NP  coNP
(1b)
*
*
P   NP  coNP
EASY

  FINITE
(6)*
NP is P-immune
There is a P

set
(9a)
*
Figure 3.2: Implications between various properties of (classes of) sets within NP
Key: Implications represented by arrows that are marked by a “” are not invert-
ible up to the limits of relativizations, see Section 3.4. Arrows labeled by boldface
numbers indicate nontrivial implications to be proven in Theorem 3.3.3.
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We first discuss the trivial implications of Figure 3.2. We stress that these trivial state-
ments are included not only in order to make the picture displayed in Figure 3.2 as complete
as possible, but also for the following reason. In the next section, we will prove that the
reverse of some implication chains comprising both trivial and more interesting implica-
tions not only fails in suitable relativized worlds, but, even worse, this relativized failure
can already be shown for the trivial part of the implication chain considered. Therefore, it
does make sense to explicitly state such trivial implications.
These trivial facts are either immediately clear, or they follow from simple set-
theoretical arguments, or they are straightforwardly established by the equivalences given
in Theorem 3.3.1 below. For instance, the equivalence of “EASY

  FINITE” and
“EASY

 FINITENPP” can be seen by simple set-theoretical considerations.2 The
statement “EASY

  FINITE,” in turn, immediately implies the statement “P  EASY

,”
see arrow (10) in Figure 3.2. We have been informed that the authors of [FFNR96] have
shown a number of very interesting conditions, including “	  EASY

” and “there exists
an honest polynomial-time computable onto function that is not polynomial-time invert-
ible,” to be all equivalent to the statement “P  EASY

.”
Furthermore, the arrows in Figure 3.2 labeled (1a), (1c), (7), and (8) are immediately
clear. Concerning arrows (9a) and (9b), note that (9b) follows from the equivalence of
“EASY

  FINITE” and “EASY

 FINITENPP” stated in the previous paragraph,
whereas (9a) is implied by part 2 of Theorem 3.3.1 below. Similarly, arrow (6) holds due
to part 1 of Theorem 3.3.1, since if P  EASY

, then there exists a set in NP  EASY

,
and thus we have P   NP.
The following proposition gives characterizations for two nodes of Figure 3.2.
Theorem 3.3.1 The following two statements are true.
1. P   NP if and only if EASY

  NP.
2. EASYio  FINITE  NP P if and only if 	  EASYio.
Proof. (1) Adleman ([Adl79], see also [Tra84] for a discussion of Levin’s related work)
has shown that P   NP if and only if for each normalized NPTM M there is a constant k
such that for each string x  LM it holds that ACC
M
x  Kk logn nk j x   . By
Observation 3.2.7, this equivalence implies that P   NP if and only if EASY

  NP.
(2) First note that the statement “EASYio  FINITE  NP  P” is equivalent to
the statement “EASYio  P   ,” and thus immediately implies 	  EASYio, since
	

 P

.
2To be definite, for all sets A, B, C, andX , if A  X  B  C, then X  A  X  A	C
B.
Taking A  FINITE, B  P, C  NP, and X  EASY

, we have verified our claim.
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For the converse implication, assume there exists a set L in EASYio  P. Let ML
be a DPTM such that LM
L
   L. We show that 	  EASYio. Let N be any NPTM
such that LN   	. By way of contradiction, suppose N has easy certificates only
for finitely many x  	. Consider the following NPTM N
L
for L. On input x, N
L
first simulates the computation of Nx, and then, for every path of this simulation, N
L
simulates M
L
x and accepts accordingly. Note that LN
L
   L. By our supposition that
N has easy certificates for finitely many inputs only, N
L
also can have easy certificates for
at most finitely many inputs, contradicting that L  EASYio  P. Hence 	  EASYio,
completing the proof.
The first part of Theorem 3.3.1 along with the first part of Theorem 3.2.4 yield the
following interesting consequence. Corollary 3.3.2 can be interpreted as saying that for
any NP-complete set to have only easy certificate schemes, it suffices that it has some easy
certificate scheme. Putting it differently, Corollary 3.3.2 is a downward collapse result
of sorts, since it says that the collapse of NP to a potentially smaller class, P   EASY

,
implies the collapse of NP to EASY

, which itself is potentially even smaller a class than P.
Corollary 3.3.2 NP   EASY

if and only if NP   EASY

.
Next, we prove the nontrivial implications of Figure 3.2.
Theorem 3.3.3 The following five statements are true.
1. If NP  coNP is P-bi-immune, then EASYio   FINITE.
2. If NP is P-immune, then EASYio   NP.
3. If EASYio   NP, then there exists an infinite P set having no infinite P-printable
subset.
4. [All92] If there exists an infinite P set having no infinite P-printable subset, then
P   NP.
5. [BD76] If NP  coNP   P, then P  EASY

.
Proof. (1) Let Q be any P-bi-immune set such that Q  NP  coNP via NPTMs N
Q
and
N
Q
, that is, LN
Q
   Q and LN
Q
   Q. By way of contradiction, assume there exists an
infinite set L in EASYio. Let N be any NPTM accepting L. Consider the following NPTM
b
N for L. Given x, bN runs Nx and rejects on all rejecting paths of Nx. On all accepting
paths of Nx, bN nondeterministically guesses whether x  Q or x  Q, simultaneously
guessing certificates (i.e., accepting paths of N
Q
x or N
Q
x) for whichever guess was
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made, and accepts on each accepting path of N
Q
x or N
Q
x. Note that L bN   L. By
our assumption that L is an infinite set in EASYio, bN has easy certificates for infinitely
many inputs. Let f
b
N
be an FP function that infinitely often outputs an easy certificate of bN .
Define
b
L   fx j f
b
N
x outputs an easy certificate of bNxg
Note that bL is an infinite subset of L, and that for any input x, it can be checked in polyno-
mial time whether x belongs to Q  bL or Q  bL, respectively, by simply checking whether
the string printed by f
b
N
indeed certifies either x  Q  bL or x  Q  bL. Thus, either
Q 
b
L or Q  bL must be an infinite set in P, which contradicts the hypothesis that Q is
P-bi-immune. Hence, every set in EASYio is finite.
(2) Let L be any P-immune NP set. We claim that L  EASYio. Suppose to the contrary
that L  EASYio. Let N be any NPTM accepting L. Then there exists an FP function fN
such that f
N
x  ACC
N
x for infinitely many inputs x. Define
B   fx j f
N
x  ACC
N
xg
Note that B is an infinite subset of L and B  P, contradicting the P-immunity of L.
(3) If EASYio   NP, then there exist an infinite NP set L and an NPTM N accepting L
such that
f  FP aex  L fx  ACC
N
x(3.3.1)
Let q be a polynomial such that jhx yij   qjxj for any string x and any path y of Nx.
Define
D   fhx yi j y  ACC
N
xg
Note that D is an infinite set in P. Suppose there exists an infinite set A such that A  D
and A is P-printable via some DPTM M . Define an FP function f
A
that is computed by
DPTM M
A
as follows. On input x, M
A
simulates the computation of Mqjxj and prints
all elements of A up to length qjxj. If a string of the form hx yi is printed, M
A
outputs y.
Note that f
A
x  ACC
N
x for infinitely many x  L, contradicting (3.3.1) above. Hence,
D has no infinite P-printable subset.
(4) This implication can be proven using results due to Allender [All92]. First, some
definitions are needed. Let us consider another version of time-bounded Kolmogorov com-
plexity, a version that is due to Levin [Lev84], see also [Lev73]. For the fixed universal
Turing machine U and any string x, define Ktx to be
minfjyj logn j Uy outputs x in at most n stepsg
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For any set L, let K
L
n   minfKtx j x  Lng.
An NE predicate is a relation R defined by an NE machine M : Rx y is true if and
only if y encodes an accepting path of Mx. An NE predicate R is E-solvable if there is
some function f  FE such that
x y Rx y  Rx fx
Allender [All92] has shown the following two statements.
(a) There exists an infinite P set having no infinite P-printable subset if and only if there
exists a set B  P such that K
B
n  logn.
(b) There exists an NE predicate that is not E-solvable if and only if there exists a set
C  P such that K
C
n  Ologn.
Since K
B
n  logn implies K
B
n  Ologn and since the existence of an NE
predicate that is not E-solvable implies P   NP, (4) is proven.
We also give a more transparent direct proof of (4). To prove the contrapositive, assume
P   NP. Let L be any infinite set in P. Define the set
A   fh

n
 wi j n  
  jwj   n  z  L
n
 z  wg
Note that A  NP. By our assumption, A  P. Define the set of the lexicographically
smallest length n strings of L for each length n:
S   fx  L j y  L
jxj
 x  yg
Note that S is an infinite subset of L. Furthermore, S is P-printable, since we can find, at
each length n, the lexicographically smallest length n string in L (which is the length n
string of S) via prefix search that can be performed in FPA   FP. Thus, every infinite set
in P has an infinite P-printable subset, as was to be shown.
(5) The proof of this result is implicit in the most common proof (often credited as
Hartmanis’s simplification of the proof of Borodin and Demers) of the theorem of Borodin
and Demers [BD76], here stated as Theorem 3.1.1, as has been noted independently of the
present work by Fenner et al. [FFNR96]. See Selman [Sel88] for related work bearing upon
the theorem of Borodin and Demers.
For completeness, we include the proof that NP  coNP   P implies that P  EASY

.
Let L  NP coNP via NPTMs N
L
and N
L
, that is, LN
L
   L and LN
L
   L. Assume
further that L  P.
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Consider the following NPTMM . On input x,M nondeterministically guesses whether
x  L or x  L, simultaneously guessing certificates (i.e., accepting paths of N
L
x or
N
L
x) for whichever guess was made. Note that
LM   LN
L
  LN
L
   L  L   	


	
 is a set in P. We claim that, under our assumption that L  P, 	  EASY

.
Suppose to the contrary that 	  EASY

. Then, for the NPTM M accepting 	, there
exists an FP function f
M
that prints an accepting path of Mx on each input x. Hence, L
can be decided in polynomial time by simply checking which path of the initial branching
of Mx led to acceptance. That is, a DPTM for L, on input x, computes f
M
x and then
checks whether the initial nondeterministic guess of Mx on the path printed by f
M
x
was either x  L or x  L, and accepts accordingly. This contradicts our assumption that
L  P. Hence, 	  EASY

.
Finally, we state an interesting observation by Selman. Recall that P   EASY

if and
only if 	  EASY

. The following claim gives further characterizations of P   EASY

in terms of the question of whether EASY

is closed under complementation.
Claim 3.3.4 [Sel95] The following three statements are equivalent.
1. P   EASY

.
2. EASY

is closed under complementation.
3. There exists a set L in P such that L  EASY

and L  EASY

.
Proof. (1) implies (2), and (2) implies (3). To see that (3) implies (1), let L be a set
such that L  P, L  EASY

, and L  EASY

. Let M

(respectively, M

) be a DPTM
that accepts L (respectively, L). Let N be an NPTM that accepts 	. Define NPTM N

so that on input x, N

simultaneously simulates N and M

, and N

accepts if and only
if both N and M

accept. Observe that every accepting computation of N

encodes an
accepting computation of N . Similarly, define N

to simultaneously simulate N and M

.
Then, LN

   L and LN

   L. Thus, there exist f

and f

in FP such that x  L
implies that f

x is an accepting computation of N

, and x  L implies that f

x is an
accepting computation of N

. Define fx   f

x if x  L, and fx   f

x if x  L.
Then, f  FP and for all x, fx contains an encoding of a computation of N on x. Thus,
	

 EASY

.
Consider the reverse of arrow (10) in Figure 3.2, i.e., the question of whether the state-
ment “P  EASY

” implies “EASY

  FINITE.” Suppose not. That is, suppose that
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P   EASY

  FINITE. Then, there is a set L such that L is infinite, L is infinite, L  P,
L  EASY

, and L  EASY

. In Corollary 3.4.2 below, we will give an oracle relative to
which P   EASY

  FINITE. Since Claim 3.3.4 and the above comments relativize, in
this world, such a set L indeed exists.
3.4 Negative Results
In this section, we show that some of the results from the previous section are optimal
with respect to relativizable techniques. That is, for some of the implications displayed in
Figure 3.2, we construct an oracle relative to which the reverse of that implication does not
hold. For instance, from part 2 and part 5 of Theorem 3.3.3 and the trivial facts that are
shown as arrows (1a) and (1c) in Figure 3.2, we have the following implication chains:
1. If NP  coNP is P-bi-immune, then NP is P-immune, which in turn implies that
EASYio   NP, and
2. If NP  coNP is P-bi-immune, then NP  coNP   P, which in turn implies that
P  EASY

.
We will prove that the reverse of these chains fails to hold in some relativized world.
Even worse, this relativized failure can be shown via proving that not even the trivial parts
of the chains are invertible for all oracles. For both chains, this result can be achieved
via one and the same oracle, A, to be constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 below.
Moreover, relative to A, the inequalities FINITE   EASY

  P   NP can be shown to
hold simultaneously, see Corollary 3.4.2.
The main technical contribution in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 is that we give a novel
application of the classic “wide spacing” oracle construction technique: We show that this
technique instantly yields the non-P-bi-immunity of NP relative to some oracle. The use of
the wide spacing technique dates so far back that it is hard to know for sure where it was
first used. It certainly played an important role in the early paper by Kurtz [Kur83]. See also
the very early use of wide gaps to facilitate the brute-force computation of smaller strings
employed by Ladner [Lad75], Baker, Gill, and Solovay [BGS75], and Rackoff [Rac82].
Theorem 3.4.1 There exists an oracle A such that
(a) NPA   PSPACEA,
(b) NPA is PA-immune, and
(c) NPA is not PA-bi-immune.
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Proof. The oracle A will be QBF	B, where QBF is any fixed PSPACE-complete problem
and the set B is constructed in stages, B  
S
j
B
j
. Define the function t inductively by
t
    and tj   

tj  
for j  
Define the sets T and T
k
, k  
, by
T
k
  	
tk for k  
, and T  

k
T
k

The construction of B will satisfy the following requirement:
B  T and kB  T
k
k    for each k  
(3.4.2)
Fix an enumeration fM
i
g
i
of all DPOTMs. For each i  , let p
i
be a fixed polyno-
mial bounding the runtime of machine M
j
. Without loss of generality, assume that our
enumeration satisfies for all j   that
dlog je
X
i
p
i


tj
  
tj

(3.4.3)
Note that this can indeed be assumed, w.l.o.g., by clocking the machines with appropriately
slow clocks as is standard. At stage j of the construction, machines M

M

    M
dlog je
will be active unless they have already been canceled during earlier stages. Define the
language
L
B
  f

n
jB  	
n


   g
Note that L
B
is in NPB , and therefore in NPA. Let B
j

be the content of B prior to stage j.
Initially, let B

be the empty set. Stage j  
 of the construction of B is as follows.
Stage j.
Case 1: For no active machine M
i
does MQBFBj  
i


tj
 accept.
Choose the smallest string w
j
 	
tj


 such that w
j
is not queried in the computa-
tion of MQBFBj  
i


tj
 for any active machine M
i
. Set B
j
  B
j

 fw
j
g.
Case 2: There exists an active machine M
i
such that MQBFBj  
i


tj
 accepts.
Leti be the smallest such i. Mark machine M

i
as canceled. Set B
j
  B
j

f
tj
g.
End of Stage j.
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By (3.4.3) above, the sum of the runtimes of all machines that can be active at stage j
and run on input 
tj is strictly less than tj
. Thus, the string w
j
, if needed in stage j,
indeed exists. In addition, (3.4.3) combined with the widely spaced gaps between the
lengths of the strings considered in subsequent stages guarantees that the single stages of
the construction do not interfere with each other. To see this, note that for each stage j, no
machine that is active at this stage can reach (and query) any string of length tj  , that
is, no oracle extension at later stages can affect the computations performed in stage j.
Note also that each Case 2 cancels a machine, but for each j, at most dlog je machines
are active in stage j, so Case 2 can happen at most dlog je times. Hence, Case 1 happens
infinitely often in this construction. If Case 1 occurs in some stage, say j , a string from
	
tj




 is put into B
j

 B that is strictly larger than any string in B
j



, the initial
segment of B constructed in earlier stages. It follows that L
B
is an infinite set in NPA. It
remains to prove that (a) NPA   PSPACEA, (b) NPA is PA-immune, and (c) NPA is not
PA-bi-immune.
Statement (a) follows immediately from the form of the oracle A   QBF 	 B and the
fact that QBF is PSPACE-complete.
To prove statement (b), note that each DPOTM M
i
is either canceled eventually, or M
i
is never canceled. If M
i
is canceled, then we have by construction that 
tj  LMA
i

for some j, yet 
tj  L
B
, since B  	tj

   . Thus, the language accepted by M
i
relative to A, LMA
i
, is not a subset of L
B
. In the other case (i.e., if M
i
never is canceled),
we will argue that LMA
i
  L
B
must be a finite set. Indeed, let s
i
be the first stage in
which all machines M

, with 
  i, that will ever be canceled are already canceled. Then,
for no stage j with j  s
i
will MQBFBj  
i
accept the input 
tj, as otherwise M
i
would
have been the first (i.e., having the smallest number in the enumeration) active machine
accepting 
tj and would thus have been canceled. It follows that MA
i
accepts at most a
finite number (more precisely, at most s
i
 ) of the elements of L
B
. To summarize, we
have shown that there exists an infinite set in NPA (namely, L
B
) having no infinite subset
in PA, that is, NPA is PA-immune.
Finally, we prove statement (c). Suppose there exists an infinite set L in NPA. Define
the function r inductively by
r
   


and rj   

rj  
for j  
Define the sets
Lin   f

n
j j  
 rj   n  

n
 Lg
and
Lout   f

n
j j  
 rj   n  

n
 Lg
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Note that Lin  L and Lout  L, and it holds that either 
rj  L for infinitely many j, or


rj
 L for infinitely many j, or both. Thus, either Lin is an infinite subset of L, or Lout is
an infinite subset of L, or both.
Now we prove that both Lin and Lout are in PA. Recall that A   QBF 	 B and that
B  T and kB  T
k
k   , since the construction of B satisfies requirement (3.4.2) above.
We now describe a DPOTM Min for which LMAin    Lin. On input x, MAin first checks
whether x is of the form 
rj for some j. If not, MAin rejects x. Otherwise, assume x   
rk
for some fixed k  N . In this case, MAin constructs a potential query table, Q, of all strings
in B that can be touched in the computation of the NPA machine accepting L. Note that
all strings in B that are smaller than jxj   rk can be found by brute force, since—by
definition of the functions r and t—they have lengths at least double-exponentially smaller
than jxj. For the same reason, no string in B of length not smaller than jxj can be touched
in the run of the NPA machine accepting L, on input x, more than finitely often. All those
strings of B 
S
jk
T
j
that indeed are queried in this computation can thus be hard-coded
into table Q. It follows that Q contains all information of B that can affect the computation
of the NPA machine for L on input x. Hence, again employing the PSPACE-completeness
of QBF, MAin can ask the QBF part of its oracle to simulate that computation, using table
Q for each query to B. If this simulation returns the answer “x  L,” then Min accepts x;
otherwise, Min rejects x.
The proof that Lout  PA is analogous and thus omitted.
To summarize, we have shown that if there exists an infinite set L in NPA, then at least
one of L or L must contain an infinite subset (specifically, Lin or Lout) that is decidable
in PA, that is, NPA is not PA-bi-immune.
Note that the oracle A constructed in the previous proof is recursive and is “reasonable,”
since P   NP holds relative to A, due to the PA-immunity of NPA. In addition, relative
to A, the reverse of arrows (1a) and (1c) in Figure 3.2 fails and FINITE   EASY

  P,
i.e., arrow (10) in Figure 3.2 is not invertible. This observation is stated in the following
corollary.
Corollary 3.4.2 There exists an oracle A such that the following four statements hold si-
multaneously.
1. NPA is PA-immune, yet NPA  coNPA is not PA-bi-immune.
2. NPA  coNPA   PA, yet NPA  coNPA is not PA-bi-immune.
3. PA  EASY


A
.
4. EASY


A
 PA

  .
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Proof. Let A   QBF 	 B be the oracle constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1. We
now argue that this oracle satisfies statements (1) through (4).
The first two statements follow immediately from Theorem 3.4.1. In particular, that
NPA is not PA-bi-immune implies that NPAcoNPA is not PA-bi-immune. Moreover, since
NPA   PSPACEA implies that NPA   coNPA, there exists a set in NPA  coNPA  PA
by the PA-immunity of NPA.
The relativized version of part 5 of Theorem 3.3.3 establishes the third statement of this
corollary: Since NPA  coNPA   PA, we have PA  EASY


A
.
To prove the fourth statement, let r and t be the functions and let T
k
, k  
, and T be
the sets defined in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1. Recall that the construction of B ensures
that the requirement (3.4.2) is satisfied: B  T and kB  T
k
k    for every k  
.
Define the set L   f
rj j j  
g. Note that L is an infinite set in P, and thus in PA.
We now show that L  EASY


A
. Let N be any NPOTM that, with oracle QBF 	 B,
accepts L, i.e., LNQBFB   L. To show that N , with oracle QBF 	 B, has always
easy certificates, we will describe a DPOTM M that computes, using oracle QBF 	 B, an
FPQBFB function f
N
such that f
N
prints an accepting path of NQBFBx for each x  L.
On input x of the form 
rj for some j, M computes by brute force a potential query
table, Q, of all “short” strings in B, i.e., Q   Brj   Btj, and then employs the
PSPACE-completeness of QBF to construct, bit by bit, the lexicographically first accepting
path of NQBFBx, say p, via prefix search, where table Q is used to answer all queries
to B. Since by definition of r and t, jxj   rj is at least double-exponentially smaller
than any string of length  tj, no string in B of length  tj can be queried in the run
of NQBFBx more than finitely often. All those strings in B 
S
itj
T
i
that indeed are
queried in this computation can thus be hard-coded into table Q. It follows that Q contains
all information of B that can affect the computation of NQBFBx. Thus, the path p
constructed by MQBFBx indeed is a valid accepting path of NQBFBx. M outputs p.
Hence, L  EASY


A
. This establishes our claim that EASY


A
 PA

  .
Remark 3.4.3 In fact, it is not hard to see that, via using a Kolmogorov complexity based
oracle construction, we can even prove the following claim that is stronger than part 3 of
Corollary 3.4.2 above: There exists an oracle D such that PD  EASYioD.
To be a bit more precise, the set L   f
tj j j  
g is in P, and thus in PX for any X .
However, one can construct an oracle set D such that there exists an NPOTM N with
LN
D
   L, yet ND has only hard certificates almost everywhere, i.e., L  EASYioD.
As mentioned earlier, the implication P   EASY

  P   NP (i.e., arrow (6)
in Figure 3.2) follows immediately from Theorem 3.3.1. However, Theorem 3.4.4 below
states that the reverse of this implication fails in some relativized world.
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Theorem 3.4.4 There exists an oracle A such that NPA   PA   EASY


A
.
Before we turn to the proof of Theorem 3.4.4, we note that Theorem 3.4.4 improves on
a classical result of Baker, Gill, and Solovay [BGS75]: There exists an oracle E relative to
which PE   NPE, yet PE   NPE  coNPE. This result states that the (trivial) implication
P   NP  coNP   P   NP is irreversible up to the limits of relativizing techniques.
Indeed, that Theorem 3.4.4 is stronger than the theorem of Baker, Gill, and Solovay is due
to the theorem of Borodin und Demers: The implication P   NP  coNP   P   NP
can be partitioned into

P   NP  coNP   P   EASY




P   EASY

  P   NP

(3.4.4)
and both implications in (3.4.4) hold true in every relativization. The two implications
in (3.4.4) are shown as respectively arrow (5) and arrow (6) in Figure 3.2.
Corollary 3.4.5 (cf. [BGS75]) The oracle A to be constructed in the upcoming proof of
Theorem 3.4.4 satisfies that NPA   PA   NPA  coNPA.
Proof of Corollary 3.4.5. This statement follows from Theorem 3.4.4 and the fact that the
proof of part 5 of Theorem 3.3.3 relativizes. That is, stating the contrapositive of part 5 of
Theorem 3.3.3: For every oracle B, if PB  EASY


B
, then PB   NPB  coNPB .
Remark 3.4.6 Naor and Impagliazzo [IN88, Proposition 4.2] (see also the papers [CS93,
FR94, FFNR96]) prove that in some relativized world, the reverse of the theorem of Borodin
and Demers does not hold, that is, none of the two implications in (3.4.4) is reversible by
relativizing techniques. Hence, their result too improves on the above-mentioned result
of Baker, Gill, and Solovay [BGS75]. Note that Fenner et al. [FFNR96] present a rela-
tivization in which even a condition slightly stronger than “P   EASY

” cannot imply the
condition “P   NP  coNP,” and thus they have proven a statement slightly stronger than
that the reverse of arrow (5) fails in this relativized world.
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 3.4.4.
Proof of Theorem 3.4.4. This proof is an adaptation of the proof technique that Baker,
Gill, and Solovay [BGS75] used to establish their result. As in their proof, we will apply
a priority argument in the oracle construction. In what follows, we will recall the crucial
ideas of Baker, Gill, and Solovay’s oracle construction (see [BGS75, proof of Theorem 6]),
pointing out the differences to our construction.
The oracle A will again be QBF 	 B, where QBF is any fixed PSPACE-complete
problem. Again, B  
S
n
B
n
is constructed in stages, and for every n  
, B
n

denotes the content of B prior to stage n. Initially, set B

to the empty set.
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As in [BGS75], define the function e by e
    and ej   ej   for j  .
At stage n of the construction, at most one string of length en is added to B so as to
simultaneously ensure both PA   NPA and PA  EASY


A
.
Fix an enumeration fM
j
g
j
of all DPOTMs and an enumeration fN
j
g
j
of all
NPOTMs. For each j  , let p
j
be a fixed polynomial bounding the runtime of both
M
j
and N
j
. Define the language
L
B
  f

n
j w w  B
n
g
Note that L
B
is in NPB , and therefore in NPA.
There are two types of requirements to be satisfied in the construction of B. Intuitively,
satisfying a requirement of the form hi ii will ensure that LMA
i
   L
B
. Thus, satisfying
hi ii for each i   will establish our claim that PA   NPA. On the other hand, satisfying
a requirement of the form hj ki with j   k will ensure that LNA
k
   LM
A
j
, and NA
k
is
thus not a machine accepting the PA set LMA
j
. That is, that NA
k
is a machine accepting
LM
A
j
 can happen only if requirement hj ki with j   k is never satisfied. Thus, to
establish our claim that PA  EASY


A
, it suffices to show that NA
k
has always easy
certificates for every requirement hj ki with j   k that is never satisfied.
In more detail, an unsatisfied requirement hi ii is vulnerable at stage n of the construc-
tion of B if p
i
en  
en
. An unsatisfied requirement hj ki with j   k is vulnerable at
stage n if there exists a string x such that
en   log jxj  en  maxfp
j
jxj p
k
jxjg  en (3.4.5)
and in addition it holds that x  LMQBFBn  
j
 if and only if x  LNQBFBn  
k
. Note
that the definition of vulnerability for this second type of an unsatisfied requirement is
different from that given in the proof of [BGS75, Theorem 6]. By convention, we agree that
requirement R

has higher priority than requirement R

exactly if R

 R

. Stage n  

of the construction of B is as follows.
Stage n. The requirement of highest priority that is vulnerable at stage n will be satisfied.
To satisfy requirement hj ki with j   k, we simply add no string to B in this stage, i.e.,
B
n
  B
n

. To satisfy requirement hi ii, simulate the computation of MQBFBn  
i


en
.
If it rejects, then let w
n
be the smallest string of length en that is not queried along
the computation of MQBFBn  
i


en
, and set B
n
  B
n

 fw
n
g. If MQBFBn  
i
ac-
cepts 
en, then set B
n
  B
n

.
End of Stage n.
Each requirement hi ii is eventually satisfied, since there are only finitely many re-
quirements of higher priority. Suppose requirement hi ii is satisfied at stage n. Then,
since hi ii is vulnerable at stage n, we have p
i
en  
en
. This implies that the
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string w
n
, if needed to be added to B in stage n, must exist, and further that no string
in B of length  en can be touched in the run of MA
i


en
. Since by construction
also w
n
is not queried by MA
i


en
, we conclude that oracle extensions at stages  n do
not affect the computation of MQBFBn  
i


en
. Hence, 
en  LMQBFB
i
 if and only
if 
en  LMQBFBn  
i
. By construction, 
en  LMQBFBn  
i
 if and only if there
exists some string w
n
 B
n
 	
en
  B
en
. By definition of L
B
, there exists some
string w
n
 B
en if and only if 
en  L
B
. It follows that LMQBFB
i
   L
B
. Since
each requirement hi ii is eventually satisfied, we have LMQBFB
i
   L
B
for each i; so
L
B
 NPA  PA.
It remains to prove that PA  EASY


A
. The remainder of this proof is different from
the proof of [BGS75, Theorem 6]. Given any pair of machines, M
j
and N
k
with j   k, we
will show that either LNA
k
   LM
A
j
, or NA
k
has always easy certificates, thus proving
that for every set in PA, each NPA machine accepting it has always easy certificates, in
symbols, PA  EASY


A
.
Each requirement hj ki with j   k is either satisfied eventually, or hj ki is never
satisfied. Suppose requirement hj ki is satisfied at stage n for some n. Then, by the
definition of vulnerability for this type of requirements, there exists a string x such that
(i) x  LMQBFBn  
j
 if and only if x  LNQBFBn  
k
, (ii) B
n
  B
n

, and (iii) neither
M
j
nor N
k
, on input x, can query any string of length exceeding en. Thus, x  LMA
j

if and only if x  LNA
k
, i.e., NA
k
cannot accept the PA set LMA
j
.
So suppose requirement hj ki is never satisfied, i.e., LNA
k
   LM
A
j
 might now
happen. In this case, it suffices to show that LNA
k
   LM
A
j
 implies that NA
k
has always
easy certificates. Since this holds for all k for which NA
k
can accept LMA
j
, we have
LM
A
j
  EASY


A
.
Let s
jk
be the first stage such that (a) and (b) hold:
(a) For every x with jxj  es
jk
 there is at most one n such that
log jxj  en  maxfp
j
jxj p
k
jxjg
(b) All requirements of higher priority than hj ki that will ever be satisfied are already
satisfied.
We will now show that NA
k
on input x has easy certificates for every string x accepted
by MA
j
. We describe an FPA function f
k
that, on input x, uses oracle A   QBF 	 B to
output some accepting path of NA
k
x if x  LMA
j
.
On input x, if jxj  es
jk
, then f
k
uses a finite table to find and output some accepting
path of NA
k
x whenever x  LMA
j
. Otherwise (i.e., if jxj  es
jk
), f
k
calculates the
smallest n such that en  log jxj. Then, f
k
builds a table, T , of all strings that were
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added to B before stage n, i.e., T   Ben, by querying its oracle B about all strings of
lengths e
 e     en. Since en  log jxj, onlyOjxj queries are required
in this brute-force search. We have to consider two cases.
Case 1: en  maxfp
j
jxj p
k
jxjg. Then, neither MA
j
x nor NA
k
x can query their
oracle about any string of length  en. Therefore, the computation of M
j
and N
k
on input x with oracle QBF 	 T is the same as with oracle QBF 	 B. Hence, f
k
can run MQBFT
j
on input x to determine whether MA
j
would accept x. If it rejects x,
then f
k
can output an arbitrary string, and we are done. If MQBFT
j
accepts x, then
f
k
exploits the PSPACE-completeness of QBF to construct the lexicographically first
accepting path of NQBFB
k
x, say p, bit by bit via prefix search, where QBF uses
table T to answer every oracle call of NQBFB
k
x to B. It follows that p is a valid
accepting path of NA
k
x if x  LMA
j
. f
k
outputs p.
Case 2: en  maxfp
j
jxj p
k
jxjg. In this case, also strings of length en can be
queried by MA
j
x or NA
k
x. Note that NQBFT
k
accepts x if and only if MQBFT
j
accepts x, as otherwise requirement hj ki would have been satisfied at stage n, con-
tradicting our supposition that hj ki is never satisfied. Indeed, since hj ki is the
smallest unsatisfied requirement at stage n by (b) above and since x meets condi-
tion (3.4.5) above by (a), the equivalence
x  LM
QBFT
j
  x  LN
QBFT
k

would enforce the vulnerability of hj ki at this stage. Now, f
k
simulates MA
j
x
and outputs an arbitrary string if it rejects. Otherwise (i.e., if x  LMA
j
), f
k
runs
M
QBFT
j
x, call this computation q. There are two subcases.
Case 2.1: The computation of MA
j
x exactly agrees with q. Then, there exists an
accepting path of NQBFT
k
x, and f
k
again employs QBF to construct the lex-
icographically first accepting path of NQBFT
k
x, call this path p. If p were
reliable w.r.t. oracle A, then f
k
could simply output p, and we were done. How-
ever, p is not reliable, since T and B might differ, so f
k
has to check the validity
of p. By our choice of s
jk
, there exists (according to (a) above) at most one n
such that
log jxj  en  maxfp
j
jxj p
k
jxjg
Hence, T can lack at most one length en string of B that might be queried
in the run of NA
k
x. Now, f
k
checks whether p is a valid certificate of NA
k
x
by simply checking whether all answers given along p are correct according to
the B part of f
k
’s oracle. There are two subcases of Case 2.1.
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Case 2.1.1: All strings z queried along p receive the answer “yes” if and only
if z  B. We conclude that p is a valid certificate of NA
k
x. f
k
outputs p.
Case 2.1.2: There exists a string z that is queried along p, but receives a wrong
“no” answer according to B, i.e., z  B. Then, f
k
has detected that z is
the one string of length en in B  T . So, adding z to T , we now have
T   B
en
. f
k
again employs QBF to construct the lexicographically first
accepting path of NQBFT
k
x, say p , which now must be a valid certificate
of NA
k
x. f
k
outputs p .
Case 2.2: The computation of MA
j
x differs from q. The only way this could hap-
pen, however, is that the one missing string in T , z  BenT , is queried on q,
but has received a wrong “no” answer from T . Then, as in Case 2.1.2, f
k
has
identified z and can complete table T by adding z to T . Now, T   Ben, and
f
k
can proceed as in Case 2.1.2 to find and output a valid certificate of NA
k
x
if x is accepted by MA
j
(via once more employing QBF in the prefix search to
construct the lexicographically first certificate).
Since maxfp
j
jxj p
k
jxjg  en   by (a) above, no string of length  en  
can be queried by N
k
or M
j
on input x, and thus oracle extensions at stages n cannot
affect the computation of NQBFBn
k
x or MQBFBn
j
x. This completes the proof.
Remark 3.4.7 The argument given in the above proof could almost seem to even prove
that there exists some oracle A relative to which PA   NPA and NPA  EASY


A
, i.e.,
PA   NPA and PA   NPA, which is impossible. However, our argument does not work
for NP in place of P, for the following subtle reason. When we define the vulnerability of
requirements of the form hj ki with j   k in terms of pairs of two nondeterministic oracle
machines N
j
and N
k
, and modify our argument appropriately, then the FPA function f
k
has no way of telling whether or not the input x is accepted by NA
j
(since we have no PA
algorithm as in the above proof) and therefore is in serious trouble when it is trying to
construct a valid certificate of NA
k
x.
Of course, the existence of relativized worlds A in which a statement XA fails should
not be viewed as evidence that X fails in the unrelativized world. Rather, the exis-
tence of such relativized worlds should be viewed as evidence that most standard proof
techniques lack the power to prove that X holds in the unrelativized world. See, e.g.,
[All90, For94, Har85] for discussions of how to interpret relativized results. We suggest as
an open question the issue of whether even stronger implications than those of Figure 3.2
can be established.
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As a final remark, an anonymous referee of the journal paper [HRW97a] mentioned the
interesting open topic of definitions analogous to ours, except with the path-finding operator
being probabilistic (either error-bounded or error-unbounded), rather than deterministic.
Chapter 4
One-Way Permutations and Associative
One-Way Functions in Complexity
Theory
4.1 Introduction
It is well known that (many-to-one) one-way functions exist if and only if P   NP.
Thus, we cannot hope for an ultimate solution to the question of whether or not one-way
functions exist unless we can solve the famous P ?  NP problem. All we can hope for is
to characterize the existence of certain special types of one-way functions via complexity-
theoretic statements such as the collapse or separation of complexity classes.
Many types of one-way functions have been studied in the literature. Most notable
among such results is Grollmann and Selman’s characterization of the existence of cer-
tain types of injective one-way functions by conditions such as P   UP  coUP or
P   UP [GS88], see also [Ko85]. Allender [All86] extended their results by proving that
poly-to-one one-way functions exist if and only if P   FewP.1 Watanabe [Wat88] showed
that constant-to-one one-way functions exist if and only if injective one-way functions ex-
ist. Watanabe [Wat92] also showed that the existence of randomized, injective one-way
functions and the existence of extensible, injective one-way functions, respectively, can be
1UP and FewP are very interesting complexity classes whose important applications include but extend
beyond the study of one-way functions. They have been thoroughly studied in a wide variety of topics,
including the following: the relative complexity of checking and evaluating [Val76]; machine representations,
complete sets, the Isomorphism Conjecture of Berman and Hartmanis, and relativizations [HH88a, HH91,
HH90, HR92]; Boolean hierarchy equivalences [HR97b, HR95]; circuit complexity [HR97b]; fault-tolerant
data base access [CHV93]; upward separation [All91, RRW94]; and relations to counting classes [CH90,
KSTT92, OH93, FFK94].
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characterized by the separations BPP   UPBPP and P   UP , where P is the class of
polynomial-time solvable promise problems (in the sense of [EY80, ESY84, GS88]) and
UP is the class of unambiguous promise problems [CHV93, HR97b]. Finally, Fenner et
al. [FFNR96] proved the existence of surjective, many-to-one one-way functions equivalent
to P  EASY

, using different nomenclature.
In this chapter, we provide characterizations of the existence of associative one-way
functions and of partial and total one-way permutations.
Rabi and Sherman [RS97, RS93] study associative one-way functions (AOWFs) and
show that AOWFs exist exactly if P   NP. They also present the notion of strong
AOWFs—AOWFs that are hard to invert even when one of their arguments is given. They
give protocols due to Rivest and Sherman for two-party secret-key agreement and due to
Rabi and Sherman for digital signatures, that depend on strong, total AOWFs. They also
outline a protocol approach for multi-party secret-key agreement that depends on strong,
total, commutative AOWFs.
There are two key worries regarding the Rabi-Sherman approach. The first is whether
their protocols are secure even if strong, total, commutative AOWFs exist. This worry has
two facets. The first facet is that, as they note, like Diffie-Hellman [DH76, DH79] the
protocol they describe has no current proof of security (even if the existence of strong,
total, commutative AOWFs is given), though Rabi and Sherman give intuitively attractive
arguments suggesting the plausibility of security. In particular, they prove that certain direct
attacks against their protocols are precluded by the fact that the protocols use strong, total
AOWFs as building blocks. The second facet of the first worry is that their definition of
strong, total, commutative AOWFs is a worst-case definition, as opposed to the average-
case definition one desires for a satisfyingly strong approach to cryptography.
The second worry is that Rabi and Sherman provide no evidence at all that strong,
total, commutative AOWFs exist, though they do prove that AOWFs exist if P   NP. In
Section 4.2 we completely remove that worry by proving that strong, total, commutative
AOWFs exist if P   NP.
In light of the above-mentioned first worry—and especially its second facet—we
note, as did Rabi and Sherman, that the study of AOWFs should be viewed as more of
complexity-theoretic interest than of applied cryptographic interest, though it is hoped that
AOWFs will in the long term prove, probably in average-case versions, to be of substantial
applied cryptographic value.
Phrasing our work in a slightly different but equivalent way, in Section 4.2 we prove
that the existence of AOWFs (or, indeed, the existence of any one-way function) implies the
existence of strong, total, commutative AOWFs. Furthermore, based on Kleene’s [Kle52]
distinction between weak and complete equality of partial functions, we give a definition
of associativity that, for partial functions, is a more natural analog of the standard total-
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function definition than that of Rabi and Sherman, and we show that their and our results
hold even under this more natural definition.
In Section 4.3, we turn to the question of whether or not one-way permutations exist.
First, let us briefly digress on the question: What makes NP-complete problems intractable?
One possible source of their potential intractability is the fact that there are many possible
sets of solutions: The search space is exponential so the cardinality of the set of sets of so-
lutions is double-exponential in the input size. Another possible source of NP’s complexity
is that all solutions—even if there are just a few of them—may be random in the sense of
Kolmogorov complexity and thus hard to find. For both reasons one may try to “remove”
the difficulty from NP by considering subclasses of NP that, by definition, contain only
easy sets with respect to either type of difficulty. NP’s subclasses UP and FewP (defined in
Chapter 2) both implicitly reduce the richness of the class of potential solutions to nO  .
To single out those NP sets that, for all NP machines accepting them, have Kolmogorov-
easy solutions for all instances in the set, we defined the class EASY

in Definition 3.2.1
on page 20. Interestingly, both these concepts of easy NP sets, UP and EASY

, have their
own connection to the invertibility of certain types of one-way functions, as stated in the
second paragraph of this section.
In Section 4.3, characterizations of the existence of various types of one-way permu-
tations are given in terms of complexity-theoretic conditions. In particular, we introduce
the UP analog EASY

UP of EASY

, which combines the restriction of unambiguous
computation with the constraint required by EASY

. Thus, EASY

UP simultaneously
reduces the solution space of NP problems to at most one solution per input and requires
that this one solution, if it exists, can be found in polynomial time. We prove that partial
one-way permutations exist if and only if P   EASY

UP. We also establish a condition
necessary and sufficient for the existence of total one-way permutations.
In addition, various types of poly-to-one one-way functions are characterized in terms
of class separations such as P   EASY

FewP, where EASY

FewP is the FewP analog
of EASY

. Based on an observation by Selman ([Sel95], see Claim 3.3.4 on page 31), we
also show that the existence of one-way permutations and of poly-to-one one-way func-
tions, respectively, can be characterized in terms of closure under complementation of
EASY

UP and EASY

FewP. Moreover, we discuss our results with respect to the
UP analog of the Borodin-Demers theorem ([BD76], see Theorem 3.1.1 on page 19) and
with respect to statements of the seemingly unrelated field of (finite model) logic.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 studies associative one-way func-
tions. Section 4.3 deals with one-way permutations. Section 4.4 presents conclusions and
describes some open issues.
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4.2 Creating Strong, Total, Commutative, Associative
One-Way Functions from Any One-Way Function in
Complexity Theory
Section 4.2 is organized as follows. Section 4.2.1 provides definitions and other prelim-
inaries. Section 4.2.2 establishes our main result. Section 4.2.3 discusses an issue related to
injectivity. Section 4.2.4 proves that if UP   NP then a construction of Rabi and Sherman
is invalid.
4.2.1 Preliminaries
Throughout Section 4.2, when we use “binary function” we mean “two-argument func-
tion.” Recall from Chapter 2 that unless explicitly stated as being total, all functions may
potentially be partial,2 i.e., “let  be any binary function” does not imply that  will nec-
essarily be total. For any binary function , we will interchangeably use prefix and infix
notation, i.e., x y   xy.
For concreteness, we now explicitly define the notion of one-way-ness for binary func-
tions. Regarding part 3 of the following definition, we mention that we use the term “one-
way function” in the same way Rabi and Sherman [RS97] do, i.e., in the complexity-
theoretic (that is, worst-case) sense, and without requiring that the function necessarily be
injective.
Definition 4.2.1 Let   	  	  	 be any binary function.
1. We say  is honest if and only if there exists some polynomial p such that for ev-
ery z  image there exists a pair x y  domain such that xy   z and
jxj jyj  pjzj.
3
2. We say  is FP-invertible if and only if there exists a total function g  FP such that
for every z  image, gz is some element of 
z   fx y  domain j
xy   zg.
3. We say  is a one-way function if and only if  is honest, polynomial-time com-
putable, and not FP-invertible.
2However, for rhetorical reasons, we may sometimes explicitly mention that a function is partial.
3This definition of honesty for binary functions is that of Rabi and Sherman [RS97], and is equivalent
to requiring jhx yij  pjzj, since there exists some polynomial q (that depends on the pairing function
chosen) such that for every x y   , jhx yij  qjxj jyj and jxj jyj  qjhx yij.
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Rabi and Sherman [RS97] define a notion of associativity for binary functions as fol-
lows. Diskussion 4.2.3 below explains why we use the term “weakly associative” in Defi-
nition 4.2.2 to describe their notion.
Definition 4.2.2 Let   	  	  	 be any binary function. We say  is weakly
associative if and only if x  y  z   x  y  z holds for all x y z  	 such that each
of x y, y z, x y  z, and x  y z is an element of domain.
Discussion 4.2.3 Associativity expresses equality between two functions each of which can
be viewed as a 3-ary function that results from a given binary function. Definition 4.2.2
yields a notion of associativity that is not natural for non-total functions, since it does not
evaluate as being false “equations” such as “undefined   

.” This situation can occur
in x  y  z   x  y  z in various ways, e.g., if x y, x  y z, and y z are in the
domain of  but x y z is not. It would seem more natural for a definition of associativity
for binary functions to require that both sides of the above equation stand or fall together.
That is, for each triple of strings x y z  	, either both sides should be defined and
equal, or each side should be undefined.
This observation is not new. Drawing on Kleene’s careful discussion of how to de-
fine equality between partial functions, our definition of associativity—given in Defini-
tion 4.2.4 below—achieves this natural behavior. The distinction in the two definitions of
associativity can be said to come from two distinct interpretations of “equality” between
functions, known in recursive function theory as weak equality and complete equality, see
Kleene [Kle52]. Kleene suggests the use of two different equality symbols. We will use
“ 
w
” and “ 
c
,” and we have modified the following quotation to use these also. Kleene
writes [Kle52, pp. 327–328]:
We now introduce “x

     x
n
  
c
x

     x
n
” to express, for particu-
lar x

     x
n
, that if either of x

     x
n
 and x

     x
n
 is defined, so
is the other and the values are the same (and hence if either of x

     x
n

and x

     x
n
 is undefined, so is the other). The difference in the mean-
ing of (i) “x

     x
n
  
w
x

     x
n
” and (ii) “x

     x
n
  
c
x

     x
n
” comes when one of x

     x
n
 and x

     x
n
 is un-
defined. Then (i) is undefined, while (ii) is true or false according as the other
is or is not undefined.
Complete equality is the more natural of the two notions, and Definition 4.2.4 yields a
notion of associativity for binary functions that is based on complete equality. Nonetheless,
we will show that Rabi and Sherman’s results [RS97] and our results hold even under this
more restrictive definition. In a similar vein, we also define commutativity for (partial)
binary functions.
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Definition 4.2.4 Let   		  	 be any binary function. Define    	 fg and
define an extension b     of  as follows:
ba b  

a b if a    and b    and a b  domain
 otherwise.(4.2.1)
We say  is associative if and only if, for every x y z  	, xbybz   xbybz. We say
 is commutative if and only if, for every x y  	, xby   ybx i.e., xy  
c
yx.
Every associative function is weakly associative; the converse, however, is not always
true, so these are indeed different notions.
Proposition 4.2.5 The following three statements are true.
1. Every associative binary function is weakly associative.
2. Every total binary function is associative if and only if it is weakly associative.
3. There exists a binary function that is weakly associative, but not associative.
Proof. (1) and (2) are immediate from the definitions. Regarding (3), note that the follow-
ing binary function   	  	  	 is weakly associative but not associative:
a b  



 if a    and b   

 if a    and b   
undefined otherwise,
(4.2.2)
where by “undefined” above we do not mean some new token “undefined,” but rather we
simply mean that for cases handled by that line of the definition a b  domain.
Definition 4.2.6 1. A binary function   	  	  	 is an AOWF if and only if 
is both associative and a one-way function.
2. [RS97] A binary function   	  	  	 is an AwOWF if and only if  is both
weakly associative and a one-way function.
Rabi and Sherman [RS97] also introduce the notion of strong one-way functions—
binary one-way functions that are hard to invert even if one of their arguments is given.
Strongness implies one-way-ness. (We note that “strongness” here should not be confused
with the property of strong-FP-invertibility of functions introduced by Allender [All86,
All85].) To avoid any possibility of ambiguity we henceforward, when using equality signs
with partial functions, will make it explicit that by equality we mean  
c
.
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Definition 4.2.7 A binary function  is said to be strong if and only if  is not FP-invertible
even if one of its arguments is given. More formally, binary function  is strong if and only
if neither (a) nor (b) holds:
(a) There exists a total function g

 FP such that for every z  image and for each
x  	

, if x y  
c
z for some y  	, then x g

hx zi  
c
z.
(b) There exists a total function g

 FP such that for every z  image and for each
y  	

, if x y  
c
z for some x  	, then g

hy zi y  
c
z.
4.2.2 Strong, Total, Commutative, Associative One-Way Functions
This section proves that P   NP if and only if strong, total, commutative, associative
one-way functions exist.
Recall that Rabi and Sherman [RS97] show that AwOWFs exist if and only if P   NP.
However, they present no evidence that strong AwOWFs exist, and they establish no struc-
tural conditions sufficient to imply that any exist. Solving these open questions, we show
in Theorem 4.2.8 below that there exist strong, total, commutative AwOWFs (equivalently,
strong, total, commutative AOWFs) if and only if P   NP.
Theorem 4.2.8 The following five statements are equivalent.
1. P   NP.
2. There exist AwOWFs.
3. There exist AOWFs.
4. There exist strong, total, commutative AwOWFs.
5. There exist strong, total, commutative AOWFs.
Proof. By part 2 of Proposition 4.2.5, (4) and (5) are equivalent. By part 1 of Proposi-
tion 4.2.5, (3) implies (2). Rabi and Sherman [RS97] have shown the equivalence of (1)
and (2), by exploiting the associativity of the closest common ancestor relation for configu-
rations in the computation tree of nondeterministic Turing machines. (5) (and, equivalently,
(4)) implies (2) and (3). So to establish the theorem it suffices to show that (1) implies (5).
We will soon define a key function, . We at that point describe the intuition behind it,
and we describe the two-phase strategy our proof will follow.
Assume P   NP, and letA be a set in NPP. LetM be a nondeterministic polynomial-
time Turing machine accepting A. By a witness for “x  A” we mean a string w  	
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that encodes some accepting computation path of M on input x. Recall from Chapter 2
that for each string x, the set of witnesses for “x  A” (with respect to M ) is denoted by
ACC
M
x. Note that if x  A then ACC
M
x   . Assume, without loss of generality,
that for each x  A, every witness w  ACC
M
x satisfies jwj   pjxj  jxj for some
strictly increasing polynomial p depending on M .
For any strings u v w  	, minu v will denote the lexicographically smaller of u
and v, and minu v w will denote the lexicographically smallest of u, v, and w.
Define the binary function   	  	  	 by
a b  

	
	
	

	
	
	

hxminw

 w

i if x  	 w

 w

 ACC
M
x
a   hx w

i  b   hx w

i
hx xi if x  	 w  ACC
M
x a   hx xi 
b   hx wi  a   hx wi  b   hx xi
undefined otherwise.
(4.2.3)
Very informally put, the intuition behind  is that it reduces the number of witnesses by
one, in a particular, careful way. “Case 1” below describes this more specifically. Also very
informally put, the intuition behind why  will prove to be hard to invert is that inversion
requires obtaining witness information.
Our proof takes a two-step approach. In particular, on our way towards a proof that (1)
implies (5), we will first prove that:
Claim A The function  defined above is a strong, commutative AOWF.
Then we will:
Task B Show how to extend  to a strong, total, commutative AOWF,
thus establishing (5).
We start on our proof of Claim A. Note that  is honest. Also,   FP. That is, given
ha bi as the input, it is easy to decide in polynomial time whether a b  domain, and
if so, which of hx xi or hx wi for suitable x  	 and w  ACC
M
x should be output as
the value of a b. Here, we need the assumption that for each x  A, every witness w for
“x  A” satisfies jwj   pjxj  jxj. This assumption ensures that there is no ambiguity in
determining whether a and b are of the form hx xi or of the form hx PotentialWitnessi, and
checking items of the form hx PotentialWitnessi is easy because
S
x 	 

ACC
M
x is a set
in P. That
S
x 	 

ACC
M
x is a set in P also ensures that domain is a set in P.
Now, we show that  cannot be inverted in polynomial time, even if one of its arguments
is given. Assume, for instance, that there exists a total function g

 FP such that given
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any z in the image of  and any second argument b for which there is some a  	 with
a b  
c
z, it holds that g

hb zi b  
c
z. Then, contradicting our assumption that
A  P, A could be decided in polynomial time as follows:
On input x, to decide whether or not x  A, compute g

hhx xi hx xii,
interpret it as a pair hd ei, and accept if and only if d   x and e  ACC
M
x.
An analogous proof works for the case of a fixed first argument. Thus, neither (a) nor (b)
of Definition 4.2.7 holds, so  is a strong one-way function.
We now prove that  is associative. Let b be the extension of  from Definition 4.2.4.
Fix any strings a   ha

 a

i, b   hb

 b

i, and c   hc

 c

i in 	. Let k equal how many of
a

, b

, and c

are in ACC
M
a

. For example, if a

  b

  c

 ACC
M
a

, then k   .
To show that
abbbc   abbbc(4.2.4)
holds, we distinguish the following two cases.
Case 1: a

  b

  c

 fa

 b

 c

g  fa

g  ACC
M
a

. As mentioned above, 
(and thus b) decreases by one the number of witnesses. In particular, b preserves
the lexicographic minimum if both arguments contain witnesses for “a

 A.” If
exactly one of its arguments contains a witness for “a

 A,” then b outputs ha

 a

i.
If neither of its arguments contains a witness for “a

 A,” then  is not defined and
thus b has the value . It follows that:
 If k  f
 g, then abbbc      abbbc.
 If k   , then abbbc   ha

 a

i   abbbc.
 If k   , then abbbc   ha

mina

 b

 c

i   abbbc.
In each of these three cases Equation 4.2.4 is satisfied.
Case 2: Not Case 1. Then it holds that either a

  b

 a

  c

 b

  c

, or
a

  b

  c

 fa

 b

 c

g  fa

g  ACC
M
a

. In light of the definition of ,
we have in both cases that abbbc      abbbc, and Equation 4.2.4 is satisfied.
Hence,  is associative. Furthermore, it is easy to see from the definition of  that  is
commutative. Thus,  is a strong, commutative AOWF, as claimed earlier. So Claim A is
established.
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To complete the proof, we now show how to extend  to a strong, total, commutative
AOWF.4 That is, we now turn to Task B. Informally put, we will use an appropriately
chosen string to plug the holes in . The fact that  is an AOWF rather than merely
an AwOWF helps us avoid the key problem—see Section 4.2.4—in Rabi and Sherman’s
extension attempt.
Fix any string x

 A (one must exist, since A  P). Let a

be the pair hx

 x

i. Note
that a

is neither of the form hx xi for any x  	, nor of the form hx wi for any x  	
and any witness w  ACC
M
x (because x

 A and thus does not have any witnesses).
Note that, by the definition of , for each y, a

 y  domain and y a

  domain.
Define the total function   	  	  	 as follows: Whenever a b  domain,
define a b   a b; otherwise, define a b   a

.
The function  is a strong, total, commutative AOWF. In particular,  is honest, since
for a

, which is the only string in the image of  that is not in the image of , it holds that
a

 a

   a

and ja

j  ja

j  ja

j. Also,   FP, since   FP and domain 
P. That  is strong follows from the facts that image  image and  is strong.
Finally, to see that  is associative, note that if abbbc    then abc   a

and
otherwise abc   abbbc. Similarly, if abbbc    then abc   a

and otherwise
abc   abbbc. The associativity of  now follows easily, given that  is associative.
The commutativity of  is immediate from the definition of  and the commutativity
of . To see why this holds, recall that our definition of commutativity is based on complete
equality, and thus a b  domain if and only if b a  domain. Hence,  is a
strong, total, commutative AOWF.
Rabi and Sherman emphasize the importance of explicitly exhibiting strong, total
AwOWFs [RS97], since the cryptographic protocols given in [RS97] rely on their existence.
Rabi and Sherman also pose as an open issue the problem of whether a strong, total AwOWF
can be constructed from any given one-way function [RS93]. The proof of Theorem 4.2.8
solves both these open issues. Indeed, the function  defined in the above proof shows how
to construct a strong, total, commutative AOWF (equivalently, a strong, total, commutative
AwOWF) based on any clocked NP machine accepting a language in NP P. Similarly, the
proof of Theorem 4.2.8 shows how, given (as a program) any one-way function, along with
its polynomial runtime and honesty bounds, one can obtain a clocked NP machine accept-
ing a language in NP P. Thus, as the title of Section 4.2 claims, from any given one-way
function one can create a strong, total, commutative AOWF (equivalently, a strong, total,
commutative AwOWF).
4Rabi and Sherman [RS97] give a construction that they claim lifts any AwOWF whose domain is in P to
a total AwOWF. However, it is far from clear that their construction achieves this claim. In fact, Section 4.2.4
shows that any proof that their construction is valid would immediately prove that UP  NP.
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The previous paragraph should not be read as suggesting that actually implementing
such a transformation, for example in the computer language C, would be the work of just
a few minutes, or would result in a very short, simple C program.
4.2.3 Injective, Associative One-Way Functions
We mention briefly the issue of injective (i.e., one-to-one) AOWFs and AwOWFs. Rabi
and Sherman give no evidence that injective AwOWFs might exist. In fact, they prove that
no total AwOWF can be injective. Thus, in light of part 2 of Proposition 4.2.5, no total
AOWF can be injective. However, as Theorem 4.2.9 we show that P   UP if and only if
injective AwOWFs (and indeed injective AOWFs) exist.
The lack of injectivity for total, commutative AOWFs and AwOWFs comes close to
following already just from commutativity. Consider any commutative function  such that
there exist elements a and b with a   b and a b  domain. Then a b  
c
b a,
and so  is not injective. Now let us generalize the notion of injectivity so as to keep the
general intuition of its behavior, yet so as to not to clash so strongly with commutativity.
Given any binary function   	  	  	, we say  is unordered-injective if and
only if for all a b c d  	, if a b c d  domain and a b  
c
c d, then
fa bg   fc dg. That is, each element x  
c
a b in the image of  has at most one
unordered pair fa bg (possibly degenerate, i.e., fa ag   fag) as its preimage. If  is
commutative, then both orderings of this unordered pair, a b and b a, will map to x; if
not, one cannot know (i.e., it is possible that a b  
c
x yet for some string y   x it holds
that b a  
c
y).
Theorem 4.2.9 The following five statements are equivalent.
1. P   UP.
2. There exist injective AwOWFs.
3. There exist injective AOWFs.
4. There exist strong, commutative, unordered-injective AwOWFs.
5. There exist strong, commutative, unordered-injective AOWFs.
Proof. That (2) implies (1) follows immediately by standard techniques (those of [GS88],
but for functions with two arguments). By part 1 of Proposition 4.2.5, (3) implies (2).
That (1), (4), and (5) are pairwise equivalent follows as a corollary from the proof of
Theorem 4.2.8; note, crucially, that if the definition of  given in that proof is based on
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some set A  UP  P, then  is unordered-injective, since no string x in A can have more
than one witness. So it suffices to prove that (1) implies (3).
Assuming A  UPP, define the language A    fx jx  Ag. Note that A   UPP.
Let M be some UP machine accepting A . Let the polynomial p and, for each x, let the
witness sets ACC
M
x be defined as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.8 (note that, for each
x  A
 
, ACC
M
x now is a singleton). Without loss of generality, assume that for each
x  A
 
, the unique witness w certifying that x  A  starts with a 1 as its first bit, i.e.,
w  	

. Define the binary function   	  	  	 as follows:
a b  


a if a  A  and ACC
M
a   fbg
undefined otherwise.(4.2.5)
Let b be the extension of  as in Definition 4.2.4. Note that for all a b c  	, it
holds that abbbc      abbbc by definition of . Thus,  is associative according to
Definition 4.2.4. Also, note that  is injective, and the standard proof approach—see, e.g.,
the proof of Theorem 4.2.8—shows that  is a one-way function.
4.2.4 On a Construction of Rabi and Sherman
As mentioned in footnote 4, Rabi and Sherman [RS97] give a construction that they
claim lifts any AwOWF whose domain is in P to a total AwOWF. It is far from clear that their
construction achieves this claim. In fact, we show that any proof that their construction
is valid would immediately prove that UP   NP. In particular, we provide the following
counterexample to Rabi and Sherman’s assertion.
Theorem 4.2.10 If UP   NP, then there exists an AwOWF , satisfying aa a 
domain and having domain in P, such that the construction that Rabi and Sherman
claim converts AwOWFs into total AwOWFs in fact fails on .
Proof. The general idea behind this proof is that if UP   NP then the Rabi-Sherman
construction does not always preserve weak associativity.
Fix a set A   NP  UP and an NP machine M   accepting A . Let the polynomial p 
and, for each x, let the witness sets ACC
M

x be defined analogously to the definitions of
p and ACC
M
x in the proof of Theorem 4.2.8 above.
Define the binary function   	  	  	 by
a b  

	

	
	

hx wi if x  	 w  ACC
M

x a   hx wi   b
hx xi if x  	 w  ACC
M

x a   hx xi  b   hx wi
 a   hx wi  b   hx xi
undefined otherwise.
(4.2.6)
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It is not hard to verify that  is an AwOWF.
Let a be a fixed string such that a a  domain. For the particular function 
defined above, such a string a indeed exists (e.g., let a   hx

 x

i for any particular fixed
x

 A
 
 see the discussion of a

in the proof of Theorem 4.2.8 as to why this is right). In
contrast, the “c” of [RS97, p. 242, l. 10] may not in general exist.
Now, using the Rabi-Sherman technique, extend  to a total function,  , the same way
we obtained the total extension “” of “” in the proof of Theorem 4.2.8. Fix some string
x  A
  that has two distinct witnesses w

and w

in ACC
M

x (such x, w

, and w

exist,
as A   UP), and let a   hx w

i, b   hx w

i, and c   hx xi. Then, we have abc  
a   hx xi   a bc. Thus  is not associative (and thus, as it is total, is not weakly
associative).
The reason that abc   a may not be clear to the reader. To see why this holds, one
must look at the Rabi-Sherman technique of extending  to  , which, very informally, is
to use a as a dumping ground. We mention that, for essentially the same reason,  is not
associative (and thus is not an AOWF), since abbbc      hx xi   abbbc, where b
is the extension of  from Definition 4.2.4.
Even if Rabi and Sherman’s proof were valid, their claim would not be particularly
useful to them, as the AwOWFs they construct [RS97, proof of Theorem 5] do not in general
have domains that are in P. In contrast, the function  of our proof of Theorem 4.2.8 does
have a domain that is in P, and their method (corrected to remove the “c” problem) does
preserve associativity (note: we did not say weak associativity), and so proved useful to us.
4.3 Characterizations of the Existence of Partial and Total
One-Way Permutations
Section 4.3 is organized as follows. Section 4.3.1 defines the classes EASY

UP and
EASY

FewP, the UP and FewP analogs of EASY

, and characterizes the existence of
partial one-way permutations and of poly-to-one one-way functions in terms of separa-
tions between P and those two classes. Section 4.3.2 provides a condition necessary and
sufficient for the existence of total one-way permutations.
4.3.1 Partial One-Way Permutations and Poly-to-One One-Way
Functions
Recall from Definition 3.2.1 on page 20 that EASY

is the class of all sets L for which
all NPTMs accepting L always (i.e., on all inputs x  L) have easy certificates. We now
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define the UP and FewP analogs of EASY

. (Though it is clear that a more general defi-
nition of the form EASY

C F for complexity classes C other than NP, UP, or FewP and
for function classes F other than FP can analogously be obtained, we will only define the
classes of interest here.)
Definition 4.3.1 For C  fNPUP FewPg, define EASY

C to be the class of all sets L
that either are finite, or that satisfy (a) L  C, and (b) for every C machine N such that
LN   L, there exists an FP function f
N
such that, for all x  L, f
N
x  ACC
N
x.
The inclusions summarized in Proposition 4.3.2 below follow immediately from the
definition. For instance, the first inclusion holds by the following arguments: (a) each
EASY

set L is in P and thus in FewP, see Figure 3.1 on page 22; and (b) if every
NPTM accepting L always has easy certificates, then so does every FewP machine. Hence
EASY

 EASY

FewP. The inclusion EASY

UP  P holds due to EASY

UP 
EASY

UP   EASY

  P (see Theorem 3.2.4 for the final equality), where EASY

UP
denotes the UP analog of EASY

.
Proposition 4.3.2 EASY

 EASY

FewP  EASY

UP  P  UP  FewP  NP.
Fenner et al. [FFNR96] have characterized the existence of surjective, many-to-one
one-way functions by the condition P  EASY

. In this section, we give analogous char-
acterizations of the existence of surjective, one-to-one one-way functions (i.e., partial one-
way permutations) and surjective, poly-to-one one-way functions by separating P from
EASY

UP and EASY

FewP, respectively.
Theorem 4.3.3 The following four statements are equivalent.
1. EASY

UP   P.
2. There exists a partial one-way permutation.
3. 	  EASY

UP.
4. EASY

UP is not closed under complementation.
Proof. (3) implies (4), since 	    as a finite set is in EASY

UP. (4) immediately im-
plies (1). To see that (1) implies (3), assume there is a setL  P such thatL  EASY

UP.
Let N be some UP machine accepting L such that no FP function exists that outputs the
accepting path of Nx for all inputs x  L. Let M be some P machine that accepts L.
Consider the following NPTM N  : On input x, N   guesses whether x  L or x  L. If
the guess was “x  L,” N   simulates Nx; otherwise, it simulates Mx. Then, N   is a
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UP machine accepting 	. Note that the accepting computation of N  x for inputs x  L
contains the accepting computation of Nx. Since L cannot be empty (in fact, L cannot
be finite, for otherwise we would have had L  EASY

UP), no FP function can output,
for all inputs x  	, the accepting path of N  x. Hence, 	  EASY

UP.
(3) implies (2): Assume 	  EASY

UP. Let M be a UP machine accepting 	 such
that no FP function can output the accepting path of My for all y  	. For any input y,
let comp
M
y denote the unique accepting path (encoded as a sequence of configurations)
of My. As in [GS88], define the function f to be
fx  

y if x   comp
M
y
undefined otherwise.
Given x, it can be checked in polynomial time whether x encodes an accepting path of M
(by checking whether it starts with the initial configuration of M for some input string, all
transitions from one configuration to the next are legal, and the final configuration contains
an accepting final state), and if so, the input string y of M can easily be determined. Thus,
f  FP. Since M is a UP machine, f is injective. The polynomial bounding the running
time of M witnesses the honesty of f . Since LM   	, f is surjective. Finally, f
 
FP, since f
y   x is an accepting computation of My for each y, and so f
  FP
contradicts our assumption that M only has hard certificates. To summarize, f is a one-to-
one one-way function with imagef   	.
(2) implies (3): Let f be a one-to-one one-way function with imagef   	. We will
show that imagef   	 is not in EASY

UP. Let p be the polynomial that witnesses
the honesty of f . Consider the following machine M . On input y, M nondeterministically
guesses all strings x of length at most pjyj, computes fx for each guessed x, and accepts
y if and only if fx   y. M is a UP machine accepting 	, since f is a p-honest bijection
(from some subset of 	 onto 	) computable in polynomial time. Since f
  FP and
the accepting path of My contains x   f
y, no FP function can output, for all y, the
accepting path of M on input y. Thus, 	  EASY

UP.
By Grollmann and Selman’s [GS88] characterization of the existence of (partial) one-
way permutations, we immediately have Corollary 4.3.4, which was previously proven
directly by Hartmanis and Hemaspaandra (then Hemachandra) [HH88a], using different
notation. Corollary 4.3.4 says that the converse of the UP analog of the Borodin-Demers
theorem holds, see [HH88a] for discussion of this point. The original (i.e., NP) version of
the Borodin-Demers theorem [BD76] is here stated as Theorem 3.1.1 on page 19. More-
over, note that Corollary 4.3.4 holds in every relativized world. In contrast, for the converse
of the original Borodin-Demers theorem, there is a relativized counterexample, see Naor
and Impagliazzo [IN88, Proposition 4.2] and also the papers [CS93, FR94, FFNR96].
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As a point of interest, we note that Corollary 4.3.4 proves that separating P from a
certain class containing P is equivalent to separating P from a certain class contained in P.
Corollary 4.3.4 [HH88a] P   UP  coUP if and only if EASY

UP   P.
A seemingly unrelated connection comes from finite model theory. Gra¨del [Gra¨94] has
shown that P   UP coUP if and only if the “weak definability principle” holds for every
first order logic L on finite structures that captures P. The weak definability principle says:
Every totally defined query (on the set of finite structures of the relations of a first order
logic L) that is implicitly definable in L is also explicitly definable in L; see [Gra¨94] for
those notions not defined here.
Corollary 4.3.5 EASY

UP   P if and only if the weak definability principle fails for
some first order logic L on finite structures that captures P.
Now we characterize the existence of surjective, poly-to-one one-way functions by the
separation P   EASY

FewP and other conditions.
Theorem 4.3.6 The following seven statements are equivalent.
1. There exists a surjective, poly-to-one one-way function.
2. There exists a total, surjective, poly-to-one one-way function.
3. There exists a total, poly-to-one one-way function f with imagef  P.
4. There exists a poly-to-one one-way function f with imagef  P.
5. EASY

FewP   P.
6. 	  EASY

FewP.
7. EASY

FewP is not closed under complementation.
Proof. (1) implies (3), as if f is a function satisfying (1), then
gx  


fx if fx is defined
x if fx is undefined
satisfies (3). Also, (3) trivially implies (4).
(4) implies (5): Let f be a poly-to-one one-way function with imagef in P. We
will show that imagef is not in EASY

FewP. Let p be the polynomial that witnesses
the honesty of f . Consider the following machine M . On input y, M nondeterministically
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guesses all strings x of length at most pjyj, computes fx for each guessed x, and accepts
y if and only if fx   y. M is a FewP machine accepting imagef, since f is a p-honest
poly-to-one function computable in polynomial time. Since f is not FP-invertble and each
accepting path of My contains some value of f
y, no FP function can output, for all y,
some accepting path of M on input y. Thus, imagef  EASY

FewP.
It is clear that (2) implies (1). Suppose (1) holds, and f is a function satisfying (1).
Then f   is a function satisfying (2), where
f
 
x  

	
	

	
	

 if x   
fz
 if x   z
 and fz is defined
z if x   z
 and fz is undefined
z if x   z.
The proof that conditions (5), (6), and (7) of this theorem are pairwise equivalent
goes through as in the proof of the corresponding claim for EASY

or EASY

UP, see
Theorem 4.3.3.
Finally, that (7) implies (1) can again be seen as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.3, the only
difference being that M now is a FewP machine accepting 	 and the function f is now
defined by fx   y if x is some accepting path of My, and fx is undefined otherwise.
Then, f is a surjective poly-to-one one-way function. This completes the proof that all
statements of the theorem are equivalent.
Note that P   FewP is implied by each of the conditions of Theorem 4.3.6. Note
also that P   FewP  coFewP implies each of the conditions of Theorem 4.3.6, though
it is not known whether the converse holds. We conjecture that it does not (equivalently,
we conjecture that the converse of the FewP analog of the Borodin-Demers theorem does
not hold). Thus, the conditions of Theorem 4.3.6 are intermediate between the conditions
P   FewP  coFewP and P   FewP. Regarding the condition P   FewP, we mention
that Allender [All86] proved this condition equivalent to the existence of some very special
types of poly-to-one one-way functions, and the paper [RH96] provides some more such
characterizations.5
5In particular, Allender [All86] calls a poly-to-one function f strongly FP-invertible if there is a function
g  FP such that for each y  imagef, gy prints all elements of f y, and he proves assertions of
the form: P  FewP if and only if every total, honest FP function is strongly FP-invertible. In [RH96],
a poly-to-one function f is called a weak one-way function if f  FP, f is honest, and f is not strongly
FP-invertible. (Note: since the purpose of requiring one-way functions to be honest is to preclude the case
that the FP-noninvertibility is trivial, it makes sense to require a stronger notion of honesty here—and this is
the notion of honesty adopted in [All86, RH96]: f is honest if there exists a polynomial p such that for every
y  imagef and for every x  domainf, if y  fx then jxj  pjyj.) For notational convenience, in
Table 4.2 below, we will say that a (poly-to-one) FP function has the “Allender property” if it satisfies this
stronger definition of honesty and is not strongly FP-invertible.
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Could it be the case that the conditions of Theorem 4.3.6 in fact either are equivalent
to P   FewP  coFewP, or are equivalent to P   FewP? Relativized counterexamples are
known for each of these cases. In particular, there is a relativized world, constructed by
Fortnow and Rogers [FR94], in which the conditions of Theorem 4.3.6 fail yet P   FewP
holds. Also, Lance Fortnow [For97a] has informed us that, using the techniques of Fortnow
and Rogers [FR94], one can build a relativized world in which P   FewP coFewP yet the
conditions of Theorem 4.3.6 hold.
4.3.2 Total One-Way Permutations
For many types of one-way functions, the existence question has been characterized
in the literature as equivalent to the separation of suitable complexity classes. Such a
characterization for the existence of total one-way permutations, however, is still miss-
ing. To date, the result closest to this goal is the above-mentioned characterization of
the existence of a partial, injective, and surjective one-way function f by the condition
P   UP  coUP [GS88]. Since f is not total, f is only a bijection mapping a subset of 	
onto 	. Thus, P   UP coUP potentially is a strictly weaker condition than the existence
of a total one-way permutation. Of course, such a function f can be made total [GS88], but
only at the cost of loss of surjectivity (even though such a total one-way function created
from f still has an image in P). However, we will show below that the existence of total
one-way permutations is equivalent to the existence of total, injective one-way functions
whose image is rankable (recall Definition 2.2.7 on page 17).
Theorem 4.3.7 Total one-way permutations exist if and only if there exist total, one-to-one
one-way functions whose image is rankable.
Proof. The “only if” direction is immediate, since 	 is rankable.
For the converse, suppose there exists a total, one-to-one one-way function f whose
image is rankable. We will define a total one-way permutation h. Intuitively, the idea is to
fill in the holes in the image of f , using its rankability. Let T   imagef be rankable. For
each n, let holesn   n  jjTnjj Note that since T is rankable, holes is in FP. Let us
introduce some useful notation. For each string x, let kx be the lexicographical position
of x among the length jxj strings; e.g., k


    and k   . For each string x
and each j  N , let x  j denote the string that in lexicographical order comes j places
before x. For each set A and each k  N , let A
k
be the kth string of A in lexicographical
order. Now define the function h by
hx  


fx
P
jxj
i
holesi if kx  holesjxj

T  	
jxj

kx
if kx  holesjxj.
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Since T is rankable and f  FP, we have h  FP. Clearly, h is honest and injective, h is
total, and imageh   	. If one could invert h in polynomial time, then f would also be
FP-invertible, since the rankability of T allows one to find the string in the image of f that
should be inverted with respect to h, and after inverting we shift the inverse with respect
to h, say z, by
P
jzj
i
holesi positions to obtain the true inverse with respect to f . Hence,
h is a total one-way permutation.
Remark 4.3.8 Note that the rankability of the image of f suffices to give us Theorem 4.3.7,
and Theorem 4.3.7 is stated in this way. However, even weaker notions would work. With-
out going into precise details, we remark that one just needs a function that, from some
easily found and countable set of places, is an honest address function for the complement
of the image of f , see the paper [GHK92].
4.4 Conclusions and Open Problems
In Section 4.2, we have shown that P   NP is a sufficient condition for strong, total,
commutative AOWFs (equivalently, for strong, total, commutative AwOWFs) to exist. Since
by standard techniques (namely, the natural binary-function, injectivity-not-required ana-
log of a result of Grollmann and Selman [GS88, Sel92], see also [Ko85]), P   NP is also a
necessary condition for the existence of such functions, we obtain a complete characteriza-
tion. This characterization solves the conjecture of Rabi and Sherman that strong AwOWFs
exist [RS97], inasfar as one can solve it without solving the P ?  NP question. More-
over, our proofs show how to construct a strong, total, commutative AOWF (equivalently,
a strong, total, commutative AwOWF) from any given one-way function, which resolves an
open problem of Rabi and Sherman [RS93].
We mention that most cryptographic applications are concerned with average-case com-
plexity and randomized algorithms instead of worst-case complexity and deterministic al-
gorithms. However, as Rabi and Sherman stress, the intriguing concept of (weakly) as-
sociative one-way functions, particularly when they are total and strong and ideally in
an average-case version, may be expected to be useful in many cryptographic applica-
tions (such as in the key-agreement protocol proposed by Rivest and Sherman in 1984,
see [RS97]), and may eventually offer elegant solutions to a variety of practical crypto-
graphic problems.
We mention two open issues arising from Section 4.2. What formal claims can one
prove regarding the security of the protocols of Rabi, Rivest, and Sherman? Also, in those
cases where injectivity (i.e., one-to-one-ness) is known to be precluded, is poly-to-one-
ness—or even two-to-one-ness—also precluded?
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Partial functions one-to-one poly-to-one
no restriction P   UP [GS88] P   FewP [RH96]
surjective P   EASY

UP (Thm. 4.3.3) P   EASY

FewP (Thm. 4.3.6)
image in P P   EASY

UP P   EASY

FewP (Thm. 4.3.6)
(Thm. 4.3.3 plus [GS88, Thm. 8])
Table 4.1: Characterizations of the existence of various types of one-way functions: the
partial-function case
Total functions one-to-one poly-to-one
no restriction P   UP [GS88] P   FewP [All86]
surjective open question (but note Thm. 4.3.7) P   EASY

FewP (Thm. 4.3.6)
image in P P   EASY

UP P   EASY

FewP (Thm. 4.3.6)
(Thm. 4.3.3 plus [GS88, Thm. 8])
Allender property P   UP [GS88] P   FewP [All86]
surjective & open question P   FewP [RH96]
Allender property (but note Thm. 4.3.7)
image in P & P   EASY

UP P   FewP [RH96]
Allender property (Thm. 4.3.3 plus [GS88, Thm. 8])
Table 4.2: Characterizations of the existence of various types of one-way functions: the
total-function case
In Section 4.3, we provided a number of results that characterized the existence of
partial and total one-way permutations. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the characterization
results that are known from the literature and from Section 4.3.6 Regarding Section 4.3, the
ultimate goal is to find a characterization of the existence of total one-way permutations in
terms of a separation of suitable complexity classes.
6See Footnote 5 for the explanation of what is meant by “Allender property” in Table 4.2. Note that for
one-to-one functions, FP-invertibility and strong FP-invertibility (also defined in Footnote 5) are identical
notions, and so the one-to-one column of Table 4.2 is not affected by the “Allender property” issue.
Chapter 5
Heuristics versus Completeness for
Independent Set and Graph Coloring
Problems
5.1 Introduction
The Maximum Independent Set problem (MIS, for short) is the problem of finding a
maximum independent set of a given graph, i.e., a maximum subset I of vertices such that
no two vertices in I are connected by an edge. The decision version of this problem, known
as Independent Set, is one of the standard NP-complete problems, see [GJ79]. Therefore,
MIS is considered to be an intractable problem, since there is no efficient algorithm known
to solve it. However, there is a simple and efficient algorithm, the Minimum Degree Greedy
Algorithm (MDG, for short), that in many cases provides satisfactory solutions of this
problem. Given an input graph G, MDG chooses some vertex of minimum degree in G,
adds this vertex to its output set, deletes this vertex and all its neighbors fromG, and repeats
this procedure until an empty graph is left.
It is known that for a number of certain well-behaved graph classes, MDG always
outputs a maximum independent set of the input graph. Thus, MIS restricted to those graph
classes is efficiently solvable. In particular, Bodlaender et al. [BTY97] note that MDG
indeed outputs a maximum independent set if the input graph is a tree, a split graph, the
complement of a k-tree, or a complete k-partite graph, for any k. In addition, Bodlaender
et al. mention that MDG always outputs a maximum independent set when given a “well-
covered” graph [BTY97].1
1A graph is said to be well-covered if all its maximal independent sets are of the same size, see [TT96].
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What if the input graph does not have such a simple structure, and yet one employs
MDG to find an independent set? Of course, the algorithm, just doing its job, is still fast
and will quickly offer a solution. However, depending on the structure of the input graph,
this solution might be far from optimal. How far? Is MDG at least able to approximate
a maximum independent set of the given graph, say within a constant factor? Again, for
certain graph classes (e.g., for graphs of bounded degree or of bounded average degree), it
is known that MDG has a good approximation ratio [HR94].
In light of this, a reasonable venture is seeking to determine whether MDG approx-
imates a maximum independent set of the input graph within a constant factor of r, for
fixed r  . Since MDG chooses in each loop one vertex among the vertices of minimum
degree, it makes sense to look at the worst-case and the best-case behavior of MDG.
Bodlaender, Thilikos, and Yamazaki [BTY97] define for any rational r  , the classes
A
r
and S
r
. A
r
is the class of graphs for which MDG always (i.e., for any sequence of
vertex choices) approximates a maximum independent set within a constant factor of r, and
S
r
is the class of graphs for which MDG can (i.e., for some sequence of vertex choices)
approximate a maximum independent set within a constant factor of r.
The question investigated in [BTY97] is the following: What is the computational com-
plexity of the recognition problemsA
r
and S
r
? We note in passing that there exist irrational
numbers r for which the problems S
r
and A
r
are undecidable [BTY97], and thus it is rea-
sonable to consider these problems only for rationals r.
Bodlaender et al. [BTY97] show that for each fixed rational r  , A
r
is coNP-
complete and S
r
is coNP-hard. They also provide an upper bound for S
r
by proving
that, for each fixed rational r  , S
r
is in PNP, i.e., S
r
can be solved by a determinis-
tic polynomial-time Turing machine that is given access to an NP oracle. They explicitly
leave open the question of whether the recognition problems S
r
, for r  , can be shown
to be hard for complexity classes above NP and, optimally, whether matching upper and
lower bounds for these problems can be found. For the special case of r   , they slightly
improve their general coNP-hardness lower bound by showing that S

is DP-hard,2 again
leaving open the question of whether this lower bound can be improved so as to match the
upper bound of S

.
In Section 5.3, we completely settle all the questions left open in [BTY97]. Our main
result (Theorem 5.3.4) pinpoints the exact computational complexity of S
r
: For each ra-
tional r  , S
r
is PNP
jj
-complete, where PNP
jj
denotes the class of sets solvable by some
P machine that, instead of asking its oracle queries sequentially, accesses its NP oracle in
parallel.
2DP [PY84] denotes the class of sets that can be represented as the difference of two NP sets. Clearly,
NP 	 coNP  DP  PNP. Kadin [Kad88] has shown that the polynomial hierarchy collapses if NP  DP or
coNP  DP or even if DP were closed under complementation.
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Based on ground-breaking work by Wagner [Wag87], the class PNP
jj
has recently proven
to be very important for determining the complexity of some extremely natural and cen-
tral problems, see the survey [HHR97c]. Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe
[HHR97a, HHR97b] have shown that the problem of determining the winner in Dodgson
elections [Dod76]—a voting scheme proposed in 1876 by Lewis Carroll, the pen name of
Charles L. Dodgson—is complete for PNP
jj
. This result solves an open question of Bartholdi
et al. [BTT89b].3 Hemaspaandra and Wechsung [HW97] have shown that the problem
Minimum Equivalent Expression (MEE, for short; see [GJ79]) is PNP
jj
-hard, which con-
siderably improves on the previously known coNP-hardness lower bound for this problem.
It remains open whether or not MEE  PNP
jj
, and thus whether or not MEE is PNP
jj
-complete.
The best currently known upper bound for MEE is the trivial one, NPNP. Variants of the MEE
problem originally motivated introducing the polynomial hierarchy [MS72, Sto77], and de-
termining its precise complexity, and that of its variants, is a long-standing, important open
problem.
In Section 5.4, we are concerned with graph coloring. Taking a similar approach as in
Section 5.3, we study the complexity of determining where (i.e., for which inputs) heuris-
tics do well, for a number of heuristics designed for graph coloring. Graph coloring prob-
lems are of great importance in both theory and applications. The famous Four Color
Conjecture was formulated in the last century, and it took generations of mathematicians
to tackle this conjecture head-on until, in 1977, Appel and Haken [AH77a, AH77b] finally
were able to prove it. Applications of constructing a graph coloring with as few colors as
possible arise, for instance, in scheduling and partitioning problems, see [GJ79]. Unfortu-
nately, the (optimization) problem of finding the chromatic number of a given graph is very
complex, and even the (decision) problem of determining whether or not a given graph is
3-colorable (i.e., the vertices of the graph can be colored with three colors such that no
two adjacent vertices have the same color) is one of the standard NP-complete problems
([Kar72], see also [Sto73, GJS76, GJ79]), thus being not efficiently solvable by current
methods. However, due to there being a great deal of practical interest in finding efficient
solutions—or at least good efficient approximate solutions—for these problems, it is not
surprising that a large body of graph coloring heuristics have been proposed to date.
Such heuristic algorithms were analyzed in depth both from a practical and a theoretical
point of view; see, e.g., the paper [MMI72] which compares certain heuristics by empir-
ical tests on random graphs, and the work of Johnson [Joh74] which proves a number of
prominent heuristics to have quite poor worst-case behavior in terms of their approximation
3Bartholdi et al. [BTT89b] established an NP-hardness lower bound for this problem, and asked whether
it can be shown to be even NP-complete, i.e., whether it can be shown to be contained in NP. The PNP
jj
-
completeness result, however, implies that this problem cannot be NP-complete unless the polynomial hier-
archy collapses down to NP  coNP.
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ratio for the chromatic number. In fact, Feige and Kilian [FK96] recently proved that no
deterministic polynomial-time algorithm can approximate the chromatic number within a
factor of On
	 for any fixed constant   
, unless NP   ZPP.4
Johnson’s results [Joh74] are to be taken as a warning that the success or failure of a
specific graph coloring heuristic strongly depends on the form of the given input graph. In
Section 5.4, we study the complexity of the problem -Colorability when restricted to
those input graphs for which a given heuristic is able to solve it.5
In order to formally define the problems we are interested in, fix any heuristic algorithm
A for graph coloring, and define the following restriction of -Colorability, which we
will denote A--Colorability: Given a graphG, can A on inputG find a proper 3-coloring
of G? (Again, the word “can” refers to the nondeterministic choices the algorithm has, and
spells out: “does there exist some sequence of choices such that.”)
In particular, we investigate the problem A--Colorability for a number of graph
coloring heuristics A all of which are based on the sequential algorithm (sometimes called
“greedy algorithm”) applied to a certain vertex ordering, such as the order by decreasing
degree or the recursive smallest-last order of Matula et al. [MMI72]. Other heuristics,
for instance Wood’s algorithm [Woo69] which we also consider, combine the sequential
method with certain other strategies. We prove that the problem A--Colorability re-
mains NP-complete for each heuristic A considered in Section 5.4.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 provides some basic graph-theoretic
concepts. Section 5.3 resolves the questions raised by Bodlaender et al. [BTY97] regarding
independent set problems and the MDG heuristic. Section 5.4 deals with graph coloring.
5.2 Some Graph-Theoretic Concepts
All graphs considered in this chapter are undirected graphs without reflexive edges.
For any graph G, let V G denote the set of vertices of G, and let EG denote the set of
edges of G. For any vertex v  V G, the neighborhood of v (denoted Nv) is the set of
vertices in G that are adjacent to v. For any vertex v  V G, the degree of v is defined to
be jjNvjj. For any subset W  V G, let GW  denote the subgraph of G induced by W .
Given two disjoint graphs G and H , their union is defined to be the graph F   G H
with vertex set V F    V G  V H and edge set EF    EG  EH.
4ZPP [Gil77] denotes the class of problems solvable in zero-error bounded probabilistic polynomial time.
5Usually, NP-complete graph problems are restricted with respect to certain “structural” graph properties
such as planarity, bounded maximum degree, bipartiteness, etc. For instance, it is known that the problem
	-Colorability is in P when restricted to perfect graphs [GLS84], but remains NP-complete when restricted
to planar graphs [Sto73]. In contrast, we restrict the problem with respect to the usefulness of a given
heuristic.
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For any graph G, a subset I  V G is an independent set of G if for all v w  I ,
fv wg  EG. An independent set is said to be a maximum independent set of G if it is
of maximum size. For any graph G, let misG denote the size of a maximum independent
set I of G. The Independent Set problem (IS, for short) is formally defined as follows:
IS   fhG ki jG is a graph and k a positive integer such that misG  kg
Given a graph G, a coloring of G is a mapping from V G to the positive integers,
which represent the colors. A coloring  of G is called proper if for any two vertices x
and y in V G, if fx yg  EG then x   y. The chromatic number of graph G
(denoted G) is the minimum number of colors needed to properly color G. Given a
fixed constant k  , graph G is said to be k-colorable if there exists a proper coloring of
G using no more than k colors. The problem K-Colorability is formally defined as:
K-Colorability   fhG ki jG is a graph and k a positive integer such that G  kg
In Section 5.4, we will focus on the problem -Colorability (the special case of
K-Colorability with k   ), which is already NP-complete.
5.3 How Hard is it to Know When Greed Can Approxi-
mate Maximum Independent Sets?
Section 5.3 is organized as follows. Section 5.3.1 formally defines the problems we are
interested in. Section 5.3.2 shows that the proof of Bodlaender et al. [BTY97] to establish
their upper bound of these problems in fact provides a better upper bound. Section 5.3.3
presents the reduction used to prove a matching lower bound.
5.3.1 Preliminaries
The Minimum Degree Greedy Algorithm is displayed in Figure 5.1. Let mdgG denote
the maximum size of the output set of MDG on input G, where the maximum is taken over
all the possible sequences of choices among the vertices of minimum degree.
For any fixed rational r  , S
r
is the class of graphs for which MDG can output an
independent set of size at least r times the size of a maximum independent set. Formally,
S
r
  fG jmdgG  misGrg
PNP is the class of problems that can be solved by some P machine accessing an NP
oracle sequentially, which means that oracle queries may depend on answers to previously
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Algorithm MDG
Input A graph G
Output An independent set I of G
Set I   
while V G    do
Choose a vertex v  V G of minimum
degree
Set I   I  fvg
Set G   GV G fvg Nv
end while
Figure 5.1: The Minimum Degree Greedy Algorithm
asked queries. PNP
jj
is the class of problems solvable by some P machine that, instead of
asking its oracle queries sequentially, accesses its NP oracle in parallel. Clearly, NP 
coNP  DP  PNP
jj
 PNP and it is widely suspected that PNP
jj
differs from PNP.
5.3.2 Improving the Upper Bound
Bodlaender et al. have proven that for each rational r  , S
r
is in PNP [BTY97,
Lemma 6]. In this section we observe that for each rational r  , S
r
in fact is even
in PNP
jj
. In fact, looking carefully at the proof of [BTY97, Lemma 6], it is easy to see that
this proof already establishes the PNP
jj
upper bound. Bodlaender et al. note that for any graph
G with n vertices, G does not belong to S
r
if and only if there exists some k,   k  n,
such that
1. misG  k, and
2. mdgG  kr, i.e., no output of MDG on input G has size at least kr.
Given G and k, (1) can be answered by the NP-complete set IS, and property (2) can be
checked using the NP set
T
r
  fhG ki jmdgG  krg
since (2) holds if and only if hG ki  T
r
.
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Informally, the PNP
jj
algorithm works as follows. On input G (with n   jjV Gjj), the P
base machine queries hG i hG i     hG ni in parallel to both IS and T
r
, and accepts
if and only if for some k, hG ki  IS and hG ki  T
r
.
Of course, we have to ensure that the P base machine queries only one NP oracle set.
However, as NP is closed under disjoint union, we can take the disjoint union of IS and T
r
and modify the queries so that they address the appropriate part of the disjoint union.
Since PNP
jj
is closed under complement, we have proven the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3.1 For each rational r  , S
r
 PNP
jj
.
Lowering the known upper bound of S
r
was easy. The hard part will be raising the
known lower bound of S
r
so as to match the above upper bound.
5.3.3 Improving the Lower Bound: The Reduction
As noted in the previous section, for each rational r  , S
r
 PNP
jj
. Thus, to prove
our main result that for each rational r  , S
r
is PNP
jj
-complete, it remains to show PNP
jj
-
hardness of S
r
. To establish this lower bound, we will reduce the problem MIS
equal
to S
r
,
where MIS
equal
is defined to be the set of all pairs of graphs having maximum independent
sets of the same size, i.e.,
MIS
equal
  fhGHi jG and H are graphs such that misG   misHg
As stated by Wagner without proof, MIS
equal
is PNP
jj
-complete [Wag87].6 A full proof of
Wagner’s result can be found in [HR97a].
Our reduction is given in Theorem 5.3.4 below. We will first show that MIS
equal
re-
stricted to graphs in S

is still PNP
jj
-hard. This result, stated as Lemma 5.3.3 below, is the
analog of Theorem 4 from [BTY97], which shows that IS restricted to graphs in S

is still
NP-hard. We will need the following property established in the proof of this theorem.
Lemma 5.3.2 ([BTY97], proof of Theorem 4) Any given graph G can in polynomial
time be transformed into a new graph G  such that
1. G   S

, and
2. misG    misG  jjEGjj.
6In fact, Wagner states completeness for PNPbf , a class that was later shown to be equivalent to PNP
jj
, see the
discussion in [KSW87, Footnote 1]. In addition, Wagner provides in [Wag90] quite a number of characteri-
zations of PNP
jj
, showing the robustness of this class.
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The following lemma establishes that MIS
equal
restricted to graphs in S

is PNP
jj
-hard.
Lemma 5.3.3 Any two graphs G and H can in polynomial time be transformed into two
new graphs G  and H   such that
1. G   S

and H    S

, and
2. misG    misH   if and only if misG   misH.
Proof. We will first transform G and H into two new graphs G   and H    in such a way that
G
   and H    have the same number of edges, and such that misG     misH    if and only
if misG   misH. The result then follows from applying Lemma 5.3.2 on G   and H   .
Assume that jjEGjj  jjEHjj and let k   jjEGjj  jjEHjj. G   is constructed
by adding k isolated new vertices to G, and H    is constructed by adding k isolated new
edges to H . Formally,
V G
  
   V G  fx

     x
k
g
EG
  
   EG
V H
  
   V H  fy

     y
k
 z

     z
k
g and
EH
  
   EH  ffy
i
 z
i
g j   i  kg
where the x
i
’s, y
i
’s, and z
i
’s are new vertices. Clearly, jjEG  jj   jjEH   jj, misG    
misG  k, and misH      misH  k. Now we apply Lemma 5.3.2 on G   and H    to
obtain two new graphs G  and H   satisfying:
1. G  and H   both are in S

,
2. misG    misG    jjEG  jj   misG  k  jjEG  jj, and
3. misH     misH     jjEH   jj   misH  k  jjEH   jj.
It is immediate that misG    misH   if and only if misG   misH. This proves
the lemma.
Now we state our main result.
Theorem 5.3.4 For each rational r  , S
r
is PNP
jj
-complete.
Proof. Fix any rational r  . Suppose r   
m
for integers 
 and m, where 
  m  . We
will define a polynomial-time computable function f that, given any pair hGHi of graphs,
outputs a graph bG such that hGHi  MIS
equal
if and only if bG  S
r
. That is,
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misG   misH  mdg bG  mis bGr
 
  mdg bG  m mis bG
First we transform G and H according to Lemma 5.3.3 into two new graphs G  and H  
such that
1. G  and H   are both in S

, and
2. misG    misH   if and only if misG   misH.
Thus, it suffices to construct bG from G  and H   such that
misG    misH    
  mdg bG  m mis bG
     
     
 
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Figure 5.2: Reducing MIS
equal
to S
r
: Graph bG constructed from the graphs G  and H  
Look at Figure 5.2 for the construction of bG. bG consists of m  
   pairwise
disjoint subgraphs: m  
 copies of G , m  
 copies of H  , one graph consisting of 
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isolated vertices, one graph consisting of m isolated vertices, and one large clique of size
jjV Ajj jjV Bjj, where A and B are subgraphs of bG. All these subgraphs are connected
as shown in Figure 5.2, where the symbol “” between two subgraphs denotes the union
of the two subgraphs (made disjoint by renaming when necessary) with additional edges
connecting each vertex of the first subgraph with each vertex of the second subgraph.7
More formally, let G 

 G
 

     G
 
m
 H
 

 H
 

     H
 
m
 B

 C
m
, and C
clique
be
m  
   pairwise disjoint graphs such that G 
i
is a copy of G , H  
i
is a copy of H  ,
B

consists of 
 isolated vertices, C
m
consist of m isolated vertices, and C
clique
is a clique
of size m 
jjV G jj jjV H  jj  
.
Define three graphs, A, B, and C, as follows:
V A  
m

i
V G
 
i
  V H
 
i
 
EA  
m

i
EG
 
i
  EH
 
i
 
V B   V B

 
m

im
V G
 
i
  V H
 
i
 
EB  
m

im
EG
 
i
  EH
 
i
  ffx yg j x  V G
 
i
 and y  V H  
i
g 
V C   V C
m
  V C
clique
 and
EC   EC
clique
  ffx yg j x  V C
clique
 and y  V C
m
g
Then bG consists of the Cartesian product of its subgraphs A, B, and C, i.e.,
V 
b
G   V A  V B  V C and
E
b
G   EA  EB  EC
 ffa bg j a  V A and b  V Bg
 ffb cg j b  V B and c  V Cg
This completes the construction and defines our reduction fhGHi   bG.
Clearly, f is computable in polynomial time. It remains to show that misG   
misH   if and only if 
 mdg bG  m mis bG. We will first determine mdg bG, the maxi-
mum size of an output set of MDG running on input bG. Note that we have chosen subgraph
7One might be tempted to call this construction the “Cartesian product” of the two subgraphs (and the
paper [HR98a] indeed used this term). However, the Cartesian product of two graphs is a standard term in
graph theory and is used to denote a different notion.
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C in bG large enough to enforce that MDG on input bG starts choosing vertices in subgraph
A, since the maximum degree of all vertices in A is clearly less than jjV Ajj  jjV Bjj
and thus is smaller than the degree of any vertex in B or C. Moreover, since G   S

and
H
 
 S

, mdgG    misG  and mdgH     misH  . Thus, MDG on input bG picks in
each copy of G  (respectively, H  ) contained in subgraph A exactly misG  (respectively,
misH  ) vertices, deleting all the remaining vertices in A and also completely deleting
subgraph B. Finally, MDG chooses all vertices in C
m
and deletes the clique C
clique
.
8
Hence,
mdg bG   m misG   misH     
Now we will determine mis bG, the size of a maximum independent set of bG. Note that
mis bG   maxfmisA  misCmisBg. Also, it is easy to see that
misA   mmisG   misH  
misB   
 maxfmisG misH  g  and
misC   m
Since 
  m, we have
mis bG   misB   
  maxfmisG misH  g  
It follows that

  mdg bG  m mis bG
 
 m misG   misH      m  
  maxfmisG misH  g 
 misG   misH       maxfmisG misH  g 
 misG   misH     maxfmisG misH  g
 misG    misH  
completing the proof.
5.4 Heuristics versus Completeness for Graph Coloring
Section 5.4 is organized as follows. Section 5.4.1 presents the reduction from -SAT
to -Colorability that Stockmeyer ([Sto73], see also [GJS76]) constructed to show that
-Colorability remains NP-complete when restricted to planar graphs. This reduction
will be useful in Section 5.4.2, which presents NP-completeness results for a number of
restrictions of -Colorability to graphs for which certain graph coloring heuristics do
well.
8If m  , C is a clique, and MDG chooses any one vertex in C.
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5.4.1 The Stockmeyer Reduction from 3-Satisfiability to 3-
Colorability
y
 
a
b
c
y

y

y

y
	
y

Figure 5.3: Graph H of the Stockmeyer reduction
Stockmeyer ([Sto73], see also [GJS76]) gave the following p
m
-reduction from -SAT
to -Colorability. We recall the Stockmeyer reduction in the present section, since it
will be crucial to another reduction to be presented in Section 5.4.2.
Let 	 be any given instance of -SAT, i.e., 	 is a boolean formula in conjunctive normal
form with exactly three literals per clause. Assume 	 has n variables, x

 x

     x
n
, and
m clauses, C

 C

     C
m
. The reduction maps 	 to the graph G constructed as follows.
The vertex set of G is defined to be
V G   fv

 v

 v

g  fx
i
 x
i
j   i  ng  fy
jk
j   j  m    k  g
where the x
i
and x
i
are vertices representing the literals x
i
and x
i
. The edge set of G is
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defined to be
EG   ffv

 v

g fv

 v

g fv

 v

gg
 ffx
i
 x
i
g j   i  ng
 ffv

 x
i
g fv

 x
i
g j   i  ng
 ffa
j
 y
j
g fb
j
 y
j
g fc
j
 y
j
g j   j  mg
 ffv

 y
j
g fv

 y
j
g j   j  mg
 ffy
j
 y
j
g fy
j
 y
j 
g fy
j
 y
j 
g j   j  mg
 ffy
j
 y
j	
g fy
j
 y
j
g fy
j	
 y
j
g j   j  mg
 ffy
j 
 y
j	
g j   j  mg
where a
j
 b
j
 c
j

S
in
fx
i
 x
i
g are vertices representing the literals occuring in clause
C
j
  a
j
 b
j
 c
j
. The graph H shown in Figure 5.3 is the key construct in this reduction,
which uses m disjoint copies of H (with corresponding subscripts), one for each clause C
j
of 	. Crucially, the correctness of the reduction (i.e., 	 is satisfiable if and only if G is
3-colorable) follows from the following properties of graph H:
Any coloring of the vertices a, b, and c that assigns color 1 to one of a, b,
and c can be extended to a proper 3-coloring of H that assigns color 1 to y

.
(5.4.1)
If  is a proper 3-coloring of H with a   b   c   i, then
y

   i.
(5.4.2)
5.4.2 The Complexity of Graph Coloring When Heuristics Do Well
Numerous heuristics for graph coloring problems have been proposed. Typically, such
a heuristic consists of two parts: In the first part, a suitable ordering of the vertices of the
graph is fixed; in the second part, the actual coloring algorithm is applied to the vertices in
the fixed order to color the graph. A very basic coloring procedure is the so-called sequen-
tial algorithm (sometimes called greedy algorithm), which proceeds as follows. Assume
the vertices of the graph are given in the order v

 v

     v
n
. Assign color 1 to v

. For
each of the remaining vertices v
i
in order, assign to v
i
the minimum color available, i.e.,
the smallest color that, so far, has not been assigned to any vertex adjacent to v
i
. The
sequential algorithm will be denoted by SEQ.
Though the local action of the sequential algorithm appears to be quite reasonable,
globally it may fail miserably, depending on the vertex ordering chosen. Johnson [Joh74]
has exhibited a sequence G

     G
m
    of graphs such that each G
m
is 2-colorable, the
size of G
m
is linear in m, and yet the number of colors used by the sequential algorithm
on input G
m
is at least m for some (unfortunate) vertex ordering. Thus, for some ordering,
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the sequential algorithm achieves the worst approximation ratio (of the chromatic number)
possible. Johnson [Joh74] proved similar results for a number of prominent graph coloring
heuristics most of which apply the sequential coloring algorithm to various vertex orderings
that are obtained by seemingly reasonable procedures.
One such order-finding procedure is to order the vertices by decreasing degree. How-
ever, this is a rather static approach, since the place of any vertex in this ordering is inde-
pendent of previously ordered vertices. A more flexible way of obtaining a vertex ordering
is the recursive smallest-last ordering proposed by Matula et al. [MMI72], which dynami-
cally proceeds as follows. Given a graph G with n vertices, choose any vertex of minimum
degree to be the last vertex, v
n
. For i  , let v
i
     v
n
be those vertices that have already
been ordered. Choose any vertex of minimum degree in the subgraph of G induced by
V G fv
i
     v
n
g to be the next vertex, v
i

, and proceed inductively backwards until
all vertices are ordered. Note that, in both orderings, there are nondeterministic choices to
be made whenever there are more vertices than one of minimum degree at any point of the
procedure.
We write DD to denote (the obvious nondeterministic procedure to obtain) any ordering
by decreasing degree, and we write SL to denote (the above nondeterministic procedure
to obtain) any smallest-last ordering. Combining the ordering and coloring algorithms
to one algorithm, A, will then specify the meta-problem A--Colorability defined in
the introduction. For instance, combining the smallest-last ordering with the sequential
algorithm, gives:
Decision Problem: SL-SEQ--Colorability
Instance: A graph G.
Question: Does there exist a sequence of nondeterministic choices (between
vertices of minimum degree) in the smallest-last ordering of V G such that the
sequential algorithm traversing V G in that order properly 3-colors graph G?
First we show that the -Colorability problem, restricted to those input graphs on
which the sequential algorithm applied to some DD vertex ordering will find a solution, is
no easier to solve than the general problem.9
Proposition 5.4.1 DD-SEQ--Colorability is NP-complete.
Proof. To reduce -Colorability to its restriction DD-SEQ--Colorability, fix any
graph G and a vertex of largest degree, say w, in G. W.l.o.g., assume degw  . For each
vertex v  V G  fwg, add degw  degv new vertices x
v
 x
v
     x
vdegw
degv
9Proposition 5.4.1 clearly holds for the more general problem K-Colorability with k  	 as well; we
focus on 	-Colorability for simplicity.
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to G, and connect v with each x
vi
by an edge. Call the resulting graph G . Then, all ver-
tices in G  that are also vertices of G have the same degree, degw, in G . All new vertices
x
vi
in G  have degree 1. Assuming G  -Colorability, fix some proper 3-coloring, ,
of G and define the three color classes V
i
  fv  V G j v   ig, for i  f  g, that
correspond to . Let V
 
  V G
 
  V G be the new vertices of G . Since all vertices
in V

 V

 V

have the same degree in G  and since all vertices in V
 
have degree 1,
V G
 
 can be DD-ordered such that the vertices of V
i
come before those of V
j
whenever
i  j. This property ensures that the sequential algorithm, applied to the vertices of G  in
this order, properly 3-colors G . Conversely, if G is not 3-colorable then, by construction,
G
  is not 3-colorable. Hence, G   DD-SEQ--Colorability.
The construction given in the proof of Proposition 5.4.1 fails for the smallest-last or-
dering, since the new vertices x
vi
, which are added in order to suitably increase the degree
of any given vertex v relative to other vertices in G , themselves have only degree 1. Thus,
they will in general occur after v in any smallest-last ordering and, as soon as they are
SL-ordered, will be deleted from the graph and no longer increase the degree of v relative
to other vertices still to be ordered.
d
u	
d
u
d
u 
d
u
u
d
u
d
u
Figure 5.4: Graph D
u 
for Lemma 5.4.2
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The key construct to avoid this difficulty is given in Lemma 5.4.2 and is illustrated for
a special case by graph D
u 
shown in Figure 5.4. Consider any graph E  and suppose that
some SL ordering of V E  is currently being computed, E is the subgraph of E  induced
by the vertices still to be ordered, and that two vertices u v  V E have a degree in E
such that, say, u would be ranked above v in any SL ordering. The purpose of Lemma 5.4.2
is to show how to flip u and v in the SL ordering, assuming that the structure of E  requires
such a flip for the sequential algorithm to find a proper 3-coloring of E  (if one exists).
Lemma 5.4.2 Let E be any given graph. Let u v  V E be vertices such that degv 
degu  
 inE, and let s   degv. There exists a graphD
us
with V EV D
us
   fug
and such that
(i) degu  degv in E D
us
,
(ii) V D
us
  fvg can be SL-ordered such that each element of V D
us
 fug is ranked
above v and below u, and
(iii) algorithm SEQ applied to this order properly 3-colors D
us
, regardless of which color
i  f  g it starts with to color u.
Proof. Define graph D
us
by the vertex set
V D
us
   fug  fd
ui
j   i  s g
and the edge set
ED
us
   ffu d
ui
g j   i  s g  ffd
ui
 d
uj
g j i  j mod g
Note that the degree of u (relative to v) has increased in E  D
us
by s  . Since
degv   s  , this proves Property (i). Property (ii) follows from Property (i) and the
fact that for each d
ui
in D
us
, degd
ui
   s in E  D
us
: the vertex set V D
us
  fvg
can be SL-ordered as u d
u
 d
u
     d
us

 v in E D
us
. In particular, the sequential
algorithm traversing V D
us
 in this order will properly 3-color D
us
, no matter which color
it starts with to color u. If color i  f  g is assigned to u, then color  i mod  will
be assigned to all vertices d
uj
with odd j, and color   i mod  will be assigned to all
vertices d
uj
with even j. This establishes Property (iii) and proves the lemma.
Theorem 5.4.3 SL-SEQ--Colorability is NP-complete.
Proof. Instead of directly reducing -Colorability to SL-SEQ--Colorability as
in Proposition 5.4.1, it is useful to base our reduction on one “generic” instance of
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-Colorability, namely on the graph G constructed by Stockmeyer ([Sto73], see
also [GJS76]) to reduce -SAT to -Colorability. Simplifying the technical proof de-
tails, this approach will provide a reduction from -SAT to SL-SEQ--Colorability.
The Stockmeyer reduction, call it r, was presented in Section 5.4.1 above. Let 	 be any
given instance of -SAT with n variables and m clauses, and let G   r	 be the resulting
graph. We transform G into a new graph F such that F  SL-SEQ--Colorability if and
only if G  -Colorability (if and only if 	  -SAT). Recall that
V G   fv

 v

 v

g  fx
i
 x
i
j   i  ng  fy
jk
j   j  m    k  g
For each vertex u  V Gfy
j
j   j  mg, we define a graph D
us
associated with
u as in Lemma 5.4.2, for some suitable s. Lemma 5.4.2 merely explains one local part of
the overall construction; globally, the size of graph D
us
may affect the size of some other
graph D
u

s
 . The respective values of s for the various graphs D
us
are chosen so as to
“guide” the SL algorithm so that an ordering can be obtained for which the SEQ algorithm
will properly 3-color F , assuming F is 3-colorable.
The vertex set of graph F is given by
V F    V D
v
 


  V D
v

 
  V D
v






in
V D
x
i

 

in
V D
x
i




jm
V D
y
j 

 

jm
V D
y
j

 

jm
V D
y
j





jm
V D
y
j
 
 

jm
V D
y
j
 
  fy
j
j   j  mg
Note that V G  V F . The edge set of graph F is given by
EF    EG  ED
v
 


  ED
v

 
  ED
v






in
ED
x
i

 

in
ED
x
i




jm
ED
y
j 

 

jm
ED
y
j

 

jm
ED
y
j





jm
ED
y
j
 
 

jm
ED
y
j
 

This construction yields only a linear blow-up in the size of graph F (relative to the size
of G), and the reduction is polynomial-time computable.
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We now argue that the construction is correct. Suppose 	 is satisfiable (and thus G
is 3-colorable). Fix some satisfying assignment    

 

     
n
, where 
i
   if
variable x
i
is set to true under this assignment, and 
i
  
 otherwise. For any literal 
, let

 denote the value assigned to 
 by , i.e., 
   
i
if 
   x
i
, and 
     
i
if

   x
i
.
By construction and by Properties (i) and (ii) of Lemma 5.4.2, the vertex set of F can
be SL-ordered according to Conditions (a) to (d) below. For convenience, we write D
us
to
denote the vertex set of graph D
us
given in the order u d
u
 d
u
     d
us

.
(a) V F  is ordered in three blocks: The first block contains the vertices
V D
v
 


  V D
v

 
  V D
v




in the order specified by (b); the second block contains the vertices

in
V D
x
i

  V D
x
i


in the order specified by (c); and the third block contains all the remaining vertices
of F in the order specified by (d).
(b) The first block is ordered as D
v





D
v
 




D
v

 
.
(c) For each i,   i  n, the vertex set V D
x
i

  V D
x
i

 can be SL-ordered as

D
x
i



D
x
i

if 
i
  , and can be SL-ordered as D
x
i



D
x
i

if 
i
  
.
(d) For each j,   j  m, let C
j
  a
j
 b
j
 c
j
 be the jth clause of 	, with literals
a
j
 b
j
 c
j

S
in
fx
i
 x
i
g. Let C
j
 be a shorthand for a
j
 b
j
 c
j
. Note
that since  satisfies 	, C
j
   
 
 
 for each j. Recall that the literals in C
j
are
identified with the corresponding vertices of G. For each j, the vertex set associated
with C
j
, Y
j
  V D
y
j 

V D
y
j

V D
y
j
 
V D
y
j


V D
y
j
 
fy
j
g,
can be SL-ordered as follows:
(d1) If C
j
  f     
 
   
  
g, then Y
j
is ordered as D
y
j 

,

D
y
j

,

D
y
j


,

D
y
j
 
,

D
y
j
 
, y
j
.
(d2) If C
j
  f 
   
 
g, then Y
j
is ordered as D
y
j

,

D
y
j 

,

D
y
j


,

D
y
j
 
,

D
y
j
 
, y
j
.
(d3) If C
j
  f
 
 g, then Y
j
is ordered as D
y
j 

,

D
y
j

,

D
y
j


,

D
y
j
 
,

D
y
j
 
, y
j
.
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The relative order between vertices not specified by Conditions (a) through (d) is ir-
relevant for the argument and may be fixed arbitrarily (consistent with the rules of the
SL-ordering). The following property is similar to Property (5.4.1) in Section 5.4.1 and,
besides, is suitably tailored to the specifics of the SEQ algorithm:
For fixed j,   j  m, let the vertex set Y
j
associated with clause C
j
be
ordered as in (d) above. Assume that the vertices representing the literals
of C
j
are colored such that only colors 2 and 3 are assigned and color 2
is assigned to at least one of these three vertices. Then, the SEQ algorithm
properly 3-colors the subgraph of F induced by Y
j
such that color 2 is as-
signed to y
j
.
(5.4.3)
This property straightforwardly follows from Property (iii) of Lemma 5.4.2 and the vertex
order of Y
j
given in (d).
When applied to any vertex ordering of F satisfying Conditions (a) through (d), the
SEQ algorithm properly 3-colors F . In particular, it computes a coloring, , of F such that
v

   , v

   , v

   , x
i
    and x
i
    if 
i
  , and x
i
    and
x
i
    if 
i
  
, for each i with   i  n. Since  is a satisfying assignment of 	,
coloring  assigns color 2 to at least one (vertex representing a) literal of C
j
, for each j,
  j  m. By Property (5.4.3), for each j,  is a proper 3-coloring of the subgraph of
F induced by Y
j
and satisfies y
j
   . Property (iii) of Lemma 5.4.2 implies that  (as
specified so far) can be extended to a proper 3-coloring of F .
Conversely, suppose 	 is not satisfiable (and thusG is not 3-colorable). By construction
of F and by Property (5.4.2) in Section 5.4.1, this supposition implies that F is not 3-
colorable. Thus, F  SL-SEQ--Colorability.
Both Matula et al. [MMI72] and Johnson [Joh74] have proposed generalizations of the
sequential algorithm which allow the occasional interchange of two colors (in the coloring
being computed) subject to certain sets of conditions. Johnson’s algorithm, here denoted
SEQINT

, is somewhat more general than the one of Matula et al., denoted SEQINT

, since
the set of conditions under which an interchange is allowed in SEQINT

is slightly more re-
strictive than the set of conditions required in SEQINT

for an interchange to be performed.
Both sequential-with-interchange algorithms may be combined with any vertex ordering;
we focus on the DD and SL orderings. Matula et al. [MMI72] provided empirical evidence
that the SL-SEQINT

algorithm requires significantly fewer colors than various other heuris-
tic algorithms on random graphs.
The problems DD-SEQINT
i
--Colorability and SL-SEQINT
i
--Colorability, for
i  f g, each are in NP. It should be noted that the nondeterminism here not only un-
derlies the order-finding procedure, where more than one vertex of minimum degree may
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exist, but also occurs in the coloring algorithm, where more than one bichromatic inter-
change may be possible. Since the SEQINT
i
algorithms include the sequential algorithm as
a special case (in which no interchange is performed), we immediately have the following
corollaries from respectively Proposition 5.4.1 and Theorem 5.4.3.
Corollary 5.4.4 Both DD-SEQINT

--Colorability and DD-SEQINT

--Colorability
are NP-complete.
Corollary 5.4.5 Both SL-SEQINT

--Colorability and SL-SEQINT

--Colorability
are NP-complete.
The last heuristic considered in this section is the algorithm of Wood [Woo69] which,
given an input graph G with n vertices, proceeds in two stages as follows. In the first stage,
all nn   pairs of distinct vertices are ordered by decreasing similarity, where the
similarity of two distinct vertices x and y is defined to be
simx y  


 if fx yg  EG
jjNx Nyjj otherwise.
Given this order, G will be partially colored in the first stage by executing the following
steps for each pair fx yg in turn. In what follows, let c be a variable whose value gives the
number of colors used so far.
(1) If simx y   
 then halt.
(2) If both x and y are colored, then go to next pair.
(3) If one vertex, say x, is colored, and the other one, y, is uncolored, then do the following:
(3a) If degy  c, then go to next pair;
(3b) if some vertex adjacent to y has the same color as x, then go to next pair;
(3c) otherwise, assign to y the color assigned to x.
(4) If both x and y are uncolored, then do the following:
(4a) If both degx  c and degy  c, then go to next pair;
(4b) otherwise, assign to both x and y the minimum color available (i.e., the smallest
color j   such that neither x nor y is adjacent to a vertex colored j).
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After the first stage, there may remain some uncolored vertices. If so, the coloring of G
will be completed in the second stage using the DD-SEQ algorithm. Wood’s algorithm will
be denoted by WOOD. Note that both stages of Wood’s algorithm contain some amount
of nondeterminism: In the first stage, we may choose between different vertex pairs of the
same similarity (when there are more than one); in the second stage, we may choose among
several vertices of minimum degree.
Theorem 5.4.6 WOOD--Colorability is NP-complete.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.4.1, the difference being that
now we have to equalize the similarity between pairs of vertices instead of the degree
of vertices. Let G be any given graph. We transform G into a new graph H such
that G is 3-colorable if and only if H can be 3-colored by Wood’s algorithm. Let
s
 
  maxfsimx y j x y  V G with x   yg be the maximum similarity of all ver-
tex pairs in G, and let s   maxf s g.
The vertex set of H is given by
V H   V G  fv
 
j v  V Gg  fx
vi
j v  V G    i  sg
where the jjV Gjj vertices v  and the sjjV Gjj vertices x
vi
are new. The edge set of H is
given by
EH   EG  ffv x
vi
g j v  V G    i  sg
 ffx
vi
 v
 
g j v  V G    i  sg
This reduction is polynomial-time computable, since the similarity of all vertex pairs in G
(and hence s) can be computed in time polynomial in the size of (the encoding of) G. By
construction, simv v    s for all vertices v  V G, and the similarity of all other vertex
pairs of H is at most s. Thus, all vertex pairs of the form fv v g, for v  V G, can be
ranked above all other vertex pairs of H in the first stage of Wood’s algorithm. Suppose G
is 3-colorable. Let  be any fixed proper 3-coloring of G, and define the three color classes
V
i
  fv  V G j v   ig, for i  f  g, that correspond to . Let v

 v

     v
n
be
an ordering of V G such that all vertices from V

come first, followed by all vertices from
V

, which in turn are followed by all vertices from V

. Consider the corresponding order
fv

 v
 

g fv

 v
 

g     fv
n
 v
 
n
g of the first n vertex pairs of H . Since degv  s   for
all v  V G and since degv    s   for the corresponding vertices v , line (4b) of the
first stage of Wood’s algorithm will be executed n times and will assign color v in G to
both v and v  in H . The only vertices of H as yet uncolored are those of the form x
vi
. It
is then not hard to see that  can be extended by Wood’s algorithm to a proper 3-coloring
of H .
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Conversely, if G is not 3-colorable, then H is not 3-colorable, and consequently H 
WOOD--Colorability.
Finally, we mention some obvious open questions. What is the complexity of the re-
lated problem of recognizing those graphs on which a fixed heuristic can find the chromatic
number of the graph (not just decide whether G  k as with K-Colorability)? What
about the recognition problem for approximating G within a fixed factor r   (r ratio-
nal) of optimal? Section 5.3 did successfully resolve these questions for the Independent
Set problem w.r.t. the greedy heuristic MDG, see Theorem 5.3.4 in Section 5.3. However,
lower bounds for graph coloring problems in general tend to be harder to achieve than those
for independent set problems. (But note that PNP
jj
also is an upper bound for these chromatic
number problems—just like PNP
jj
is an upper bound for the problems S
r
.) The results of the
present section may be seen as a first step towards resolving the more demanding questions
raised above. In fact, the construction given in the proof of Theorem 5.3.4 is crucially based
on the NP-completeness result of Bodlaender et al. [BTY97, proof of Theorem 4] (stated
here as Lemma 5.3.2): The restriction of Independent Set to graphs in S

is NP-complete.
Chapter 6
A Second Step Towards
Complexity-Theoretic Analogs of Rice’s
Theorem
6.1 Introduction
The mother of complexity theory is recursive function theory. One of the most
beautiful and important results of recursive function theory is Rice’s Theorem. Rice’s
Theorem ([Ric53, Ric56], see [BS97]) states that every nontrivial language property of
the recursively enumerable sets is either RE-hard or coRE-hard—and thus is certainly un-
decidable, a corollary that itself is often referred to as Rice’s Theorem.
Theorem 6.1.1 (Rice’s Theorem, Version I) Let A be a nonempty proper subset of the
class of recursively enumerable sets. Then either the halting problem or its complement
many-one reduces to the problem: Given a Turing machine M , is LM  A?
Corollary 6.1.2 (Rice’s Theorem, Version II) Let A be a nonempty proper subset of
the class of recursively enumerable sets. Then the following problem is undecidable: Given
a Turing machine M , is LM  A?
Rice’s Theorem conveys quite a bit of information about the nature of programs and
their semantics. Programs are completely nontransparent. One can (in general) decide
nothing—emptiness, nonemptiness, infiniteness, etc.—about the languages of given pro-
grams other than the trivial fact that each accepts some language and that language is a re-
cursively enumerable language.1 Recently, Kari [Kar94] has proven, for cellular automata,
1One must stress that Rice’s Theorem refers to the languages accepted by the programs (Turing machines)
rather than to machine-based actions of the programs (Turing machines)—such as whether they run for at
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an analog of Rice’s Theorem: All nontrivial properties of limit sets of cellular automata are
undecidable.
A bold and exciting paper of Borchert and Stephan [BS97] proposes and initiates the
search for complexity-theoretic analogs of Rice’s Theorem. Borchert and Stephan note
that Rice’s Theorem deals with properties of programs, and they suggest as a promising
complexity-theoretic analog properties of Boolean circuits. In particular, they focus on
counting properties of circuits, and they point out that the parallel is a close one. Programs
are concrete objects that correspond in a many-to-one way with the semantic objects, lan-
guages. Circuits (encoded into 	) are concrete objects that correspond in a many-to-one
way with the semantic objects, Boolean functions.
Recall that for any arity n circuit C, C denotes under how many of the n possible
input patterns C evaluates to 1.
Definition 6.1.3 1. [BS97] Each A  N is a counting property of circuits. If A   ,
we say it is a nonempty property, and if A   N , we say it is a proper property.
2. [BS97] Let A be a counting property of circuits. The counting problem for A,
CountingA, is the set of all circuits C such that C  A.
3. (following usage of [BS97]) LetA be a counting property and let C be a complexity
class. By convention, we say that counting property A is C-hard if the counting
problem for A, CountingA, is C-p
T
-hard. (Note in particular that by this we do
not mean C  PA—we are speaking just of the complexity of A’s counting problem.
Note also that this convention is valid only within this chapter.)
For succinctness and naturalness, and as it introduces no ambiguity here, throughout
this chapter we use “counting” to refer to what Borchert and Stephan originally referred
to as “absolute counting.” For completeness, we mention that their sets CountingA
are not entirely new: For each A, CountingA is easily seen (in light of the fact that
circuits can be parsimoniously simulated by Turing machines, which themselves, as per
least seven steps on input 1776 (which is decidable) or whether for some input they do not halt (which is not
decidable, but Rice’s Theorem does not speak directly to this issue, that is, Rice’s Theorem does not address
the computability of the set fM j there is some input x on which Mx does not haltg).
We mention in passing a related research line about “independence results in computer science.” That line
started with work of Hartmanis and Hopcroft [HH76] based on the nontransparency of machines, and has
now reached the point where it has been shown, by Regan, that for each fixed recursively axiomatizable proof
system there is a language with certain properties that the system cannot prove, no matter how the language
is represented in the system (say, by a Turing machine accepting it). For instance, for each fixed recursively
axiomatizable proof system there is a low-complexity language that is infinite, but for no Turing machine
accepting the language can the proof system prove that that Turing machine accepts an infinite language.
See [Reg96, Reg88] and the references therein.
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the references cited in the proof of Theorem 6.3.1, can be parsimoniously transformed
into Boolean formulas) to be many-one equivalent to the set, known in the literature as
SAT
A
or A-SAT, ff j the number of satisfying assignments to Boolean formula f is an
integer contained in the setAg [GW87, CGH89]. Thus, CountingA inherits the various
properties that the earlier papers on SAT
A
established for SAT
A
, such as completeness for
certain counting classes. We will at times draw on this earlier work to gain insight into the
properties of CountingA.
The results of Borchert and Stephan that led to the research reported on in the present
chapter are the following. Note that Theorem 6.1.4 is a partial analog of Theorem 6.1.1,2
and Corollary 6.1.5 is a partial analog of Corollary 6.1.2.
Theorem 6.1.4 ([BS97], see also the comments at the start of the proof of Theorem 6.3.1)
Let A be a nonempty proper subset of N . Then one of the following three classes is p
m
-
reducible to CountingA: NP, coNP, or UP  coUP.
Corollary 6.1.5 ([BS97], see also the comments at the start of the proof of Theorem 6.3.1)
Every nonempty proper counting property of circuits is UP-hard.
Borchert and Stephan’s paper proves a number of other results—regarding an artifi-
cial existentially quantified circuit type yielding NP-hardness, definitions and results about
counting properties over rational numbers and over Z, and so on—and we highly com-
mend their paper to the reader. They also give a very interesting motivation. They show
that, in light of the work of Valiant and Vazirani [VV86], any nontrivial counting property
of circuits is hard for either NP or coNP, with respect to randomized reductions. Their
paper and the present chapter of this thesis seek to find to what extent or in what form this
behavior carries over to deterministic reductions.
The present chapter makes the following contributions. First, we extend the above-
stated results of Borchert and Stephan, Theorem 6.1.4 and Corollary 6.1.5. Regarding
the latter, from the same hypothesis as their Corollary 6.1.5 we derive a stronger lower
bound—UP
O
-hardness. That is, we raise their lower bound from unambiguous nonde-
terminism to low-ambiguity nondeterminism. Second, we show that our improved lower
bound cannot be further strengthened to SPP-hardness unless an unlikely complexity class
containment—SPP  PNP—occurs. Third, we nonetheless under a very natural hypothesis
raise the lower bound on the hardness of counting properties to SPP-hardness. The natural
2Passing on a comment from an anonymous referee of the journal paper [HR], we mention that the reader
may want to also compare the UP  coUP occurrence in Borchert and Stephan [BS97] with the so-called
Rice-Shapiro Theorem, see, e.g., [Rog67, Reg96]. We mention that in making such a comparison one should
keep in mind that the Rice-Shapiro Theorem deals with showing non-membership in RE and coRE, rather
than with showing many-one hardness for those classes.
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hypothesis strengthens the condition on the counting property to require not merely that
it is nonempty and proper, but also that it is infinite and coinfinite in a way that can be
certified by polynomial-time machines.
6.2 Preliminaries
The classes UP and FewP limit the ambiguity of solutions that any instance of an NP
problem potentially may have. There are various other important ambiguity-limited classes,
and we will now define them, in a uniform way via counting functions. To do this, we will
take the standard “” operator—see Definition 2.2.2 on page 15—and will make it flexible
enough to describe a variety of types of counting functions that are well-motivated by
existing language classes. In particular, we will add a general restriction on the maximum
value it can take on. For the specific case of a polynomial restriction such an operator,

few
, was already introduced by Hemaspaandra and Vollmer [HV95], see below.
Definition 6.2.1 For each function g  N  N and each language class C, define 
g
 C to
be the class of functions f  	  N for which there exist a set L  C and a polynomial s
such that for each x  	,
fx  gjxj and jjfy j jyj   sjxj and hx yi  Lgjj   fx
Note that for the very special case of C   P, which is the case of importance in the
present chapter, this definition simply yields classes that speak about the number of accept-
ing paths of Turing machines that obey some constraint on their number of accepting paths.
In particular, the following clearly holds for each g:

g
 P   ff  	  N j NPTM N x  	 fx  gjxj and acc
N
x   fxg
In using Definition 6.2.1, in the case of a constant function gn  k for some k  N
as the ambiguity-limiting bound, we will make use of the common “ notation” and write


nk
(and will not use the simpler, though slightly informal, notation “
k
”).3
We will now define some versions of the
g
operator that focus on collections of bounds
of interest to us.
Definition 6.2.2 For each language class C, define the following two classes of functions.
3The reason we stick to this perhaps a bit cumbersome, yet formally correct, notation is to avoid notational
confusion: In upcoming Chapter 8, we will provide Valiant’s [Val79b] definition of the “tally” version of 
P
which he denoted by 
P
 
, and we will also introduce the corresponding operator which we will denote, in
respect of the traditional terminology, by 

 
.
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1. 
const
 C   ff  	

 N j k  N f  

nk
 Cg.
2. [HV95] 
few
 C   ff  	

 N j  polynomial s f  
s
 Cg.
As mentioned above, the classes UP and FewP can be written in this terminology as:
UP   fL j f  

n
 P x  	 x  L  fx  
g , and
FewP   fL j f  
few
 P x  	 x  L  fx  
g
Now, we define a number of related ambiguity-limited classes that are well known from
the literature.
Definition 6.2.3 1. ([Bei89], see also [Wat88]) For each k  N  f
g, define
UP
k
  fL j f  

nk
 P x  	 x  L  fx  
g
2. ([HZ93], see also [Bei89]) UP
O
 
S
k
UP
k
.
(Equivalently, UP
O
  fL j f  
const
 P x  	 x  L  fx  
g)
3. [CH90] Few   PfewP.
4. Const   PconstPO.4
It is well known that UP   UP

 UP

     UP
O
 FewP  Few  SPP (the
final containment is due to Ko¨bler et al. [KSTT92], see also [FFK94] for a more general
result), and clearly UP
O
 Const  Few. Regarding relationships with the polynomial
hierarchy, P  UP  FewP  NP, and Few  PFewP (so Few  PNP). It is widely
suspected that SPP  PH, though this is an open research question.
Intuitively, UP captures the notion of unambiguous nondeterminism, FewP allows poly-
nomially ambiguous nondeterminism and, most relevant for the purposes of the present
chapter, UP
O
allows constant-ambiguity nondeterminism. Watanabe [Wat88] has shown
that P   UP if and only if P   UP
O
.
6.3 The Complexity of Counting Properties of Circuits
Now we turn to the issue of improving the known lower bounds for counting properties
of circuits. Corollary 6.3.2 below raises the UP lower bound of Borchert and Stephan
(Corollary 6.1.5) to a UP
O
lower bound. This is obtained via the even stronger bound
provided by Theorem 6.3.1, which itself extends Theorem 6.1.4.
4As we will note in the proof of Theorem 6.3.1, PconstPO   PconstP . Thus, the definition of
Const is more analogous to the definition of Few than one might realize at first glance.
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Theorem 6.3.1 Let A be a nonempty proper subset of N . Then one of the following three
classes is p
m
-reducible to CountingA: NP, coNP, or Const.
Corollary 6.3.2 Every nonempty proper counting property of circuits is UP
O
-hard (in-
deed, is even UP
O
-
p
-tt
-hard5).
Our proof applies a constant-setting technique that Cai and Hemaspaandra [CH90] used
to prove that FewP  	P, and that Ko¨bler et al. [KSTT92] extended to show that Few 
SPP. Borchert, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe [BHR99] have used the method to study the
complexity of equivalence problems for OBDDs (ordered binary decision diagrams) and
other structures.
Proof of Theorem 6.3.1. Let A be a nonempty proper subset of N . The paper of Borchert
and Stephan [BS97] (see Theorem 6.1.4 above) and—using different nomenclature—
earlier papers [GW87, CGH89] have shown that (a) if A is finite and nonempty, then
CountingA is p
m
-hard for coNP, and (b) if A is cofinite and a proper subset of N , then
CountingA is p
m
-hard for NP.
We will now show that if A is infinite and coinfinite, then CountingA is p
m
-hard
for Const. Actually, it is not hard to see that PconstPO   PconstP, and so we need
deal just with PconstP. This is a property that seems to be deeply dependent on the
“const”-ness. For example, it is not known whether PP   PP, and indeed it is known
that if this seemingly unlikely equality holds then two complexity classes associated with
self-specifying machines are equal [HHW97].
The reason the equality PconstPO   PconstP holds is the following. Since
each of the constant number of questions, say v, has at most a constant number of possible
answers, say w, one can by brute force accept each PwPv language via DPTMs that
make at most u   wv	 

w

queries in a truth-table fashion to a function—in fact, the same
function—from 
w
 P. Note that u also is a constant. Cai and Hemaspaandra [CH90]
(see also [PZ83]) used a clever encoding to show that bounded-truth-table access to any
P function can be replaced by one query to a P function. The same encoding argument
shows that these u truth-table queries to the 
w
 P function can be replaced by one query
to a 
w
u


 P function. Again, wu   is a constant. Hence Const   PconstPO  
PconstP.
Let B be an arbitrary set in PconstP, and let B  PconstP be witnessed by some
DPTM M that makes at most one query (and without loss of generality we assume that on
each input x it in fact makes exactly one query) to some function h  
const
 P. Let N   be
some NPTM and let k be some constant such that for each string z  	, N  z has exactly
hz accepting paths and hz  k. Such a machine exists by the equality mentioned just
5Where p
 -tt
as is standard denotes polynomial-time 1-truth-table reductions [LLS75].
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after Definition 6.2.1. For each input x to M , let q
x
be the single query to h in the run of
Mx.
We will call a nonnegative integer 
 such that 
  A and 
  A a boundary event (of
A), and we will in such cases call 
  a boundary shadow, cf. the papers [Gol89, GJY87,
GHJY91]. Since A is infinite and coinfinite, note that it has infinitely many boundary
events. We now define a function g  P such that
x  	

M
h
x accepts  gx  A(6.3.1)
We will do so by mapping x for which Mhx accepts to boundary events, and by mapping
x for which Mhx rejects to boundary shadows. To define g, we now describe an NPTM
N that witnesses g  P.
On input x, N first computes the oracle query q
x
of Mx. Then Nx chooses k  
constants c

 c

     c
k
as follows.
M

zj
x  f
 g denotes the result of the computation of Mx assuming the answer
of the oracle was hq
x
   j, where our convention is that M
zjx   
 stands for “reject”
and M
zjx    stands for “accept.” Let a

be the least boundary event of A (recall that
boundary events are nonnegative integers, and thus it does make sense to speak of the least
boundary event). Initially, choose
c

 

a

if M
zx   
a

  if M
zx   
.
Successively, for i        k, do the following:
 Let c

     c
i

be the constants that have already been chosen. For each i  N ,

i


   as is standard. Let b
i
 

i


c



i


c



i


c

   

i
i


c
i

.
 Let a
i
be the least boundary event of A such that b
i
 a
i
.
 Set the constant
c
i
 

a
i
 b
i
if M
zix   
a
i
  b
i
if M
zix   
.
After having chosen these constants,6 Nx guesses an integer j  f
   kg, and
immediately splits into c

accepting paths if the guess was j   
. For each j  
 guessed,
6Note that as k  is also a constant we could alternatively simply build into the machine N a table that,
for each of the k  behavior patterns M can have on an input (in terms of whether it accepts or rejects
for each given possible answer from the oracle), states what constants c

        c
k
to use. The procedure just
given would be used to decide the values of this table, which would then be hardwired into N .
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Nx nondeterministically guesses each j-tuple of distinct paths of N  q
x
. On each such
path of Nx, where the j-tuple 

 

     
j
 of paths of N  q
x
 has been guessed,
Nx splits into exactly c
j
accepting paths if each 
m
,   m  j, is an accepting path
of N  q
x
. If, however, for some   m  j, 
m
is a rejecting path of N  q
x
, then Nx
simply rejects (along the current path). This completes the description of N .
Recall that hq
x
  f
      kg is the true answer of the oracle. Then, by the above
construction, the number of accepting paths of Nx is
gx   c



hq
x



c



hq
x



c

   

hq
x

hq
x
 

c
hq
x




hq
x

hq
x


c
hq
x


However, c
hq
x

has been chosen such that gx   b
hq
x

 c
hq
x

  a
hq
x

 A if Mhx
accepts, and gx   b
hq
x

 c
hq
x

  a
hq
x

   A if Mhx rejects. Since each a
i
,

  i  k, is a boundary event and each a
i
 , 
  i  k, is a boundary shadow, this
completes our proof of Equation 6.3.1.
By the well-known observation (mentioned by Garey and Johnson [GJ79, p. 169], see
also the primary sources [Sim75, Val79b]) that the many-one reductions of the Cook-Karp-
Levin Theorem can be altered so as to be “parsimonious,” there is a p
m
-reduction that
on input x (N is not an input to this p
m
-reduction, but rather is hardwired into the re-
duction) outputs a Boolean formula 	
x
y

  y
n
, where n is polynomial in jxj, such that
the number of satisfying assignments of 	
x
y

     y
n
 equals gx. Let C

x
y

     y
n

denote (the representation of) a circuit for that formula. There is a DPTM implementing
this formula-to-circuit transformation. Our reduction from B to CountingA is defined
by fx   C

x
y

     y
n
. Clearly, f is polynomial-time computable, which together
with Equation 6.3.1 implies Bp
m
CountingA via f .
Corollary 6.3.2 raised the lower bound of Corollary 6.1.5 from UP to UP
O
. It is
natural to wonder whether the lower bound can be raised to SPP. This is especially true in
light of the fact that Borchert and Stephan obtained SPP-hardness results for their notions of
“counting problems over Z” and “counting problems over the rationals”; their UP-hardness
result for standard counting problems (i.e., over N) is the short leg of their paper. However,
we note that extending the hardness lower bound to SPP under the same hypothesis seems
unlikely. Let BH denote the Boolean hierarchy [CGH88]. It is well-known that NP 
BH  PNP  PH.
Proposition 6.3.3 If A  N is finite or cofinite, then CountingA  BH.
This result needs no proof, as it follows easily from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1.1(a)
of [CGH89] (those results exclude the case 
  A but their proofs clearly apply also to
that case) or from [GW87, Theorem 15], in light of the relationship between CountingA
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and SAT
A
mentioned earlier in the present chapter. Similarly, from earlier work one
can conclude that, though for all finite and cofinite A it holds that CountingA is in
the Boolean hierarchy, these problems are not good candidates for complete sets for that
hierarchy’s higher levels—or even its second level. In particular, from the approach of
the theorem and proof of [CGH89, Theorem 3.1.2] (see also [GW87, Theorem 15]) it
is not too hard to see that B  finite A CountingA is not pB
m
-hard for NPB 
 cofinite A CountingA is not pB
m
-hard for coNPB.
In light of the fact that SPP-hardness means SPP-p
T
-hardness, the bound of Proposi-
tion 6.3.3 yields the following result (one can equally well state the stronger claim that no
finite or cofinite counting property of circuits is SPP-p
m
-hard unless SPP  BH).
Corollary 6.3.4 No finite or cofinite counting property of circuits is SPP-hard unless
SPP  PNP.
Though we do not in this thesis discuss models of relativized circuits and relativized
formulas to allow this work to relativize cleanly (and we do not view this as an important
issue), we mention in passing that there is a relativization in which SPP is not contained in
PNP (indeed, relative to which SPP strictly contains the polynomial hierarchy) [For97b].
Corollary 6.3.4 makes it clear that if we seek to prove the SPP-hardness of counting
properties, we must focus only on counting properties that are simultaneously infinite and
coinfinite. Even this does not seem sufficient. The problem is that there are infinite, coin-
finite sets having “gaps” so huge as to make the sets have seemingly no interesting use-
fulness at many lengths (consider, e.g., the set fi j j i   AckermannFunctionj jg).
Of course, in a recursion-theoretic context this would be no problem, as a Turing machine
in the recursion-theoretic world is free from time constraints and can simply run until it
finds the desired structure (which we will see is a boundary event). However, in the world
of complexity theory we operate within (polynomial) time constraints. Thus, we consider
it natural to add a hypothesis, in our search for an SPP-hardness result, requiring that in-
finiteness and coinfiniteness of a counting property be constructible in a polynomial-time
manner.
Recall that a set of nonnegative integers is infinite exactly if it has no largest element.
We will say that a set is P-constructibly infinite if there is a polynomial-time function that
yields elements of the set at least as long as each given input.
Definition 6.3.5 1. Let B  	. We say that B is P-constructibly infinite if
f  FP x  	 fx  B  jfxj  jxj
2. Recall from Chapter 2 the standard bijection between 	 and N . If A  N , we say
that A is P-constructibly infinite if A, viewed as a subset of 	 via this bijection, is
P-constructibly infinite according to Part 1 of this definition.
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3. If A  	 and A (or A  N and N A) are P-constructibly infinite, we will say that
A is P-constructibly bi-infinite.
Note that some languages that are infinite (respectively, bi-infinite) are not P-construc-
tibly infinite (respectively, bi-infinite), e.g., languages with huge gaps between successive
elements.
Borchert and Stephan [BS97] also study “counting problems over the rationals,” and
in this study they use a root-finding-search approach to establishing lower bounds. In the
following proof, we apply this type of approach (by which we mean the successive interval
contraction of the same flavor used when trying to capture the root of a function on a b
when one knows initially that, say, fa  
 and fb  
) to counting problems (over N).
In particular, we use the P-constructibly bi-infinite hypothesis to “trap” a boundary event
of A.
Theorem 6.3.6 Every P-constructibly bi-infinite counting property of circuits is SPP-hard.
Proof. Let A  N be any P-constructibly bi-infinite counting property of circuits. Let L be
any set in SPP. Since L  SPP, there are functions f  P and g  FP such that, for each
x  	
: x  L fx   jgxj    x  L fx   jgxj. Let h and h be FP
functions certifying that A and A are P-constructibly infinite, in the exact sense of Part 2
of Definition 6.3.5. We will describe a DPTM N that p
T
-reduces L to CountingA.
For clarity, let bw henceforth denote the natural number that in the above bijection between
N and 	 corresponds to the string w. For convenience, we will sometimes view A as a
subset of N and sometimes as a subset of 	 (and in the latter case we implicitly mean the
transformation of A to strings under the above-mentioned bijection).
Since clearly Ap
m
CountingA,
7 we for convenience will sometimes informally
speak as if the set A (viewed via the bijection as a subset of 	) is an oracle of the re-
duction. Formally, when we do so, this should be viewed as a shorthand for the complete

p
T
-reduction that consists of the p
T
-reduction between L and A followed by the p
m
-
reduction between A and CountingA.
We now describe the machine N . On input x, jxj   n, N proceeds in three steps. (As
a shorthand, we will consider x fixed and will write N rather than NCountingAx.)
(1) N runs h and h on suitable inputs to find certain sufficiently large strings in A
and A. In particular, let h
jgxj   y. So we have y  A and jyj  jgxj , and thus
7Either one can encode a string n (corresponding to the number bn in binary) directly into a circuit C
n
such that 
C
n
  bn (which is easy to do), or one can note the following indirect transformation: Let N 
be an NPTM that on input n produces exactly bn accepting paths. Using a parsimonious Cook-Karp-Levin
reduction (as described earlier), we easily obtain a family of circuits f eC
n
g
n
  such that, for each n   ,


e
C
n
  bn.
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by  
jgxj
   
jgxj
. Recall that jxj   n. Since both h and g are in FP, there exists a
polynomial p such that jyj  pn, and thus certainly by  pn. So let h
pn   z,
which implies z  A and jzj  pn  . Thus, bz  pn    pn  by. Since
h  FP, there clearly exists a polynomial q such that bz  qn. To summarize, N has found
in time polynomial in jxj two strings y  A and z  A such that jgxj  by  bz  qn.
(2) N performs a search on the interval by bz   N to find some bu  N that is a
boundary event of A. That is, bu will satisfy: (a) by  bu  bz, (b) bu  A, and (c) bu   A.
Since bz  qn, the search will terminate in time polynomial in jxj. For completeness we
mention the very standard algorithm to search to find a boundary event of A (recall the
comment above regarding access to A being in effect available to the algorithm):
Input by and bz satisfying by  bz, by  A, and bz  A.
Output bu, a boundary event of A satisfying by  bu  bz.
bu   by;
while bz  bu  do
ba   b
bubz

c; if ba  A then bu   ba else bz   ba
end while
(3) Now consider the P function ehm xi   m  fx and the underlying NPTM
E witnessing that e  P. Let d
E
be the parsimonious Cook-Karp-Levin reduction that on
each input hm xi outputs a circuit (representation) eC
hmxi
such that eC
hmxi
   ehm xi.
Recall that N has already computed bu (which itself depends on x and the oracle). N , using
d
E
to build its query, now queries its oracle, CountingA, as to whether eC
hbu

jgxj
xi

CountingA, and N accepts its input x if and only if the answer is “yes.” This completes
the description of N .
As argued above, N runs in polynomial time. We have to show that it correctly p
T
-
reduces L to CountingA. Assume x  L. Then fx   jgxj, and thus
ehbu 
jgxj
 xi   bu  A
This implies that the answer to the query “ eC
hbu

jgxj
xi
 CountingA?” is “no,” and so
N rejects x. Analogously, if x  L, then fx   jgxj  , and thus
ehbu 
jgxj
 xi   bu   A
and so N accepts x.
Finally, though we have stressed ways in which hypotheses that we feel are natural
yield hardness results, we mention that for a large variety of complexity classes (amongst
them SPP, BPP, PP, and FewP) one can state somewhat artificial hypotheses for A that
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ensure that CountingA is many-one hard for the given class. For example, if A is any
set such that either fi j i is a boundary event of Ag is P-constructibly infinite or fi j i is a
boundary event of Ag is P-constructibly infinite, then CountingA is SPP-p
m
-hard.
Chapter 7
Immunity and Simplicity for Exact
Counting and Other Counting Classes
7.1 Introduction
A fundamental task in complexity theory is to prove separations or collapses of com-
plexity classes. Unfortunately, results of this kind fall short for the most important classes
between polynomial time and polynomial space. In an attempt to find the reasons for this
frustrating failure over many years, and to gain more insight into why these questions are
beyond current techniques, researchers have studied the problem of separating complexity
classes in relativized settings. Baker, Gill, and Solovay, in their seminal paper [BGS75],
gave for example relativizations A and B such that PA   NPA and PB   NPB , setting the
stage for a host of subsequent relativization results.
Separations are also evaluated with regard to their quality. A simple separation such
as PA   NPA merely claims the existence of a set S in NPA that is not recognized by any
PA machine. This can be accomplished by a simple diagonalization ensuring that every PA
machine fails to recognize S by just one string, which is put into the symmetric difference
of S and the machine’s language. It may well be the case, however, that some PA machine
nonetheless accepts an infinite subset of S, thus “approximating from the inside” the set
witnessing the separation. Thus, one might argue that the difference between PA and NPA,
as witnessed by S, is negligible. In contrast, a strong separation of PA and NPA is witnessed
by a PA-immune set in NPA. Recall from Definition 2.2.5 on page 16 that, for any class C
of sets, a set is C-immune if it is an infinite set having no infinite subset in C.
A relativization in which NP and P are strongly separated was first given by Bennett
and Gill [BG81]. In fact, they prove a stronger result. Technically speaking, they show that
relative to a random oracle R, NPR contains a PR bi-immune set with probability 1. This
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was recently strengthened by Hemaspaandra and Zimand [HZ96] to the strongest result
possible: Relative to a random oracle R, NPR contains a PR balanced immune set with
probability 1. See these references for the notions not defined here.
Many more immunity results are known—see, e.g., the papers [HM83, SB84, Bal85,
BR88, TvEB89, BJY90, Ko90, Lis, Bru92, EHTY92, BCS92]. Most important for this
chapter are the results and (circuit-based) techniques of Ko [Ko90] and Bruschi [Bru92].
In particular, both papers provide relativizations in which the levels of the polynomial hi-
erarchy (PH) separate with immunity, Bruschi’s results being somewhat stronger and more
refined, as they refer not only to the 	, but also to the  levels of PH. Also, both authors
independently obtain the result that there exists a PH-immune set in PSPACE, relative to
an oracle. Since Ko’s proof is only briefly sketched, Bruschi includes a detailed proof of
this result. This proof, however, is flawed.1
Using Ko’s approach, it is not difficult to give a valid and complete proof of this result
(and indeed the present chapter provides such a full proof—note Corollary 7.3.6). How-
ever, the purpose of this chapter goes beyond that: We study separations with immunity
for counting classes inside PSPACE with respect to the polynomial hierarchy and among
each other. Counting classes that have proven particularly interesting and powerful with
regard to the polynomial hierarchy are PP, C P, and 	P. C P is sometimes called the “exact
counting class.” Note that the PSPACEA set that is shown by Ko [Ko90] (cf. [Bru92]) to be
PHA-immune in fact is contained in 	PA. Ko’s technique [Ko90] is central to all results of
the present chapter.
The relationship between these counting classes and PH still is a major open problem
in complexity theory, although surprising advances have been made showing the hardness
of counting. In particular, Toda [Tod91b] and Toda and Ogihara [TO92] have shown that
each class C chosen among PP, C P, and 	P is hard for the polynomial hierarchy (and,
in fact, is hard for CPH) with respect to polynomial-time bounded-error random reduc-
tions. Toda [Tod91b] showed that PP is hard for PH even with respect to deterministic
polynomial-time Turing reductions. However, it is widely suspected that PH is not con-
1In particular, looking into the proof of [Bru92, Thm. 8.3], the existence of the desired oracle extension,
W , in Case (e) of the construction is not guaranteed by the circuit lower bound used. In Case (e) of Stage l,
W is required to have an odd number of length hl strings such that all circuits associated with a list of still
unsatisfied requirements reject their inputs simultaneously—an input corresponds to the W chosen; so once
W is fixed, every circuit has the same input, 
W

hl
   
W

hl
. The used circuit lower bound for the
parity function merely ensures that for each circuit C on that list, C computes parity correctly for at most
20% of the “odd” inputs of length hl. Thus, the extension W must be chosen according to the remaining
80% of such inputs to make that circuit reject. However, if there are sufficiently many circuits on the list
whose correct input regions happen to cover all “odd” inputs of length hl (for instance, when there are
5 circuits each being correct on a different 20% of such inputs), then there is no room left to choose a set
W  f g
hl of odd cardinality that makes all circuits reject simultaneously.
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tained in, and does not contain, any of these counting classes. There are oracles known
relative to which each such containment fails, and similarly there are oracles relative to
which each possible containment for any pair of these counting classes fails (except the
known containment C P  PP [Sim75, Wag86], which holds relative to every oracle),
see [BGS75, Tor88, Tor91, Bei91, Gre91, Bei94].
Regarding relativized strong separations, however, the only results known are the
above-mentioned result that for some A, 	PA contains a PHA-immune set [Ko90]
(cf. [Bru92]), and that for some B, NPB (and thus PHB and PPB) has a 	PB-immune
set [BCS92]. In this chapter, we strengthen to relativized strong separations all the other
simple separations that are possible among pairs of classes chosen from fPH PP	PC Pg.
Just as Balca´zar and Russo [Bal85, BR88] exhaustively settled (in suitable relativizations)
all possible immunity and simplicity questions among the probabilistic classes BPP, R,
ZPP, and PP and among these classes and P and NP, we do so for the counting classes C P,
PP, and 	P among each other and with respect to the polynomial hierarchy.
Ko’s proof of the result that 	PA contains a PHA-immune set exploits the circuit lower
bounds for the parity function provided by Yao [Yao85] and Hastad [Has89]. Noticing that
Hastad [Has89] proved an equally strong lower bound for the majority function, one could
as well show that PPA contains a PHA-immune set for some oracle A. We prove a stronger
result: By deriving from Razborov’s [Raz87] circuit lower bound for the majority func-
tion a sufficiently strong lower bound for the Boolean function that corresponds to “exact
counting,” we construct an oracle relative to which even in C P (which is contained in PP)
there exists a set that is immune even to the class BPPP (which contains PH by Toda’s
result [Tod91b]). This implies a number of new immunity results, including relativized
	P-immunity and PH-immunity of C P.
Conversely, we show that, in some relativized world, NP (and thus PH and PP)
contains a C P-immune set, which strengthens Tora´n’s simple separation of NP and
C P [Tor88, Tor91]. As a corollary of this result, we obtain that, in the same relativiza-
tion, C P has a simple set, i.e., a coinfinite C P set whose complement is C P-immune. Just
like immunity, the notion of simplicity originates from recursive function theory and has
later proved useful also in complexity theory. The existence of a simple set in a class C pro-
vides strong evidence that C separates from the corresponding class coC. Our result that, for
some oracle B, C PB has a simple set extends Balca´zar’s result that, for some A, NPA has
a simple set [Bal85]. We also strengthen to a strong separation Green’s simple separation
that, relative to some oracle, 	P  PPPH [Gre91]. Similarly, the relativized simple sepa-
ration of the levels of the PPPH hierarchy [BU] also can be turned into a strong separation.
As a special case, this includes the existence of a PP-immune set in PNP (and thus in PH)
relative to some oracle, which improves upon a simple separation of Beigel [Bei94].
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 recalls a useful characterization of
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the polynomial hierarchy and provides some basic facts and definitions from circuit theory,
see also Section 2.3. Section 7.3 presents our main result and a number of related im-
munity results. Section 7.4 establishes the remaining immunity results needed to provide
strong relativized separations of any pair of classes chosen among PH, PP, 	P, and C P.
Section 7.5 presents some open questions.
7.2 Preliminaries
As mentioned in Chapter 2, it is well-known that the levels of the polynomial hierarchy
can be characterized via alternating polynomially bounded existential and universal quan-
tifiers applied to some P predicate, and this characterization holds in the presence of any
given oracle. We recall the relativized version of this characterization as the following fact
to motivate the upcoming Definition 7.3.4.
Fact 7.2.1 [MS72, Sto77, Wra77] Let A be any oracle set. For each k  
, a set L is
in 	pA
k
if and only if there exists a polynomial p and a predicate  computable in PA such
that for all strings x,
x  L  Q

w

 Q

w

    Q
k
w
k
 x w

 w

     w
k
   
where the w
j
range over the length pjxj strings, and for each i,   i  k, Q
i
   if i is
odd, and Q
i
   if i is even.
Some of the most important Boolean functions are the parity function and the majority
function. Let us define those functions that will be considered in this work:
 PAR
n
x    if and only if the number of bits of x that are 1 is odd.
 MAJ
n
x    if and only if at least dn

e bits of x are 1.
 EQUk
n
x    if and only if exactly k bits of x are 1, where 
  k  n.
 EQUhalf
n
x    if and only if exactly dn

e bits of x are 1.
Unless stated otherwise, throughout this chapter we will consider only constant depth,
unbounded fanin circuits with AND, OR, and PARITY gates. Since fANDOR PARITYg
(and indeed, fAND PARITYg) forms a complete basis, we do not need negation gates.
Note that switching from one complete basis to another increases the size of a circuit at
most by a constant.
Since adjacent levels of gates of the same type can be collapsed to one level of gates
of this type, we view a circuit to consist of alternating levels of respectively AND, OR,
and PARITY gates, where the sequence of these operations is arbitrary—the depth of the
circuit thus also measures the number of alternations.
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7.3 Immunity and Simplicity Results for Exact Counting
In this section, we prove the main result of this chapter:
Theorem 7.3.1 There exists some oracle A such that C PA contains a BPPPA-immune set.
Before turning to the actual proof, some technical details need be discussed. First, we
need a sufficiently strong lower bound on the size of the “exact counting” function, EQUhalf
n
,
when computed by circuits as described in the previous section. Razborov proved the
following exponential lower bound on the size of the majority function when computed by
such circuits; see Smolensky [Smo87] for a generalization of this result and a simplification
of its proof.
Theorem 7.3.2 [Raz87] For every k, any depth k circuit with AND, OR, and PARITY
gates that computes MAJ
n
has size at least n k	.
Using this lower bound for majority, we could (by essentially the same proof as that
of Theorem 7.3.1) directly establish BPPPA-immunity of PPA. However, to obtain the
stronger result of Theorem 7.3.1, we now derive from the above lower bound for majority
a slightly weaker lower bound for the EQUhalf
n
function, still being sufficiently strong to
establish Theorem 7.3.1.
Lemma 7.3.3 For every k, there exists a constant 
k
 
 and an n
k
 N such that for all
n  n
k
, every depth k circuit with AND, OR, and PARITY gates that computes EQUhalf
n
has size at least n
  kn k	 .
Proof. Fix a sufficiently large n. Clearly, the majority function can be expressed as
MAJ
n
x  
W
n
id
n

e
EQUi
n
x. Each function EQUi
n
, 
  i  n, is a subfunction of
EQUhalf
n
, since for each x  f
 gn, EQUi
n
x   EQUhalf
n
x

i

n
i
. Thus, the circuit com-
plexity of EQUi
n
is at most that of EQUhalf
n
for each i. Now let size
k
EQUhalf
n
 denote the
size of a smallest depth k circuit with AND, OR, and PARITY gates that computes EQUhalf
n
.
By the above observation, we can realize MAJ
d
n

e
with less than n  size
k
EQUhalf
n
 gates in
depth k  . Hence, by Theorem 7.3.2,
size
k
EQUhalf
n
  n


 size
k
MAJ
d
n

e
   n


 

k
n
 k	
for some suitable constant 
k
 
 that depends on k.
For technical reasons, since we want to apply the above circuit lower bound to ob-
tain relativized BPPP-immunity, we will now give an equivalent definition of the class
BPPP in terms of a hierarchy denoted PH. As explained later, PH will only serve as a
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tool in the upcoming proof of Theorem 7.3.1. PH generalizes the polynomial hierarchy
by allowing—in addition to existential and universal quantifiers—the parity quantifier
L
,
where 
L
w means “for an odd number of strings w.”
Definition 7.3.4 Let A be any oracle set.
1. For each k  
, a set L is in PHA
k
if and only if there exists a polynomial p and a
predicate  computable in PA such that for all strings x,
x  L  Q

w

 Q

w

    Q
k
w
k
 x w

 w

     w
k
   
where the w
j
range over the length pjxj strings and the quantifiers Q
j
are chosen
from f Lg.
2. Define PHA   S
i
PHA
i
.
3. We write PH
k
for PH
k
and PH for PH.
We stress that PH is not a new complexity class or hierarchy, since it is just an-
other name for the class BPPP, as can be proven by an easy induction from the results
of Toda [Tod91b] and Regan and Royer [RR95] that 	PBPPP , NPBPPP , and coNPBPPP
each are contained in BPPP.2 Rather, the purpose of PH is merely to simplify the proof
of Theorem 7.3.1. In particular, when using PH in place of BPPP, we do not have to deal
with the promise nature of BPP and, more importantly, we can straightforwardly transform
circuit lower bounds for constant depth circuits over the basis fANDOR PARITYg into
computations of PH
d
oracle Turing machines.
Furst, Saxe, and Sipser [FSS84] discovered the connection between computations of or-
acle Turing machines and circuits that allows one to transform lower bounds on the circuit
complexity of Boolean functions such as parity into separations of relativized PSPACE
from the relativized polynomial hierarchy. (We adopt the convention that for relativizing
PSPACE, the space bound of the oracle machine be also a bound on the length of queries
it may ask, for without that convention the problem of separating PSPACEA from PHA
becomes trivial, see [FSS84].) Sufficiently strong (i.e., exponential) lower bounds for par-
ity were then provided by Yao [Yao85] and Hastad [Has89], and were used to separate
PSPACEA from PHA. They also proved lower bounds for variations of the Sipser func-
tions [Sip83a] to separate all levels of PHA from each other, see also [Ko89].
2In particular, due to these results, PH in fact consists of only four levels not known to be the same:
PH

 P, PH
 
 NP 	 coNP 	 P       , and PH
	
 PH  BPPP. Note also that in [Tod91b], Toda
preferred the operator-based notation, which due to the closure of P under Turing reductions is equivalent,
i.e., BP  P  BPPP.
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A technical prerequisite for this transformation to work is that the computation of any
	
pA
i
machine can be simulated by a 	pA
i
machine that has the property that on all compu-
tation paths at most one query is asked and this query is asked at the end of the path, see the
paper [FSS84, Cor. 2.2]. An oracle machine having this property is said to be weak. Simi-
larly, the computation of any PHA
i
machine can be simulated by a weak PHA
i
machine.
The computation of a weak oracle machine MA on some input x can then be associated
with a circuit whose gates correspond to the nodes of the computation tree of MAx, and
whose inputs are the values 
A
z for all strings z  	 that can be queried byMAx. This
correspondence can straightforwardly be extended to the case of weak PHA oracle ma-
chines and is formally stated in Proposition 7.3.5 below. The proof of Proposition 7.3.5 is
standard—see, e.g., [FSS84, Lemma 2.3] and [Ko89, Lemma 2.1] for analogous results—
and thus omitted. Let CIRi t denote the collection of all depth i  circuits with AND,
OR, and PARITY gates, bottom fanin at most t, and fanin at most t at all remaining levels.
Proposition 7.3.5 Let A be any oracle and let M be any weak PHA
i
oracle machine
running in time p for some polynomial p. Then, for each x  	 of length n, there exists
a circuit C
Mx
in CIRi pn whose inputs are the values of 
A
z for all strings z  	
with jzj  pn such that C
Mx
outputs 1 if and only if MA accepts x. In particular, it
follows from the bounded depth and fanin of the circuits in CIRi pn that the size of
circuit C
Mx
is bounded by sM n for some polynomial s
M
depending on M .
Now we are ready to prove our main result.
Proof of Theorem 7.3.1. For any set S, let
L
S
  f

N
jN   and the number of length N strings in S equals N
g
Clearly, for each S, L
S
is in C PS .
We will construct the set A such that L
A
 C PA is PHA-immune, i.e., L
A
is infinite
and no infinite subset of L
A
is contained in PHA. Since BPPP   PH holds true in the
presence of any fixed oracle, this will prove the theorem. Also, since every PHA
d
machine
can be transformed into a weak PHA
d
machine, it suffices to ensure in the construction of
A that
(a) L
A
is infinite, and
(b) for each weak PHA oracle machine M for which LMA is an infinite subset of L
A
,
it holds that MA does not recognize L
A
.
Fix an enumeration M 

M


    of all weak PH oracle machines; we assume
the machines to be clocked so that for each i, the runtime of machine M
i
is bounded by
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p
i
n   n
i
 i for inputs of length n. In particular, if i   hd ji, the ith machine M
i
in this
enumeration is the jth weak PH
d
oracle machine, M
hdji
, in the underlying enumeration
of weak PH
d
oracle machines. Satisfying Property (b) above then means to satisfy in the
construction the following requirement R
i
for each i   for which MA
i
accepts an infinite
subset of L
A
:
R
i
 LM
A
i
  L
A
  
We say that Requirement R
i
is satisfied if, at some point in the construction of A, LMA
i

L
A
   can be enforced.
As a technical detail that is often used in immunity constructions, we require our enu-
meration of machines to satisfy that for infinitely many indices i it holds that MX
i
accepts
the empty set for every oracle X , which can be assumed without loss of generality. We will
need this property in order to establish (a).
Now we give the construction of A, which proceeds in stages. In Stage i, the member-
ship in A of all strings up to length t
i
will be decided, and the previous initial segment of
the oracle is extended to A
i
. Strings of length  t
i
that are not explicitly added to A
i
are
never added to the oracle. We define A to be
S
i
A
i
. Initially, A

is set to the empty set
and t

  
. Also, throughout the construction, we keep a list L of unsatisfied requirements.
Stage i  
 is as follows.
Stage i. Add i to L. Consider all machines M

 
    M


m
corresponding to indices 

r
that at this point are in L. Let k   maxfd
r
j 

r
  hd
r
 j
r
i and   r  mg be
the maximum level of the PH hierarchy to which these machines belong (not
taking into account the collapse of PH   BPPP mentioned in Footnote 2). Let

k
 
 be the constant and n
k
 N be the number that exist for depth k  
circuits according to Lemma 7.3.3. Choose N   N
i
 maxft
i

 logn
k
g to be
the smallest integer such that

k
 
Nk

 N  i
m
X
r
s

r
N
where the polynomials s

r
  s
M

r
correspond to the machines with indices in L
according to Proposition 7.3.5.
Distinguish two cases.
Case 1: There exists an r,   r  m, and an extension E  	N of A
i

such that


N
 L
E
and yet MAi  E

r
accepts 
N . Let r be the smallest such r. Cancel 

r
from L, set A
i
to A
i

E, and set t
i
to p
i
N. Note that Requirement R


r
has
been satisfied at this stage.
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Case 2: For all r,   r  m, and for all extensions E  	N of A
i

, 

N
 L
E
implies that MAi  E

r
rejects 
N . In this case, no requirement can be satisfied at
this stage. However, to achieve Property (a), we will force 
N into L
A
. Choose
some extension E  	N of A
i

such that (i) the number of length N strings
in E equals N
, and (ii) for each r,   r  m, MAi   E

r
rejects 
N . We
will argue later (in Claim 1 below) that such an extension E exists. Set A
i
to
A
i



E and set t
i
to p
i
N.
End of Stage i.
Note that by the definition of t
i
and by our choice of N
i
, the oracle extension in Stage i
does not injure the computations considered in earlier stages. Thus,
i   

N
i
 L
A
i
 

N
i
 L
A
, and(7.3.1)
i j   M
A
i
j
accepts 
Ni  MA
j
accepts 
Ni .(7.3.2)
The correctness of the construction will now follow from the following claims.
Claim 1. For each i  , there exists an oracle extension E satisfying (i) and (ii) in Case 2
of Stage i.
Proof of Claim 1. Consider Stage i. For each r  f     mg, let C
M

r

N be the circuit
that, according to Proposition 7.3.5, corresponds to the computation of M

r
running on
input 
N . Fix all inputs to these circuits except those of length N consistently with A
i

.
That is, for each r  f     mg, substitute in C
M

r

N the value 
A
i  
z for all inputs
corresponding to strings z with jzj  t
i

, and substitute the value 0 for all inputs cor-
responding to strings z with t
i

 jzj  t
i
and jzj   N . Call the resulting circuits
b
C

 

N     
b
C

m

N . By Proposition 7.3.5, for each r, bC

r

N is in CIRk p

r
N, its N
inputs correspond to the length N strings, and for each E  	N , it holds that
b
C

r

N on input 
E


N
   
E

N
 outputs 1  MAi  E

r
accepts 
N .(7.3.3)
Create a new circuitC

N   ORm
r
b
C
M

r

N whose N inputs correspond to the lengthN
strings and whose output gate is an OR gate over the subcircuits bC

 

N     
b
C

m

N . Thus,
C

N is a depth k   circuit with AND, OR, and 	 gates whose size is bounded by
 
m
X
r

s

r
N
 
i
P
m
r 
s

r
N
(note that m  i). By our choice of N , we have N  n
k
and

i
P
m
r 
s

r
N
 

N
 

k	

N

 k	

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Thus, by Lemma 7.3.3, circuit C

N cannot compute the function EQUhalf

N
correctly for all
inputs. Since by the condition stated in Case 2 and by Equivalence (7.3.3) above, C

N
behaves correctly for all inputs corresponding to any set E of length N strings with 
N 
L
E
, it follows that C

N must be incorrect on an input corresponding to some set E of length
N strings with 
N  L

E
, i.e., C

N on input 

E


N
   

E

N
 outputs 0. Since C

N is
the OR of its subcircuits, each subcircuit outputs 0 on this input. Thus, Equivalence (7.3.3)
implies that for each r,   r  m, MAi   E

r
rejects 
N .
Claim 
Claim 2. L
A
is an infinite set.
Proof of Claim 2. Recall our assumption that the index set of the empty set is infinite.
Since no requirement R
i
for which i is an index of the empty set can ever be satisfied
and since, by construction, some requirement is satisfied whenever Case 1 occurs, this
assumption implies that Case 2 must happen infinitely often. By construction, some string
is forced into L
A
whenever Case 2 occurs. Hence, L
A
is an infinite set. This proves the
claim and establishes Property (a).
Claim 
Claim 3. For every i  , MA
i
does not accept an infinite subset of L
A
.
Proof of Claim 3. For each i, Requirement R
i
either is satisfied at some stage of the
construction, or is never satisfied. If R
i
is satisfied at Stage j, then Case 1 happens in
Stage j, and so 
Nj  LMAj
i
L
A
j
. By Equivalences (7.3.1) and (7.3.2), 
Nj  LMA
i

L
A
, so LMA
i
  L
A
. Now suppose that Requirement R
i
is never satisfied. We will argue
that LMA
i
  L
A
then is a finite set. By construction, since we added to A only strings of
lengths N
j
, where j   and N
j
is the integer chosen in Stage j, L
A
contains only strings
of the form 
Nj for some j  . Note that i is added to L in Stage i and will stay there
forever. For each j  i, if 
Nj  L
A
(and thus 
Nj  L
A
j
by (7.3.1)), then Case 2 must
have occurred in Stage j. Consequently, MAj
i
(and thus MA
i
by (7.3.2)) rejects 
Nj for
every j  i. It follows that for each i, LMA
i
L
A
has at most i  elements, proving the
claim.
Claim 
Hence, L
A
is a BPPPA-immune set in C PA.
In particular, Theorem 7.3.1 immediately gives the following corollary. All strong sep-
arations in Corollary 7.3.6 are new, except the PHA-immunity of PSPACEA (and of PPPA ,
since B 	PB  PPPB ), which is also stated (or is implicit) in [Ko90, Bru92], and ex-
cept the BPPC-immunity of PPC (and its superclasses) proven in [BR88]. We also mention
that Bovet et al. [BCS92] noted that PPD strongly separates from 	pD

for some oracle D.
Corollary 7.3.6 Let C

be any class chosen among C P, PP, PCP, PPP, and PSPACE, and
let C

be any class chosen among BPPP, BPP, PH, and 	P. There exists some oracle A
such that CA

contains a CA

-immune set.
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What about the converse direction? Does BPPP, or even some smaller class, contain
a C P-immune, or even a PP-immune, set relative to some oracle? Note that Tora´n [Tor88,
Tor91] provided a simple separation of this kind: There exists an oracle A such that NPA 
C PA; see [Bei91] for a simplification of the proof of Tora´n’s result. We strengthen this
result by showing that the separation is witnessed by a C PB-immune set in NPB for another
oracle set B. Indeed, the only property of C P needed to obtain a relativized separation
from NP with immunity is that C P is closed under finite unions,3 and this closure property
relativizes.
Lemma 7.3.7 For every oracle A, C PA is closed under finite unions. That is, given a
finite collection N

 N

     N
k
of NPOTMs, there exists an NPOTM N such that for each
input x, NA accepts x (in the sense of C P) if and only if for some j, NA
j
accepts x (in the
sense of C P), i.e., for each x  	,
acc
N
Ax   rej
N
A
x  j    j  k acc
N
A
j
x   rej
N
A
j
x
Theorem 7.3.8 There exists some oracle B such that NPB contains a C PB-immune set.
Proof. The witness set here will be L
B
, where for any set S,
L
S
  f

n
j n   and there exists a string of length n in Sg
is a set in NPS . Fix an enumeration N 

 N


    of all NPOTMs, again having the prop-
erty that for infinitely many indices the machine with that index accepts the empty set
regardless of the oracle. (Throughout this proof, “acceptance” means “C P acceptance” as
in Lemma 7.3.7.) As in the proof of Theorem 7.3.1, we try to satisfy for each i   for
which NB
i
accepts an infinite subset of L
B
, the requirement
R
i
 LN
B
i
  L
B
  
Again, the stage-wise construction of B  
S
i
B
i
is initialized by setting B

to the empty
set and the restraint function t

to 0, and we keep a list L of currently unsatisfied require-
ments. Stage i  
 is as follows.
Stage i. Add i to L. Consider all machines N

 
     N


m
corresponding to indices 

r
that at this point are in L. Let N 
L
be the machine that exists for N 

 
     N


m
by
Lemma 7.3.7, i.e., for every oracle Z and for each input x,
N
Z
L
accepts x  r    r  m NZ

r
accepts x(7.3.4)
3It is known that CP is closed even under polynomial-time “positive” Turing reductions, see [LLS75] for
the definition. The proof of this closure property of CP is implicit in the methods of [GNW90], as has been
noted in [Rot93] for the positive truth-table case; the same result was noted independently in [BCO93]. We
refer to those sources for a proof of Lemma 7.3.7.
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Let p
L
be the polynomial bounding the runtime of N 
L
. Choose n   n
i
 t
i

to be
the smallest integer such that n  p
L
n. Choose an oracle extension E  	n of
B
i

such that
E     N
B
i  
E
L
accepts 
n.(7.3.5)
It has been shown in [Bei91] that an oracle extension E satisfying (7.3.5) exists if n
is chosen as above. Set B
i
to B
i

E and set t
i
to p
L
n. If the extension E chosen
is the empty set, then by (7.3.5) and (7.3.4), there exists an r,   r  m, such that
N
B
i  

r
accepts 
n. Let r be the smallest such r, and cancel 

r
from L.
End of Stage i.
Note that if we have chosen E    in Stage i, then 
n  L
E
and Requirement R


r
has
been satisfied. On the other hand, if E   , then by (7.3.5) and (7.3.4), we have ensured
that (i) 
n  L
E
, and (ii) for each r,   r  m, NBi  E

r
rejects 
n. Now, an argument
analogous to Claims 2 and 3 in the proof of Theorem 7.3.1 shows that L
B
is a C PB-immune
set in NPB , completing the proof.
Similarly, there exists some oracleC such that NPC (and thus PHC and PPC) has a	PC-
immune set—this result was obtained by Bovet et al. [BCS92], based on their sufficient
condition for proving relativized strong separations and on Tora´n’s simple separation of
NP and 	P [Tor91].
Since the inclusions NP  PP and coNP  C P hold relative to every fixed oracle,
Theorem 7.3.8 immediately gives the following corollaries.
Corollary 7.3.9 There exists some oracle B such that PPB contains a C PB-immune set.
Recall from the introduction that for any complexity class C, a set is said to be sim-
ple for C (or C-simple) if it belongs to C and its complement is C-immune. Homer and
Maass [HM83] proved the existence of a recursively enumerable set A such that NPA con-
tains a simple set, and Balca´zar [Bal85] improved this result by making A recursive via a
novel and very elegant trick: his construction starts with a full oracle instead of an empty
oracle and then proceeds by deleting strings from it. Balca´zar’s result in turn was gen-
eralized by Torenvliet and van Emde Boas [Tor86, TvEB89] to the second level and by
Bruschi [Bru92] to all levels of the polynomial hierarchy. Balca´zar and Russo [BR88] also
proved (relative to some oracle) the existence of a simple set in the one-sided error prob-
abilistic class R, which is contained in NP  BPP. Our result below that C P has a simple
set in some relativization (all our oracles are recursive) extends those previous simplicity
results that each are restricted to classes contained in the polynomial hierarchy. Since of the
classes we consider (PH, PP, 	P, and C P), all classes except C P are known to be closed
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under complement, C P is the only class for which it makes sense to ask about the existence
of simple sets.
Corollary 7.3.10 There exists some oracle B such that C PB contains a simple set.
Proof. Let B be the oracle constructed in the proof of Theorem 7.3.8 and let L
B
be the
witness set of this proof. Consider the complement L
B
of L
B
in 	. Since L
B
 NPB , L
B
is in coNPB and thus in C PB . It has been shown in the proof of Theorem 7.3.8 that L
B
,
the complement of L
B
, is an infinite set having no infinite subset in C PB . That is, L
B
is
C PB-simple.
7.4 Immunity Results for Other Counting Classes and
Hierarchies
The last section in particular showed that, in suitable relativizations, C P (and thus PP)
is immune to both PH and	P (Corollary 7.3.6), and NP (and thus PH and PP) is immune to
C P (Theorem 7.3.8 and Corollary 7.3.9) and to	P [BCS92]. In this section, we will prove
the existence of oracles relative to which PNP (and thus PH) is immune to PP, and relative
to which 	P is immune to PPPH. The latter result strengthens the previously known rela-
tivized strong separation of 	P from PH [Ko90] (cf. [Bru92]), and it also implies the new
relativized strong separation of 	P from PP. Noticing that C P  PP holds in all relativiza-
tions, we thus have settled all possible relativized strong separation questions involving any
pair of classes chosen among PH, PP, 	P, and C P, as claimed earlier.
We show these remaining results by improving known relativized simple separations to
strong ones. The simple separation A 	PA  PPA [Tor88, Tor91] (see also [Bei91])
was strengthened by Green [Gre91] to B 	PB  PPPHB .
Since the analog of Lemma 7.3.7 as well holds for PP (in fact, PP is closed under
polynomial-time truth-table reductions [FR91], and this proof relativizes), the following
theorem can be shown by the technique used to prove Theorem 7.3.8. First, we state
the analog of Lemma 7.3.7 in terms of weak PPPH oracle machines. The proof of this
lemma simply follows from the relativized version of the proof that PP is closed under
finite unions, which is a special case of its closure under truth-table reductions [FR91].
Lemma 7.4.1 Let A be any oracle and d  
 be any integer. Given any finite collection
N

 N

     N
k
of weak PPPH oracle machines, there exists a weak PPPH oracle machine
N such that for each input x, NA accepts x if and only if for some j,   j  k, NA
j
accepts x.
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Theorem 7.4.2 There exists some oracle D such that 	PD (and thus PPPD and PSPACED)
contains a PPPHD -immune set.
Proof. Since the proof is very similar to that of Theorem 7.3.8, we only mention the
differences. The witness set here will be L
D
, where for any set S,
L
S
  f

n
j n   and there exists an odd number of length n strings in Sg
is a set in 	PS . Now, N 

 N


    is an enumeration of all weak PPPH oracle machines,
and “acceptance” refers to such machines. In Stage i of the construction, we again consider
all machines N 

 
     N


m
corresponding to indices 

r
that at this point are in the list L of
currently unsatisfied requirements, and the machine N
L
(with polynomial time bound p
L
)
that exists for them by Lemma 7.4.1. Assume N 
L
is a PP
p
d machine, and let c
d
be the
constant that exists for such machines by [Gre91, Thm. 5]. Then, as shown in [Gre91,
Thm. 7], choosing n   n
i
 t
i

to be the smallest integer such that
p
L
n  minf
n

d

 c
d

ndd

 g
implies that there exists an extension E  	n of the oracle as constructed so far, D
i

,
such that 
n  L
E
if and only if NDi  E
L
rejects 
n.
Corollary 7.4.3 There exists some oracle D such that 	PD contains a set immune to PPD
and to PHD.
By essentially the same arguments, also the very recent result of Berg and Ulfberg [BU]
that there is an oracle relative to which the levels of the PPPH  
S
d
PP
p
d hierarchy
separate can be strengthened to level-wise strong separations of this hierarchy. Note that
this result generalizes Beigel’s [Bei94] result that A PNPA  PPA. The proof of
Theorem 7.4.4 is omitted, since it is very similar to the previous proofs, the only differ-
ence being that it is based on the construction given in [BU]. The interested reader is
referred to [Rot98c] for a complete proof of this result.
Theorem 7.4.4 For any d  , there exists some oracle F such that P
pF
d contains a
PP
pF
d  
-immune set. In particular, PNPF (and thus PHF ) has a PPF -immune set.
7.5 Conclusions and Open Problems
In this chapter, we have shown that all possible relativized separations involving the
polynomial hierarchy and the counting classes C P, PP, and 	P can be made strong. In
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particular, we have extended to these counting classes previously known strong separations
of Ko [Ko90] and Bruschi [Bru92], and we have strengthened to strong separations pre-
viously known simple separations of Tora´n [Tor88, Tor91], Green [Gre91], and Berg and
Ulfberg [BU]. We have also shown that C P contains a simple set relative to some oracle,
complementing the corresponding results of Balca´zar and Russo [Bal85, BR88] for NP
and R, and of Torenvliet and van Emde Boas [Tor86, TvEB89] and Bruschi [Bru92] for
	
p
k
, k  . However, many questions remain open. The most obvious question is whether
these immunity results can be strengthened to bi-immunity or even to balanced immunity;
see, e.g., the paper [HZ96].
Regarding the existence of simple sets in C PB , note that our construction of B can
easily be interleaved with other immunity oracle constructions to show results such as:
There exists an oracle A such that C PA contains a simple set and another set that is
PA-immune; see [Bal85] for the analogous result for NP. Torenvliet and van Emde
Boas [Tor86, TvEB89] have even constructed an oracle relative to which NP contains a
language that simultaneously is simple and P-immune. Can this also be shown to hold
for C P?
Our main result that there exists some A such that C PA contains a BPPPA-immune
set is optimal in the sense that for all oracles B, C PB clearly is contained in PPB and thus
in PPPB . However, it is also known that BPPP  Almost	P [TO92, RR95], where for
any relativized class C, AlmostC denotes the class of languages L such that for almost all
oracle sets X , L is in CX [NW94]. It is an open problem whether BPPP   Almost	P,
see the paper [RR95]. So it is possible that Almost	P is a strictly larger class than BPPP.
It is unlikely that C P is contained in Almost	P. Is there an oracle relative to which C P is
even immune to Almost	P? We conjecture that this is the case. Relatedly, can any of the
immunity results of this chapter be shown to hold with probability 1 relative to a random
oracle?
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Chapter 8
Tally NP Sets and Easy Census
Functions
8.1 Introduction
Does every P set have an easy (i.e., polynomial-time computable) census function?
Many important properties similar to this one were studied during the past decades to gain
insight into the nature of feasible computation. Among the questions that were previously
studied are the question of whether or not every P set has an easy-to-compute ranking
function [GS91, HR90], whether every P set is P-isomorphic to some rankable set [GH96],
whether every sparse set in P is P-printable [HY84, AR88, RRW94], whether every infinite
set in P has an infinite P-printable subset [AR88] (note also the results of Chapter 3, in
particular Theorem 3.3.3), whether every P-printable set is P-isomorphic to some tally set
in P [AR88], and whether every P set admits easy certificate schemes (see Chapter 3), to
name just a few. Some of those questions arise in the field of data compression and are
related to Kolmogorov complexity, some are linked to the question of whether one-way
functions exist.
Extending this line of research, the present chapter studies the complexity of comput-
ing the census functions of sets in P. Census functions have proven to be a particularly
important and useful notion in complexity theory, and their use has had a profound impact
upon almost every area of the field. In particular, consider the extensive literature related
to the Isomorphism Conjecture of Berman and Hartmanis (e.g., [BH77, Mah82], and many
other papers), the work on the existence of Turing-hard sparse sets (or of polynomial-
size circuits) for various complexity classes (e.g., [KL80, KS85, BBS86, HR97b]), the
results relating the computation times for NP sets to their densities and the results on
P-printability [HY84, AR88, RRW94, GH96], the upward separation technique (e.g.,
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[Har83b, HIS85, All91, RRW94, HJ95], see [HHH99] for more recent advances that are not
based on census functions), the results on positive relativization and relativization to sparse
oracles (e.g., [Lon85, LS86, BBS86]), the unexpected collapse of the strong exponential-
time hierarchy [Hem89], and applications to extended lowness [HJRW98].
Valiant, in his seminal papers [Val79a, Val79b], introduced P, the class of functions
that count the solutions of NP problems, and its tally version P

for which the inputs are
given in unary. Although P

has not become as prominent as P, it contains a number
of quite interesting and important problems such as the problem Self-Avoiding Walk
(see [Wel93]): Given an integer n in unary, compute the number of self-avoiding walks
on the square lattice having length n and rooted at the origin. Self-Avoiding Walk is
a well-known classical problem of statistical physics and polymer chemistry, and it is an
intriguing open question whether Self-Avoiding Walk is P

-complete, see [Wel93].
Known problems complete for P

[Val79b] have the form: Given an integer n in unary,
compute the number of graphs having n vertices and satisfying a fixed graph property .
In Section 8.3, we will characterize the question of whether every P set has an easy
census function in terms of collapses of language and function classes that are considered to
be unlikely. In particular, every P set has an easy census function if and only if P

 FP.
The main technical contribution in Section 8.3 is Theorem 8.3.7: P

PH is contained in
FPP P  . An immediate consequence of this result are upward collapse results of the
form: The collapse 

 P  FP implies the collapse 

 PH  FP. Thus, every P set
has an easy census function if and only if every set in the polynomial hierarchy has an easy
census function. Note that the corresponding upward collapse for the  operator applied to
the levels of PH follows immediately from the upward collapse property of the polynomial
hierarchy itself:   P  FP implies NP   P and thus PH   P; so,   PH     P  FP.
However, for the 

operator this is not so clear, since the assumption 

 P  FP merely
implies that all tally NP sets are in P (equivalently, NE   E), from which one cannot
immediately conclude that 

 PH or even 

NP is contained in FP. In fact, Hartmanis,
Immerman, and Sewelson [HIS85] show that in some relativized world, NE   E and yet
the (weak) exponential-time hierarchy does not collapse. In light of this result, it is quite
possible that the assumption of all tally NP sets being in P does not force all tally sets from
higher levels of the polynomial hierarchy into P.
We show that the assumption P

 FP implies both P   BPP and PH  MOD
k
P
for each k   (Theorem 8.3.6). We also relate a set’s property of having an easy census
function to other well-studied properties of sets, such as rankability [GS91] and scalabil-
ity [GH96]. In particular, though every rankable set has an easy census function, we show
that (even when restricted to the sets in P) the converse is not true unless P   PP. This
expands the result of Hemaspaandra and Rudich that every P set is rankable if and only
if P   PP [HR90] by showing that P   PP is already implied by the apparently weaker
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hypothesis that every P set with an easy census function is rankable.
Cai and Hemaspaandra [CH89] introduced the notion of enumerative counting as a
way of approximating the value of a P function deterministically in polynomial time.
Hemaspaandra and Rudich [HR90] show that every P set is k-enumeratively rankable for
some fixed k in polynomial time if and only if P   FP. They conclude that it is no
more likely that one can enumeratively rank all sets in P than that one can exactly compute
their ranking functions in polynomial time. In Section 8.4, we similarly characterize the
question of whether every P set has a census function that is n-enumerable in time n
for fixed constants  and  (equivalently, whether every P

function is n-enumerable in
time n). We show that this hypothesis implies P

 FP, and we conclude that it is no
more likely that one can n-enumerate the census function of every P set in time n than
that one can precisely compute its census function in polynomial time.
Finally, Section 8.5 provides a number of relativization results.
8.2 Notation and Definitions
For any set L, the census function of L, census
L
 	

 N , is defined by
census
L

n
   jjL
n
jj
We note that the census function of L at n is often defined as the number of elements in L
of length up to n in the literature. This definition and our definition are compatible as long
as our computability admits subtraction. We also note that we let census
L
map strings n
(as opposed to numbers n in binary notation) to jjLnjj to emphasize that the input to the
transducer computing census
L
is given in unary.
The definitions of sparse sets and tally sets are given in Chapter 2 on page 17. Recall
that FP is the class of polynomial-time computable functions. We write FP

to denote
the class of functions computable in polynomial time by deterministic transducers with a
unary input alphabet. Recall that an unambiguous Turing machine is a nondeterministic
Turing machine that on each input has at most one accepting path. UE, the exponential-
time analog of the class UP (defined in Chapter 2), is the class of all languages accepted by
some unambiguous Turing machine running in in time cn for some constant c.
Recall that for any nondeterministic Turing machine M and any input x  	, acc
M
x
denotes the number of accepting paths of Mx. A spanP machine [KST89] is an NP ma-
chine that has a special output device on which some output is printed for each accepting
path. For any spanP machine M and any input x  	, span
M
x is defined to be the num-
ber of distinct outputs of Mx if Mx has at least one accepting path, and 0 otherwise.
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A tally NP machine (respectively, a tally spanP machine) is an NP (respectively, a spanP)
machine with a unary input alphabet.
Recall from Chapter 2 the definition of the function class
P   facc
M
jM is an NP machineg
A number of related function classes are defined as follows.
Definition 8.2.1 1. [Val79b] P

  facc
M
jM is a tally NP machineg.
2. [KST89] spanP   fspan
M
jM is a spanP machineg.
3. spanP

  fspan
M
jM is a tally spanP machineg.
4. E   facc
M
jM is an NE machineg.
Recall the notion of the “” operator provided by Definition 2.2.2 on page 15 that
generalizes the class P. The following definition gives the “tally” analog of this operator,
which generalizes the class P

.
Definition 8.2.2 For any language class C, define 

 C to be the class of functions
f  	

 N for which there exist a set A  C and a polynomial p such that for each
n  N ,
f
n
   jjfy j jyj   pn and hn yi  Agjj
As stated below, both operators,  and 

, are monotonic. Since this property follows
immediately from the definitions, we omit the proof of the following proposition.
Proposition 8.2.3 Let C and D be any classes of sets.
1. If C  D, then   C    D.
2. If C  D, then 

 C  

 D.
Next, we gather some easy observations regarding equivalent formulations of the
classes PPH and P

PH to be used in Section 8.3. Analogs of Proposition 8.2.4 for classes
other than PH as the oracle class could be stated as well; we focus here on the class of
interest to us.
Recall that, for any language class C, we write PC to indicate that on every input in
the PC computation at most one call to the C oracle is allowed. Similarly, for any function
class F , we write PF  to indicate that on every input in the PF computation at most one
call to the function oracle from F is allowed.
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Proposition 8.2.4 The following three statements are true.
1. PPH   PPH.
2. 

 PPH   

 PPH   

 PH   P

PH
  P

PH
.
3.   PPH     PPH     PH   PPH   PPH.
Proof. Part 1 follows immediately from the fact that PH is closed under polynomial-time
Turing reductions. That is,
PPH  PH  PPH  PPH
so, the above inclusions are equalities.
Part 2: From the proof of part 1 and the monotonicity of the 

operator (see Proposi-
tion 8.2.3), we have the first two equalities: 

 PPH   

 PPH   

 PH.
To see that 

 PH  P

PH
, let f  

 PH be witnessed by a set A  PH and a
polynomial p; i.e., for each n  N ,
f
n
   jjfy j jyj   pn and hn yi  Agjj
Consider the following tally NP oracle machine M . On input n, M with oracle A guesses
a string y of length pn, and for each y guessed, M accepts if and only if hn yi  A.
Hence, f  P

PH
.
Since P

PH
 P

PH
, it remains to show that P

PH
 

 PH. Let f  P

PH
be witnessed by a tally NP oracle machine M with oracle A  PH; i.e., f   acc
M
A . We
assume that all computation paths of M on input n are encoded as strings in f
 gpn
for some polynomial p, where the oracle queries that are asked on such a path and the
corresponding answers are part of the encoding string. Define B to be the set of all strings
h
n
 yi such that
 n  N ,
 y  f
 g
pn encodes an accepting computation path of MAn with oracle queries
q

 q

     q
k
, and
 for each i with   i  k, MAn on path y proceeds in the “yes” state if and only
if q
i
 A.
It follows that B  PH and that for each n  N ,
f
n
   jjfy j jyj   pn and hn yi  Agjj
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Hence, f  

 PH, completing the proof of part 2.
The proof of part 3 is analogous to the proof of part 2.
Recall the notion of P-isomorphism from Definition 2.2.6 on page 16. We now define
two special types of P-isomorphisms, the length-preserving and the order-preserving P-
isomorphisms.
Definition 8.2.5
1. A P-isomorphism 	 is length-preserving if for all x  	, j	xj   jxj.
2. A P-isomorphism 	 mapping set A  	 to set B  	 is order-preserving if for any
two strings x and y satisfying either x y  A or x y  A, if x  y then 	x  	y.
The notion of rankability is given in Definition 2.2.7 on page 17. Goldsmith and
Homer [GH96] introduced the property of scalability, a more flexible notion than rankabil-
ity in which the rank of some given element within the set is not necessarily determined
with respect to the lexicographic order of 	, but rather with respect to any well-ordering of
	
 that can be “scaled” by a polynomial-time computable and polynomial-time invertible
bijection between N and 	. Equivalently, Goldsmith and Homer [GH96] proved that the
scalable sets are precisely those that are P-isomorphic to some rankable set. The definition
below is based on this characterization.
Definition 8.2.6 [GH96] A language A is scalable if it is P-isomorphic to a rankable
set. For any oracle X , the X-scalable sets are those that are PX-isomorphic to some set
rankable in FPX .
8.3 Does P Have Easy Census Functions?
We start by exploring the relationships between the properties of a set being rankable,
being scalable, and having an easy census function. Let A be any set (not necessarily in P).
Consider the following conditions:
(i) A is rankable.
(ii) A has an easy census function.
(iii) A is P-isomorphic to some rankable set (i.e., A is scalable).
(iv) A is P-isomorphic to some rankable set via some length-preserving isomorphism.
(v) A is P-isomorphic to some rankable set via some order-preserving isomorphism.
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P
scalable
rankable
P-isomorphic to some rankable set
via some length-preserving isomorphism
easy census function
Figure 8.1: Inclusion structure of the sets in P satisfying Properties (i) through (iv)
It is immediately clear that for any set A, (i) implies each of (ii), (iv), and (v), and each
of (iv) and (v) implies (iii). The next proposition shows that the rankable sets are closed
under order-preserving P-isomorphisms (thus, conditions (i) and (v) in fact are equivalent)
and that the class of sets having an easy census function is closed under length-preserving
P-isomorphisms. The latter fact immediately gives that (iv) implies (ii), since every rank-
able set has an easy census function. The inclusion structure of the sets in P satisfying
Properties (i) through (iv) is given in Figure 8.1.
Proposition 8.3.1 The following two statements are true.
1. The class of all rankable sets is closed under order-preserving P-isomorphisms.
2. The class of sets having an FP-computable census function is closed under length-
preserving P-isomorphisms.
Proof. (1) Let A be P-isomorphic to a rankable set, B, via some order-preserving iso-
morphism, 	. Since B is rankable, B is rankable. Let respectively r and r be the ranking
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functions for B and B. For any string x  	, let lexx denote the lexicographic order
of x; i.e., the number of strings w  	 with w  x. Define the function
r
 
x  

r	x if x  A
lexx r	x if x  A.
Clearly, r  is computable in polynomial time and r  is the ranking function for A.
(2) Let A be P-isomorphic to a set B with census
B
 FP via some length-preserving
isomorphism, 	. Then, for each n, 	An   Bn. Thus, census
A
  census
B
, which
implies census
A
 FP.
So we are left with only the four conditions (i) to (iv). Since there are nonrecursive sets
with an FP-computable census function, but any set satisfying one of (i), (iii), or (iv) is in P,
condition (ii) in general cannot imply any of the other three conditions. On the other hand,
when we restrict our attention to the sets in P having easy census functions, we can show
that (ii) implies (i) if and only if P   PP. Thus, even when restricted to P sets, it is unlikely
that (ii) is equivalent to (i).
Theorem 8.3.2 All P sets with an easy census function are rankable if and only if P   PP.
Proof. Hemaspaandra and Rudich [HR90] show that PP   P if and only if every P set is
rankable. Noticing that P   PP is equivalent to PP   P, this result in particular implies
that every P set with an easy census function is rankable if P   PP.
Conversely, assume that every P set with an easy census function is rankable. We show
that this assumption implies P   PP. Let L be any set in PP, and let A be a set in P and p
be a polynomial such that for all x  	,
x  L  jjfy j jyj   pjxj and xy  Agjj  pjxj

Define
T   fbxy j x y  	

 jyj   pjxj b  f
 g and 
A
xy   bg
Clearly, T  P. Also, the census function of T is easy to compute: Given n in unary,
compute the largest integer i such that i  pi    n. Then,
census
T

n
  


ipi if i  pi     n

 if i  pi    n.
Since T  P and census
T
 FP, our hypothesis implies that T is rankable. Let r be the
ranking function for T . For each x  	, let bx denote the lexicographic predecessor of x.
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Note that, for each x  	, r
xpjxj rbxpjbxj gives the number of strings
y of length pjxj such that xy  A. Hence, for each x  	,
x  L  r
x
pjxj
 rbx
pjbxj
  
pjxj


Since the predicate on the right-hand side of the above equivalence can be decided in poly-
nomial time, it follows that L  P.
Corollary 8.3.3 All P sets are rankable if and only if all sets in P with an easy census
function are rankable.
One might ask whether or not all P sets outright have an easy census function (which,
if true, would make Corollary 8.3.3 trivial). The following characterization of this question
in terms of unlikely collapses of certain function and language classes suggests that this
probably is not true. Thus, Corollary 8.3.3 is nontrivial with the same certainty with which
we believe that for instance not all P

functions are in FP.1
Theorem 8.3.4 The following five statements are equivalent.
1. Every P set has an FP-computable census function.
2. P

 FP.
3. E   FE.
4. PP    P.
5. For every language L accepted by a logspace-uniform depth 2 AND-OR circuit fam-
ily of bottom fan-in 2, census
L
is in FP.
Proof. To show that (1) implies (2), let f be any function in P

. Let M be some tally NP
machine with acc
M
  f . Assume that M runs in time nk, for some constant k. Define
A   fx j jxj   n
k for some n and x encodes an accepting path of Mng
Clearly, A is in P (note that n can be found in polynomial time, since computing the kth
root of some integer can be done in polynomial time). Now from our hypothesis it follows
that census
A
is in FP, and since census
A
  acc
M
, we have f  FP.
1It is not difficult to construct—by standard techniques—an oracle relative to which 
P
 
 FP. On the
other hand, we will show in Section 8.5 that, relative to some oracle, 
P
 
 FP, yet 
P  FP (and thus
PP  P).
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Conversely, let A be an arbitrary set in P. Define M to be the tally NP machine that, on
input n, guesses an x  f
 gn, and for each x guessed, accepts along the path for x if
and only if x  A. Then, acc
M
  census
A
. Since by hypothesis acc
M
 FP, it follows that
census
A
 FP.
The equivalence of (2) and (3) can be proven by means of standard translation—this is
essentially the function analog of Book’s result that every tally NP set is in P if and only if
NE   E [Boo74]; see the papers [Har83b, HIS85] for the extension of this result to sparse
sets.
The equivalence of (2) and (4) is straightforward.
It is easy to see that (2) implies (5). In order to prove that (5) implies (2), note that
computing the number of satisfying assignments for monotone 2CNF formulas is complete
for P [Val79b] under logspace reductions. Now, given a function f in P

, there exist
logspace-computable functions R, S, and  such that for all n, Rn is a monotone 2CNF
formula with n variables, and fn equals the number of satisfying assignments for
R
n
 divided by Sn. The reduction R can be modified so that for every n, n 

n
. Now let C
m
be the circuit defined as follows: (a) if m   n for some n, then C
m
is a depth 2 AND-OR circuit that tests whether an assignment, given as the input, satisfies
R
n
, and (b) if not, C
m
is a depth 1 AND circuit that rejects all inputs. This circuit
family F   fC
m
g is logspace-uniform. Now let A be the language accepted by F . Then,
for every n, fn   census
A


n

S
n
. Thus, (5) implies that f  FP.
Theorem 8.3.4 can as well be stated for more general classes than P

  

 P. In
particular, this comment applies to 

 C, where for instance C   NP or C   PH. Noticing
that spanP

  

 NP and focusing on the first two conditions of Theorem 8.3.4, this
observation is exemplified as follows.
Theorem 8.3.5 The following two statements are true.
1. Every NP set has an FP-computable census function if and only if spanP

 FP.
2. Every set in PH has an FP-computable census function if and only if 

 PH  FP.
We will show later that the conditions of Theorem 8.3.4 in fact are equivalent to the two
conditions stated in either part of Theorem 8.3.5.
We now give two more consequences of the assumption P

 FP.
Theorem 8.3.6 If P

 FP, then the following two statements are true.
1. For any fixed k  , PH  MOD
k
P, and
2. P   BPP.
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Proof. Suppose P

 FP. In order to prove the first part, note that if a natural number
k   has prime factorization of the form pe 

   p
e
t
t
, then MOD
k
P   fL

     L
t
j
L

 MOD
p
 
P     L
t
 MOD
p
t
Pg [Her90, BG92]. Thus it suffices to show that for
every prime k  , PH  MOD
k
P.
We claim that for every prime k  , each language in PH belongs to MOD
k
P/poly
with an advice function in FPP. To prove the claim, let L be any language in PH and
k   be any prime number. Toda and Ogihara [TO92] prove that some A  MOD
k
P
witnesses that L  MOD
k
P/poly together with some polynomially length-bounded advice
function. Fix such an A and define
B   fh
n
 wi j n   and for every x, jxj   n, x  L if and only if hx wi  Ag
Define f to be the function that, for each n, maps n to the lexicographically smallest string
w such that hn wi  B. Since L  PH and A  MOD
k
P, B belongs to coNPPHMODkP,
which is included in PHMODkP. Then f is total and f  FPNPB  FPPHMODkP . Toda and
Ogihara show that PHMODkP  BPPMODkP. A part of the proof of Toda’s Theorem [Tod91b]
shows BPPP  PP. By following the same argument one can show that for every prime
k  , BPPMODkP  PP, completing the proof of the claim.
Since f can be computed in FPP, the set
fh
n
 i bi j n  , b  f
 g, and the ith bit of fn is bg
can be decided in polynomial time with one query to a suitable function h in P. Let q
ni
be the string that is queried on input hn i bi. Define a P

function g by
g
n
   hhq
n
 hq
n
     hq
npn
i
where p is a polynomial bounding the length of the advice and the value of gn is viewed
as a number written in binary. One query to g will allow us to compute f ; i.e., f  FP

P
 

.
Applying our supposition P

 FP, we conclude that f can be computed in polyno-
mial time. Since L is in MOD
k
P/poly with polynomial-time computable advice, it follows
that L  MOD
k
P. Hence, PH  MOD
k
P.
In order to prove the second part, note that BPP  P/poly [Adl78] and BPP  PH
[Sip83b, Lau83]. By following the proof of the first part with P in place of MOD
k
P we
obtain that BPP  P.
Now we show that the conditions of Theorem 8.3.4 in fact are equivalent to the two
conditions stated in either part of Theorem 8.3.5. To this end, we establish the follow-
ing theorem, which is interesting in its own right. Theorem 8.3.7 is the main technical
contribution in this section.
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Theorem 8.3.7 P

PH
 FPP P  .
Before we turn to the proof of Theorem 8.3.7, we discuss some issues related to this
result.
First, we stress that Theorem 8.3.7 is a novel insight and does not trivially follow from
known results. In particular, Toda’s result that PH  PP does not imply Theorem 8.3.7
in any obvious way. Note that Toda’s Theorem does imply the following two inclusions:2
P

PH
 P

P
, and(8.3.1)
PPH  PP(8.3.2)
Observe, however, that the oracles on the right-hand sides of the inclusions (8.3.1) and
(8.3.2) are P functions. In contrast, Theorem 8.3.7 establishes containment of P

PH in
a class in which only P

oracles occur. Although our proof also applies the techniques
of Toda [Tod91b] and Toda and Ogihara [TO92], our result seems to be incomparable with
the above consequence (8.3.1) of Toda’s Theorem.
Second, can Theorem 8.3.7 be strengthened to FPPH or even PPH being contained in
FPP P ? We note that the containment FPPH  FPP P  appears to be unlikely, since it
would imply that FPPH  FP/poly. In turn, the assumption FPPH  FP/poly implies that
the polynomial hierarchy has polynomial-size circuits and thus collapses by the result of
Karp and Lipton [KL80]. In contrast, the inclusion FP

PH
 FP

/poly, which indeed does
follow from Theorem 8.3.7, merely implies that all tally sets in PH have polynomial-size
circuits, a true statement that has no unlikely consequences. Indeed, P/poly is known to
contain all tally sets and even the Turing closure of the sparse sets.
Third, we mention that Theorem 8.3.7 nonetheless can be strengthened. Note that
our proof below will make use of Toda and Ogihara’s [TO92] result that PH  	P/poly.
Since Toda and Ogihara [TO92] also showed that 	PPH/poly   	P/poly, and so 	PPH 
	P/poly, Theorem 8.3.7 and its corollaries could be stated even with PH replaced by	PPH.
However, we focus on the PH case, as this is a more natural and more central class.
Now, we turn to the proof of Theorem 8.3.7.
2From part 1 of Proposition 8.2.4 and from Toda’s Theorem, we have:
PPH  PPH   PP
P
 
 PP  
The inclusions (8.3.1) and (8.3.2) now follow from Proposition 8.2.3, the equalities 

 
 PPH  
P
 
PH and

  PPH  
PPH from parts 2 and 3 of Proposition 8.2.4, and the similar observations that 

 
 PP  

P
 
P  and 
  PP   
PP .
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Proof of Theorem 8.3.7. Let f be any function in P

PH
. By part 2 of Proposition 8.2.4,
we have P

PH
  

 PH. Thus, there exist a set L  PH and a polynomial p such that for
each length n, fn   jjfy  f
 gpn j ny  Lgjj.
Before we proceed with the proof, a technical point need be discussed. For the cal-
culations in the final paragraph of this proof, it would be useful to have a polynomial p
satisfying that for each n, log pn is an integer, i.e., pn is a power of two. Since that can-
not be assumed in general, we define a function p  N  N as follows. For each n, pn
is the smallest power of 2 such that pn  pn. Since for every integer there is a power
of 2 that is at most double that integer, we have pn  pn; so, p still is polynomially
bounded in n. Define a padded version L of L by
L   f
n
yw j n  N  jyj   pn  
n
y 

L  w   

pn
pn
g
It follows that L  PH and for each length n, fn   jjfy  f
 gpn j ny  Lgjj.
By Toda and Ogihara’s result that PH  	Ppoly [TO92], there exist a set A  	P, an
advice function h  	  	, and a polynomial q such that for each length m and each x
of length m, it holds that jhmj   qm, and x  L if and only if hx hmi  A. By
the argument given in the proof of Theorem 8.3.6, h is computable in FP

P
 

. Let M be
a machine witnessing that A  	P, i.e., for every string z, z  A if and only if acc
M
z is
odd.
Toda [Tod91b] defined inductively the following sequence of polynomials: For each
j  N , define s

j   j, and for each j  N and i  
, define
s
i
j   s
i

j
 
 s
i

j


One very useful property of this sequence of polynomials is that for all i j  N , it holds
that s
i
j   c
j
 

i for some c
j
 N if j is even, and s
i
j   d
j
 

i
  for some d
j
 N
if j is odd; see Toda [Tod91b] for the induction proof.
We describe a polynomial-time oracle transducer T that, on input n, invokes itsP

P
 
function oracle g on n, receives the number gn written in binary, and then prints in
binary the number fn. Formally, function g is defined by
g
n
  
X
y	fg
pn

s

n
acc
M
h
n
y h
npn
i



where 

n
  log pn.
Intuitively, the fact that g is in P

P
  follows from the properties of the Toda polyno-
mials, from the closure of P (hence of P

) under strong sum and product,3 and from the
fact that advice function h is computable in FP

P
 

.
3That 
P is closed under strong sum and product means the following: If f  
P and q is a polynomial,
then the functions sumx 
P
jyjqjxj
fhx yi and prodx 
Q
yqjxj
fhx yi both are in 
P.
We refer to the work of Fenner et al. [FFK94] for a proof of this claim.
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More formally, to show that g  P

P
 
, we describe a tally NP oracle machine G and
a P

oracle g for G such that, for every n, the number of accepting paths of G on input

n with oracle g equals gn.
On input n, G first gets the advice string a
n
  h
npn
 of length qn  pn
via one call to some appropriate P

oracle, say g. This is possible by the argument given
in the proof of Theorem 8.3.6, which shows how to construct g. Then, G guesses all
strings y of length pn and for each y guessed proceeds as follows. For fixed n and y of
length pn, let j
ny
be a shorthand for acc
M
h
n
y a
n
i. Note that, for given n and y
of length pn, s

n
j
ny

 is a polynomial in j
ny
of degree n, which is polynomial
in n. Also, the coefficients of the polynomial s

n
j
ny

 are deterministically computable
in time polynomial in n; see Toda [Tod91b]. Since acc
M
 P and P is closed under
strong sum and product (see Footnote 3), the function mapping hny a
n
i to s

n
j
ny


is in P. Let G be an NP machine witnessing that this function is in P. Then, G on
input n can for each guessed y produce exactly s

n
j
ny

 accepting paths by simulating

G on input hny a
n
i. Again using the closure of P under strong sum, it follows that
g  P

P
 
, as claimed.
By the above properties of the Toda polynomials, it follows that for each n and for each
y of length pn, if j
ny
is even then s

n
j
ny
   c
j
ny
 


n for some c
j
ny
 N , and if j
ny
is
odd then s

n
j
ny
   d
j
ny
 


n
  for some d
j
ny
 N .
Thus, recalling that n   pn, we have
j
ny
is even   s

n
j
ny


  c
j
ny

 
pn


pn
, and
j
ny
is odd   s

n
j
ny


  d
j
ny

 
pn

 d
j
ny

pn
 
Defining the integer-valued functions
cn y   c
j
ny

 
pn

, and

dn y   d
j
ny

 
pn

 d
j
ny

we obtain:
s

n
j
ny


 

cn y  
pn if j
ny
is even

dn y  
pn
  if j
ny
is odd,
that is, the value of s

n
j
ny

 is a multiple of either pn or pn  , depending on
the parity of j
ny
. Since fn  pn and since j
ny
is odd if and only if ny  L, the
rightmost pn   bits of the binary representation of gn represent the value of fn.
Hence, after the value gn has been returned by the oracle, T can output fn by printing
the pn   rightmost bits of gn. This completes the proof.
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Since P

 FP implies FPP P   FP, we have from Theorem 8.3.7 the following
corollary.
Corollary 8.3.8 P

 FP if and only if P

PH
 FP, and in particular, P

 FP if and
only if spanP

 FP.
Corollary 8.3.8 together with the equivalences of Theorems 8.3.4 and 8.3.5 gives the
following.
Corollary 8.3.9 Every P set has an easy census function if and only if every set in PH has
an easy census function.
Ko¨bler et al. [KST89] proved that spanP   P if and only if NP   UP. Their proof
also establishes the analogous result for tally sets:
Lemma 8.3.10 (implicit in [KST89]) spanP

  P

if and only if every tally NP set is
in UP.
Using Lemma 8.3.10, we now show that spanP

and P

are different classes unless
NE   UE, or unless every sparse set in NP is low for SPP. A set S is said to be C-low for
some class C if CS   C; see, e.g., the papers [Sch83, KS85, Sch87, KSTT92] for a number
of important lowness results. In particular, it is known that every sparse NP set is low for
PNP [KS85] and for PP [KSTT92], but it is not known whether all sparse NP sets are low
for SPP. Tora´n’s result that in some relativized world there exists some sparse NP set that
is not contained in 	P [Tor88], and thus not in SPP, may be taken as evidence that not
all sparse NP sets are SPP-low. Since Corollary 8.3.11 relativizes, spanP

  P

holds
relative to the same oracle.
Corollary 8.3.11 If spanP

  P

, then the following two statements are true.
1. NE   UE.
2. Every sparse NP set is low for SPP.
Proof. The first part follows from a standard upward translation argument (as mentioned
in the proof of Theorem 8.3.4).
For the second part, assume spanP

  P

, and let S be any sparse set in NP. By
the result of Hartmanis, Immerman, and Sewelson [Har83b, HIS85], S polynomial-time
truth-table reduces to some tally NP set T . By Lemma 8.3.10, our assumption implies that
T  UP, and thus T  SPP. Since PSPP   SPP, we have S  SPP. The result now follows
from the self-lowness of SPP [FFK94], i.e., from the equality SPPSPP   SPP.
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8.4 Enumerative Approximation of Census Functions
Cai and Hemaspaandra [CH89] introduced the notion of enumerative counting as a way
of approximating the value of a P function deterministically in polynomial time.
Definition 8.4.1 [CH89] Let f  	  	 and g  N  N be two functions. A Turing
transducer E is a gn-enumerator of f if for all n  N and x  	n,
1. E on input x prints a list L
x
with at most gn elements, and
2. fx is a member of list L
x
.
A function f is gn-enumerable in time tn if there exists a gn-enumerator of f that
runs in time tn.
A set is gn-enumeratively rankable in time tn if its ranking function is gn-
enumerable in time tn.
Recall from the introduction Hemaspaandra and Rudich’s [HR90] result that every P set
is k-enumeratively rankable for some fixed k (and indeed, even On
	-enumeratively
rankable for some   
) in polynomial time if and only if P   FP. They conclude
that it is no more likely that one can enumeratively rank all sets in P than that one can
exactly compute their ranking functions in polynomial time. We similarly characterize the
question of whether every P set has a census function that is n-enumerable in time n
for fixed constants  and . By the argument given in the proof of Theorem 8.3.4, this
question is equivalent to asking whether every P

function is n-enumerable in time n.
We show that this assumption implies P

 FP, and we conclude that it is no more likely
that one can n-enumerate the census function of every P set in time n than that one can
precisely compute its census function in polynomial time. It would be interesting to know
if this result can be improved to hold for polynomial time instead of time t for some fixed
polynomial tn   n .
Theorem 8.4.2 Let    
 be constants. If every P

function is n-enumerable in time
n

, then P

 FP.
Proof. Cai and Hemaspaandra [CH91] show that for any fixed k, if SAT (the func-
tion mapping any boolean formula f to the number of satisfying assignments of f ) is nk-
enumerable, then P  FP. In order to prove this, they develop the following protocol for
computing the permanent of an m  m matrix A,4 given as parameters (the encoding of)
4Denoting the i j entry of an m  m integer matrix A by a
ij
, the permanent of A is defined to be
permA 
P

Q
m
i
 
a
ii
summed over all permutations  on f        mg. Valiant [Val79a] showed
that computing the permanent is 
P-complete, i.e., perm  
P and 
P  FP perm, where perm is used as a
function oracle.
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a polynomial-time transducer E (the enumerator for SAT), and a prime number p: Set
A

  A to the input matrix and repeat the following steps for i        m :
1. Construct from A
i

an m  i  m  i matrix B
i
X over an indeterminate X ,
defined by
B
i
X  
m
i
X
k
e
k
Xa
k
A
k
i


where e
k
X is a degree m  i polynomial in X such that e
k
X   if X   k
and 
 otherwise, a
k
is the  k entry of A
i

, and Ak
i

is the  k-minor of
A
i

. Each matrix is viewed as a matrix over ZpZX, that is, the matrix entries
are polynomials in X whose integer coefficients are reduced modulo p. Then the
following conditions hold.
 Each entry of B
i
X is a degree m  i polynomial in X with coefficients in
f
     p g, so permB
i
X is a degree m i polynomial in X .

P
m
i
k
permB
i
k   permA
i

.
2. Encode B
i
X into a binary string specifying in binary p, m, and the coefficients of
B
i
X. There is some fixed constant c  
 such that the encoding length is at most
cm i

log p. Define Q
i
X   permB
i
X. Then, Q
i
is a polynomial of degree
at most m i, whose coefficients are each length-bounded by a fixed polynomial
in p and m. Thus, there is a P function G that maps B
i
X to a number from which
the coefficients of Q
i
can be decoded in polynomial time.
3. Use E as an enumerator for G to obtain candidates g

     g
t
. These are all degree
m  i
 polynomials that are pairwise distinct. Since two distinct degree m  i
polynomials can agree at no more than m  i   points, there are fewer than
t

m  i

 t

m

  points X at which any two candidate polynomials agree.
Thus, if p  tm, then there is an r  f
     p  g such that g
j
r   g
k
r
for all j   k. Take the smallest such r and set A
i
to B
i
r with the entries reduced
modulo p. Now, permA
i
 modulo p specifies which g
j
is correct, so we can recover
permA
i

 modulo p in polynomial time.
At the end of this loop, A
m
is a    matrix, so its permanent is easy to compute. Now
working backwards again, we can recover permA modulo p. If we do this for polyno-
mially (in the encoding length of A) many distinct primes, then by the Chinese Remainder
Theorem, we can recover the exact value of permA.
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Valiant [Val79a] showed that the permanent of matrices whose entries are from the set
f 
  g is complete for P. Analogously, we can show that there exists an infinite
sequence of matrices M

M

     such that (i) the mapping n  permM
n
 is complete
for P

, (ii) the mapping n  M
n
is polynomial-time computable, and (iii) for every n,
M
n
is an n n matrix whose entries are from f 
  g. Because of (iii), permM
n
 

n for all n. So, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, for every n, the exact value of
permM
n
 can be computed from permM
n
 modulo p for n arbitrary distinct primes p.
Define polynomials q and s by qn   hn n n ni and sn   qnn. Define the
function f from the tally strings to the set of natural numbers as follows.
 If m   hH n i ji for some H , i  n, and j  n, then fm is GB
i
X, where
the function G and the matrix B
i
X are defined as in the above protocol, except that
now we simulate the protocol subject to the following constraints:
– The jth smallest prime  sn is used in place of p.
– M
n
is used in place of the input matrix A

.
– H is viewed as (the encoding of) a Turing transducer and is used in place of the
enumerator E. Here, for each k with   k  i , the input given to H in the
kth round of the protocol is hH n k ji, not the matrixA
k
. Also, H is supposed
to run in qn steps and to generate at most qn candidates in each round.
If H does not halt in qn steps or generates more than qn candidates at
any point of the simulation, then the simulation is immediately aborted and the
value fm is set to 
.
 If m is not of the above form, fm is 
.
This function f is in P

. First, there are only i  m rounds to be simulated and each
round requires m steps for candidate generation and some polynomial (in n) number of
steps for other computations. Second, by the Prime Number Theorem, the first n smallest
primes  n are in On. (Remember that m is the length of the input and m is bounded by
some polynomial in n; so, in time polynomial in n one can find these primes using simple
methods such as the Sieve of Erastosthenes.) Since j and sn are polynomially bounded,
finding the jth smallest prime  sn requires only a polynomial number of steps.
Now, by our assumption, there is an m-enumerator bE for f that runs in time m.
Since the number of candidates that bE generates is at most m and the dimension of the
matrix M
n
is n, we have a prime  mn. This implies that with bE as the enumerator, for
every n  bE, every j   j  n, and every i   i  n, we successfully find an r for
distinguishing the candidates. So, with bE as the enumerator, for all n  bE, permM
n
 is
polynomial-time computable. Hence P

 FP.
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8.5 Oracle Results
In this section, we provide a number of relativized results on the existence or non-
existence of P sets simultaneously satisfying pairs of conditions chosen among the proper-
ties (i), (ii), and (iii) from Section 8.3. For instance, Theorem 8.5.1 and its Corollary 8.5.2
below exhibit a relativized world in which every P set has an easy census function (Prop-
erty (ii)), yet there exists some set in P that is not rankable (Property (i)).
Theorem 8.5.1 There exists an oracle D such that P

D
 FPD   PD.
From the relativized versions of Theorem 8.3.4 and of Hemaspaandra and Rudich’s
result in [HR90] that every P set is rankable if and only if PP   P (which is equivalent
with FP   P, and this equivalence itself also relativizes), we immediately obtain the
following corollary.
Corollary 8.5.2 There exists an oracle D such that all sets in PD have a census function
computable in FPD, yet there exists some set in PD that is not rankable by any function
in FPD.
Proof of Theorem 8.5.1. Balca´zar et al. [BBS86] and Long and Selman [LS86] proved
that the polynomial hierarchy does not collapse if and only if it does not collapse rela-
tive to every sparse oracle. Since their proof relativizes (i.e., it applies to the relativized
polynomial hierarchy as well), we have the following claim:
Claim 8.5.3 [BBS86, LS86] For every set B, PHB does not collapse if and only if for
every sparse oracle S, PHBS does not collapse.
Note that PHBS   PHBS . Fix an oracle A such that PHA does not collapse (such
oracles were constructed by Yao [Yao85], Hastad [Has89], and Ko [Ko89] who built on the
work of Furst et al. [FSS84]). Then, by Claim 8.5.3 above, for every sparse set S, PHAS
does not collapse. So, in particular, PAS   NPAS for every sparse set S. Since for every
oracle B, PB   FPB implies NPB   PB, we have that PAS   FPAS for every sparse
set S.
So it remains to prove that there exists a sparse set T such that P

AT
 FPAT .
Then, setting D   A	 T completes the proof.
Recall that our pairing function h  i is non-decreasing in each argument, polynomial-
time computable and invertible, and is one-to-one and onto. LetN

 N


    be a standard
enumeration of all tally NP oracle machines. For each i  , let p
i
be the polynomial time
bound of N 
i
. Then, the function f  defined by
f


hinji
  


acc
N

i

n
 if p
i
n  j

 otherwise
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is a canonical function complete for the class P


.
5 In particular, for every fixed set S,
f
AS is complete for P

AS
.
The oracle set T is defined in such a way that, for any givenm   hi n ji in unary, some
polynomial-time oracle transducer can retrieve the value of fAT m from its oracle
A	 T by asking at most m queries. More formally, we construct T in stages such that for
each m   hi n ji:

k


m
k
b  T    k  jf
AT 

m
j and the kth bit of f AT m is b
By the above definition, jf AT mj  m and coding information into the oracle is un-
necessary when NAT
i

n
 queries strings of length  m. So there is no interference
between the stages of the construction of T . It is easy to see that T is a sparse set satisfying
P

AT
 FPAT .
Now we construct an oracle relative to which there exists some scalable set in P whose
census function is not easy to compute.
Theorem 8.5.4 There exists an oracle A such that there exists an A-scalable set B whose
census function is not in FPA.
Proof. We will construct A and B in such a way that B is PA-isomorphic to the set R  
f
x j x  	

g, which is rankable in FP (and thus in FPA). For each n  , we have
census
R

n
   
n

. So census
R
is easy to compute, but we want B to have a hard
census function. In light of part 2 of Proposition 8.3.1, we thus need the isomorphism,
f , between B and R to be non-length-preserving. In particular, we will define f so as to
satisfy jfxj  jxj   and jf
yj  jyj for all x y  	. When f is defined, we let B
be the set f
R. To have f and its inverse computable in FPA, we encode f and f
 into
A   A
f
	 A
f
   as follows. For all x  	, i  , and b  f
 g, we ensure that
hx i bi  A
f

 the ith bit of f x is b,(8.5.3)
where f stands for either f or f
. At the same time we diagonalize against FPA so as to
ensure census
B
 FPA.
Let T 

 T


    be a standard enumeration of all deterministic polynomial-time oracle
transducers, and let p

 p

    be a sequence of strictly increasing polynomials such that p
i
bounds the running time of T
i
(independent of the oracle used). By (8.5.3) above, implicit in
the definition of f and f
 is the definition ofA, so it suffices to construct the isomorphism.
The construction of f and f
 is in stages. By the end of stage i, f will have been defined
for all strings of length up to ri, where r will be determined below. Initially, we start with
r
   
, and we define f   . Stage i  
 of the construction is as follows.
5See [Val79b] for natural 
P
 
-complete functions.
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Stage i: Choose n
i
to be the smallest integer such that n
i
 ri   and p
i
n
i
  
n
i


.
Let A  be the subset of A that has been decided by now. We want to define f so that,
eventually, TA
i

n
i
   census
B

n
i
. Simulate TA
i
on input ni . Whenever in this
simulation a string of the form 
hx i bi whose membership in A has not yet been
decided is queried, we add this string to A  and set the ith bit of fx to b unless we
have already put 
hx i  bi into A (and thus have set this bit to   b), or unless
i  jxj. The same comment applies to query strings hy j bi whose membership
in A has not been decided yet and which may fix the jth bit of f
y. If we added
the queried string to A , we continue the simulation in the “yes” state; otherwise, in
the “no” state. In this way, the simulation of TA
i

n
i
 may determine f (and f
)
on at most p
i
n
i
  
n
i

 bits of the strings of length n
i
. Thus, for no m  n
i
is
f

 determined on all strings of length m in R or R. Once the value TA
i

n
i
 is
computed, there is room to decide fx and f
y for all strings x and y of lengths
between ri and p
i
n
i
 so that f is an isomorphism mapping to
S
p
i
n
i

ri

R
 and
such that census
B

n
i
   T
A

i

n
i
, without changing the output value of TA
i

n
i
.
Finally, define ri   p
i
n
i
.
Next, we provide an oracle relative to which there exists some set in P that is neither
scalable nor has an easy census function.
Theorem 8.5.5 There exists an oracle D such that D  PD is not D-scalable and its
census function is not in FPD.
Proof. It is known from the work of Goldsmith and Homer [GH96] that any sparse set
is scalable if and only if it is rankable, and this holds if and only if it is P-printable. D
will be sparse, with at most 2 strings at each length. We assume that T 
i

i
enumerates
FP, and that T 
i
runs in time ni. A simple diagonalization guarantees that no PD function
computes the census of D. Note that this guarantees that no PD function computes the rank
of n in D for all n, since census
D

n
   rank
D

n
 rank
D

n

 would then be in PD.
At stage i we guarantee that TD
i

n
 does not compute the census function of D, where
n is chosen large enough that ni  n. Compute TD
i

n
, restraining any oracle strings of
length n that it queries. By our choice of n, this does not decide Dm for any m  n, so
we can then put in the appropriate number of strings of length n for the diagonalization.
Finally, we show that relative to an oracle, there exists some non-scalable set in P having
an easy census function.
Theorem 8.5.6 There exists an oracle A such that A  PA is not A-scalable and its census
function is in FPA.
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Proof. We construct the oracle A so that A has one string of each length. For those lengths
for which nothing else is decided, we put in n. Otherwise, we do the following.
To make the oracle A non-A-scalable, we actually make it non-PA-printable. At stage i,
choose an appropriate length n, and then compute TA
i

n
. Whenever it queries a string of
length n, restrain the string from the oracle. If it does anything except print outAn, then
put in the first unrestrained string of each length. If it correctly prints A up to length n, then
choose an x of each relevant length to include that neither is restrained nor printed.
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